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For more than eleven years Powertran have been designing and manufacturing the finest quality electronic kits. All of
our now considerable range have featured in the electronics press and literally thousands have been bought and built
by contractors in the UK and World-wide.
Our philosophy is always the same - we offer ingenuity and originality in the construction phase by using only top
class designers. We offer machines with power, versatility and performance - capability fully equal to their factory
built rivals. We offer only the highest quality materials and components throughout to ensure years of useful and
reliable service, we offer clear comprehensive and easy to follow construction manuals to place our kits within the
scope of the careful first time builder as well as the dedicated enthusiast.
Our hallmark of success lies in the number of our clients who have built our whole range - many assembling several
units for others to use often on the professional music scene.
We believe in taking every care throughout - months spent checking and testing the design and development.
Vigorous checking of every component, constant pre -despatch quality control, careful packaging ...even door to door
delivery by Securicor!
We are naturally very proud of our Transcendent range of synthesizers designed by Tim Orr and regularly featured in
ETI. They represent the best in constructional interest and in musical performance.

TRANSCENDENT POLYSYNTH - A four octave polyphonic synthesiser with
outstanding design characteristics and versatility and performance to match.

Complete kit 1275.00 plus VAT (single voice)
Extra voice (up to three more) 42.00 plus VAT

EXPANDER - A new matching 4 voice expander to team up with your
polysynth for even a greater range and capability.

Complete kit (249.00 plus VAT

TRANSCENDENT DPX - Offers a five octave keyboard with power to match.
Two audio outputs (can be used simultaneously) to give harpsichord and
piano/honkytonk or reed with strings/brass and both are fully polyphonic. Other
features include switchable touch sensitivity and a chorus ensemble unit with
strong/mild effect switching. An advanced design made simple with our clearly
laid out instruction manual.

Complete kit 095.00 plus VAT

TRANSCENDENT 2000 - Although only a 3 octave keyboard the '2000'
features the same design ingenuity, careful engineering and quality components
of its larger brethren. The kit is well within the scope of the first time builder -
buy it, build it... play it! You will know you have made the right choice.

Complete kit £165.00 plus VAT.

1024 COMPOSER - Come right up to the minute with this new design. It will
control your synthesiser with a sequence of up to 1024 notes - or an equal
selection of shorter sequences. The Composer is mains powered with
automatically charged battery to preserve your programme after switch -off.

Complete kit £85.00 plus VAT)

DEMONSTRATION TAPE Demonstration tape now available of all three
kits 130 minutes).

MIMI POEM

... Quite simply the best way to make music

f2.00

20 - 20 - Originally designed by Texas Engineer
his is a 20 watt amplifier with true Hi-Fi performance at

minimal cost. New features include true Toroidal
ansformer, new wiring, single 'Circuit board and improved
resentation. An ideal beginners project Complete kit
29.50 plus VAT Also T30 - 30 - 30 watt version complete
it £34.50 plus VAT

.

,ic-s.tite,

SLEY HOOD 75 DE LUXE -A 75 watt amplifier
r`Sriginally published in Hi Fi News. Superb performance
haracteristics with less than 01% distortion Modular

bonstruchon with 14 interconnecting boards - virtually
no wiring so assembly is easy as is subsequent checking
and maintenance. Complete kit £75.00 plus VAT

WORLD LEADERS IN ELECTRONIC KITS.
PRICE STABILITY: Order with confidence irrespective of any price changes we
will honour all prices in this advertisement until the end of the month following the
month of publication of this issue. (Errors and VAT rate changes excluded.
EXPORT ORDERS: No VAT. Postage charged at actual cost plus £1 handling and
documentation.
U.K. ORDERS: Subject to 15% surcharge for VAT. No charge is made for carriage,
or at current rate if changed. Cheques, Access. Barclaycard accepted.
SECURICOR DELIVERY: For this optional service (U.K. mainland only) add £2.50
(VAT inclusive) per kit. FREE ON ORDERS OVER £100.
SALES COUNTER: If you prefer to collect kit from the factory, call at Sales
Counter. Open 9a.m.-12 noon, 1-4.30p.m. Monday -Thursday.

PORTWAY INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, ANDOVER, HANTS SP10 3WW (0264) 64455.



New from CCIKLUJIMIA
That's right, folks!
Nobody but Chase can offer you

these three brand new instruments
from Crumar.

First, comes the Stratus, a com-
pletely polyphonic synthesiser at an
amazing price of £549.

Next, the new Trilogy which com-
bines polyphonic synthesiser, orches-
tra strings and cathedral organ in one
instrument.

Lastly, the new DP50 piano with
12 incredible piano voices, the ability

to create with your own and a key-
board response you can tailor to your
touch.

By anybody's standards they're
all outstanding value for money.

At Chase prices they're positively
amazing.

How do we do it, you ask?

By importing direct from Crumar,
we cut out the middleman.

Which means you buy at virtually
wholesale prices.

That goes for every Crumar model
from the first -timer's Roadrunner
piano up to the pro's choice Trilogy.

(In fact, our Crumar prices are
now actually lower than they were
three years ago).

Being the Crumar specialists, our
branches have service engineers
trained to know every instrument
inside out.

So why settle for less when you
can have a Crumar from Chase?

THE STRATUS THE TRILOGY
RRP £900 CHASE PRICE £549 RRP f1300 CHASE PRICE £749

The Crumar Stratus is the first polyphonic
synthesiser that satisfies the needs of both the
creative synthesist and the multi -keyboard player.
It offers a powerful array of sound, from the
explosive to the expressive, and yet the majority of
control comes from the keys you play, not the dials
you turn.
The heart of this outstanding versatility is found in
the six actively engaged Filters and Envelopes
that span the keyboard. These generate true
polyphonic capability, letting you depress as many
keys simultaneously as you want. Most poly-
phonic synthesisers are limited by their 4 or 5
voice capability. Go beyond that and notes
drop out.
The Stratus also features unique trigger modes
(both Multiple and Mono) which allow you to turn
on the Oscillator Glide, reset the LFO, delay the
alternate between the sawtooth and square
waves all directly from the keyboard. You can
retrigger a particular effect whenever a new note
is played, even though other keys are depressed.
There are other noteworthy qualities to the
Stratus, like two independent oscillators, con-
tinuously variable and invertible envelopes and
polyphonic resonances. But, we suggest you
experience this "synful" sound for yourself at
Chase. At a price under £500, it's a devilishly
exciting way to burn up a stage.
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Cpumar's Trilogy combines polyphonic synthesi-
ser, orchestra, strings, and cathedral organ in one
instrument, then lets you combine them in any
proportion for limitless creative potential.

Usually we do not think one single instrument
should do everything or be everything to the
professional musician, but with the TRILOGY
natural events "led" us to betraying this ideal.
Accordingly, we have created the most complete
polyphonic synthesiser the musician would wish
to have. Big, fat, aggressive, today sounds
combined with some unique features such as
alternating waveform keyboard trigger and in-
vertable envelopes in a polyphonic format.

Added to these a comprehensive, easy to use,
bank of presets which may also be internally
altered to your own taste, a super String Section
and you have all the ingredients to make the
TRILOGY live up to our highest expectations.

THE DP/50 PIANO
RRP £1300 CHASE PRICE £849

Twelve incredible Piano Voices, the ability to
create your own and a keyboard response you can
tailor to your touch.
THE VOICES. Sit down at the Crumar DP/50 and
you'll discover the world's most popular pianos
are at your fingertips. Six presets function in two
modes, the first six being more traditional
acoustic and electric piano sounds, the second six
offering more brilliantly defined sounds not
normally associated with acoustically oriented
instruments.
FREE SECTION. The seventh preset enables you
to control our very special Free Filter Section. This
section lets you create your own piano sounds,
plus many expressive synthesiser voices indi-
vidually coloured by the energy you direct into the
keyboard.
THE FEEL. There are several electronic pianos
claiming to be dynamic, but they still dictate what
your playing style and touch should be. Not so
with the DP -50. In the back of the piano is a
Keyboard Response Control. You can use this to
tailor the DP -50 to your style and touch. If your
technique is very forceful, you can adjust the
DP -50 to let you whisper, when you want. If you
play with a delicate touch, the DP -50 can still give
you powerful emphasis when you need it. Simply
put, you don't conform to the DP -50, the DP -50
conforms to you.

Exclusive to Chase*
Crumar Prices

at Chase
RRP

Chase
Price

Crumar Roadrunner Piano £300 £199
Crumar Roady Piano f400 f299
Crumar DP5O Piano f1300 £849
Crumar Performing String f500 f349
Crumar Multiman SII f700 £549
Crumar Stratus Polysynth £900 £599
Crumar Trilogy Polysynth f1300 £749
Crumar Toccata Organ f500 £299
Crumar T1 Organ £800 f529
Crumar T3 Organ £1550 £1199

LONDON SYNTHESIZER CENTRE
22 Chalton Street, off Euston Road, London NW1.

LONDON: Telephone: 01-387 7626/7449.
Union Street, off High Street, Leicester LE1 4HA.

LEICESTER: Telephone: 0533 59634.
58 Oldham Street, off Piccadilly, Manchester

MANCHESTER: M4 1LE. Telephone: 061-236 6794/5.
10 Priory Queensway, Birmingham B4 6BS.

BIRMINGHAM: Telephone: 021-236 8146.
Opening hours Tues. to Sat. (inc.) 10.00 a.m. to 5.30 p.m.
Please note our stores are closed on Sundays and Mondays.
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JULY SALE
We are London's largest stockist of all

Roland Roland products - if Roland make it then we
sell it! Our displays and demonstrations are
designed to show the interfacing capabilities
of the newest Roland products. Roland are

committed to the concept of adding and expanding to their current production items thus
expanding the capability of electronic musical instruments rather than hastening obsolescence.
Blinded by flashing lights and too many buttons? Come to the London Rock Shop and we will show
you how the creative musician controls the machine rather than the other way round! Since we
stock the complete range of Roland gear you can come and check everything out - the one -stop
Roland shop.
Here is just a selection from the enormous range:

KEYBOARDS
Jupiter 8: Polysynth + MC -4 interface.
Jupiter 4' Polysynth (8 memories).
Juno 6: Polysynth: New - now in stock!
SH-2: Mono 2 VCO synth + sub-osc.
SH-09: Mono 1 VCO synth + sub-osc.
MC -4 A/B: Microcomposer (4 ch. sequencer).
CSQ 100/600: Programmable memory sequencers.
VP -330: Vocoder plus choir and strings.
RS -09: Organ + string ensemble.
SA -09: Organ + percussive sounds.
100M; Modular synthesizer system.
VK-09: Drawbar combo organ.
Piano Plus 60/70: Touch -sensitive EL pianos.
Piano Plus 11: Piano with rhythm and auto -bass.
HP 30: EL piano with built-in speaker.

GUITAR AND BASS
SYNTHESIZERS

GR 300: Guitar synthesizer (blue box) + G-202 (Nat,
Blue, Wine), 303 (fitted neck), 505 (Met. Red, Met.
Blue, Sunburst), 808 (thru' neck). GR-338: Bass
synthesizer + B33 (fitted neck), B88 (thru' neck).

;7.Fioland 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 r-vrnoto<

RHYTHM UNITS etc.
TR-808: Rhythm Composer.
CR-8000: Compurhythm (programmable).
CR-5000: Compurhythm (arrangeable).
CR-78: Original compurhythm: few left at £249 inc.
write switch.
TR-606: Mini Rhythm Composer: £199.
TB -303: Bass Line Synthesizer, Triggers from TR-606
Drumatix £215
+ stands, cases, footpedals, footswitches, sweat-
shirts, stickers ... if it says 'Roland' on it we've got it!

COMBO AMPS
Bolt 100 - New!
Bolt 30/60 - Valve
Cube 20/40/60/100
Cube 60 Bass
Cube 40K/60K
Spirit 10/30/50
Spirit 30B/50B Bass
Jazz Chorus 50/120
Boss MA 1/5/15

Boss Effect Units:
We stock the complete range at
competitive prices inc. the latest
units:
OC-2: Octave Divider.
VB-2: Vibrato.
CS -2: New Sustainer.
J-44: Jack/Phono/Mini-Jack con-
necting box.

71116Roland i-6 6 6 0 6 aoss Lino
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P.A. etc.
16 -channel Stereo Mixer.
P.A. 150/250 Mixer/Amps.
Power Amps SPA 120/240.
RE -201 Space Echo.
RE -301/501/555 Chorus Echo Units.
Roland Rack
Dimension D
SDE-2000 Digital Delay.
SBF-325 Stereo Flanger
+ much, much more.

MCORP:SYNTHESIZER DREAMS'

28 CHALK FARM RIANDIN NW1 01181 5381

The 1982 American NA MM Show was held in Atlan-
ta during June and Rocky was there, of course,
checking out all the new goodies for you! In the past
it has been frustrating to see new items
demonstrated at trade shows and then have to wait
six months for them to arrive in the shops in the UK;
however as the ever-expanding micro -computing
controlled instrument market develops it is good to
see these delays being reduced and the more com-
petitive companies coming up with the goodies
sooner. Two hand-held, electronic drunkits were
the talk of the NAMM Show; "the kit" (made in the
U.K.) and the Mattel "Synsonics Drums". Both will
be selling for under £200 and we expect to have
stocks of "the kit" in August. Whatever the musi-
cians' union say, most new electronic musical in-
struments are adding to musicians' creativity; we
welcome this at the London Rock Shop and hope
that our industry does not become stifled by not ac-
cepting the latest technology.
P.S. Rocky for P.M.!

*Our trading hours are designed to suit you; we're
open seven days a week, Monday -Saturday 10.00
a.m. until 6.00 p.m., Sundays 11.00 a.m until
5.30 p.m. Please ring our Direct Sales line 01-267
7851 to check availability of products that interest
you before travelling any great distance. Alter-
natively, our Mail order service is fast and
efficient. Please enclose 25p in postage stamps to
cover any colour catalogue requests.

LONDON'S SPECIALIST ROLAND DEALER
GUITARS: WE choose 'em, you pick 'em! We have
over 100 guitars, both electric and electric -acoustic, always on
display for you to try. We only stock the pick of the crop so it
sometimes pays to shop around; however, we specialise in
Roland Guitar Synthesizers (all colours and all models on
display subject to availability) and Washburn/Ovation Electric
Acoustics. The Ovation 'Cutaway' models will be arriving in
July and the limited edition 'collector' model in August.
Washburn's new EC -43 nylon -strung EL/Acoustic is due any
day along with their EA -42 Woodstock Studio Model (trans-
ducer and magnetic pickups). We carry selected goodies from
the following:

Fender (USA)
Fender (Japan)
Fender Bullitt
Washburn
Ovation

Gibson
Aria
Ibanez
Kramer
Yamaha

Jaydee Pangbourne
Chandler Tokai
Vox Westbury

Plus Secondhand

Sound
LCO

-- OtMINIA

lllil}j1'!\,11

Two new Mini -Keyboards from Yamaha: HS -500 (III). Features piano, organ,
violin, harpsichord and clarinet sounds, 4 -note polyphonic, battery or mains
powered, auto power -off, output for headphones, Hi-Fi or amp system plus...
5 Amazing Musical Games, each with 3 levels of difficulty: Match it, pairs, copy
cat, chord chase and musical tennis! Yamaha have produced a truly educational
electronic musical instrument... all in the handysound HS -500 for only
£59.95.
Also available: Handysound HS -200, identical to above but without musical
games: £39.95.
Direct Mail Order, Ring 01-267 7851 with your Access/Barclaycard for instant,
post-free despatch or send cheque/postal order for £59.95 (HS -500), £39.95
(HS -200) to above address (allow 14 days for delivery). Limited stocks available
for July/August, so please order early. Offer subject to availability.

EFFECTS etc.
Boss
MXR
DoD

Yamaha
Fostex
Ibanez

Whirlwind
Ernie Ball

Dean Markley

GHS
Martin

Rotosound
Superwound
Jim Dunlop

Plus all the
bits and pieces

that matter!

AMPS, COMBOS
Marshall S/H

Fender New + S/H
Roland
OHM

Gallien Krueger
Burman S/H

Carlsbro
Pig nose
HH S/H

Plus the amazing 'Sessionette'
75w 1x12" ONLY £199

Fostex
Simply the best value on the market! Everybody stood back in
amazement when Fostex announced that they had made an
eight track 'A" reel-to-reel recorder: Sales have proved just
how successful this formula has been. The 250 4 -track
cassette demos to new realms - why not come to the London
Rock Shop for a demonstration? We will show you how to set
up an inexpensive home demo studio. We stock the complete
range of Fostex equipment:
A-8: 8 -track reel-to-reel
A-4: 4 -track reel-to-reel
A-2: Half-track reel-to-reel
250: 4 -track cassette multitracker
350: 8 into 4 into 2 mixer
3060: Meter bridge for above
3040: Add-on 'Dolby C' unit
3050: Digital delay (270ms)
3030: 2 e 10 -band graphic equaliser
6301: New 10w monitors

CS -01 Micro -Monophonic Synthesizer: Battery or
mains powered, built-in speaker, pitch and mod.
depth wheels, white noise, variable pulse width, full
ADSR, Glissando, neck -strap buttons plus optional
VCA/VCF breath controller. Amazing versatility and
sound quality £189

OTHER Avakreigsrisi COMPONENTS

.11.110 Paha. May

-4 Channel (Mic/Line) Plus
2 Aux. Inputs, Panpot. Built-in ambience effect,
Program Output X2 Multi In/Out, stereo,
Plus Line Out X2 very practical

£75 £79

We're Open 7 days a week ... for sound advice at a better price!
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Electronic v Acoustic?
The success and importance of
E&MM as a publication has
always been mainly due to a big

change of attitude towards the use of
electronic instruments in making
music.

The media of film, television and
radio have contributed greatly to the
often unknowing acceptance of elec-
tronic string orchestras, brass bands,
organs, drums and a vast range of
keyboard equivalents of lute, harpsi-
chord, mandolin, piano, accordion,
harmonica - almost every traditional
acoustic instrument has been imi-
tated to some degree.

Whether you accept the electronic
or acoustic version of an instrument
usually depends on 4 basic factors:
practicalities, cost, quality and skills;
the practicality, say, of using a large
orchestra on tour, the financial cost of
producing music live or on record, the
choice of an instrument or ensemble
that is of sufficiently good quality for
the performance, and the skills of the
players involved.

Ultimately, the decision to use, for
example, an electronic string mach-
ine instead of a live stringorchestra is
the artist's (or the manager's) deci-
sion. This does not mean in any way
that one is condemning the other.
And the position of the working
musician still remains the same: his
skill will always be needed for mani-
pulating a piano, violin, trumpet,
flute, kettledrum, Linn Drum, Vario-
phon, synthesiser/organ, Emulator
or Fairlight CMI.

The fact that the musician is
desperately trying to keep up with
today's technology is a reason for
E&MM's existence. What is not rea-
lised perhaps is that electronics/
computer orientated people are find-
ing a new creativity through their
understanding of the new musical
instruments. They appear to be ac-
quiring musical skills quicker than
musicians learning the necessary
technical skills.

I, for one, have grown up in the
classical and jazz worlds and firmly
believe that my enjoyment of electro-
music has come from my life-long
appreciation of the different aspects
of music. Hopefully we'll remain
united under one banner - as
musicians.

This month you can enjoy trying
out Jon Lord's lyrical piece with these
thoughts in mind. If I had a grand
piano and an orchestra, that's cer-
tainly the combination I'd choose, but
for now I'll have to content myself with
an electric piano, drum machine, and
a couple of synthesisers!

We apologise for the delay you
have had in receiving this month's
issue of E&MM due to a change of
ownership. Future issues of this
magazine will appear on the
bookstalls every 4th Thursday in the
month prior to the cover date.
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Send to: Reader's Letters, Electronics & Music Maker
282 London Road, Westcliff-on-Sea, Essex SSO 7JG.

MU and Synthesisers
Following the recent motion passed
by the Musicians' Union aiming to
restrict the use of synthesisers and
other electronic instruments, E&MM
has decided to devote part of this
month's letters page to correspond-
ence on this subject. Printed in full
below are two letters. The first was
received by us and forwarded on to
Maurice Jennings, London District
Organiser of the Musicians' Union.
The second is his reply
Dear Sir,
As a keen synthesist, I was horrified to
read about the idiotic proposals of the
Musicians' Union to ban the use of
synthesisers and any electronic aids
on all live recordings and perfor-
mances.
The implications of such a move are
terrible and quite typical of the "self
interested" unions whose members
are blind to technological progress.
Surely they realise that such a con-
troversial proposal is likely to cause a
major split in the subscription paying
ranks.
Would E&MM be prepared to organise
a petition of all its readers, to be
presented to the Musicians' Union,
against this terrible motion?

M. S. Cockings
Tyne and Wear

Dear Sir,
Mr Cocking's letter provokes me to
respond more in sorrow than in anger.
His wild shooting from the hip misses
all possible targets, and his bracket.
ing of the Musicians' Union with all
other unidentified, supposedly 'self
interested' unions is clearly, to use his
own word, idiotic.
There is no point in being too hard on
him as his reaction to the Central
London Branch resolution is a gut
reaction; the same kind of gut reac-
tion felt by the members of the Union
present at the May meeting, who saw
their livelihoods threatened. They
were seeking to prohibit electronic
devices which simulate conventional
instruments. Their motion said noth-
ing about proscribing synthesisers
per se. This important point seems to
have escaped the attention of most of
those who attack the Union. Unfortu-
nately the great synthesiser debate
has been conducted in the media at
the superficial level of UNION TO
PULL PLUGS ON TOP OF THE POPS.
No doubt this approach to a serious
problem has prodded Mr Cocking and
others to write their anguished but
often ill-informed letters.
Any member of the Musicians' Union
can table a motion at a meeting of his
or her branch. If it is passed it is then
considered by the District Council,
which can accept, modify or reject it.
If it is not rejected it will be passed to
the top body of the Union, the Execu-
tive Committee, which will have to
decide what action if any should be
taken. My view is that present Union
policy will not be radically changed on
this issue. It can be summed up in the
following sentences extracted from
last year's Conference Report.
"It (the Executive Committee) recog-
nised that threats to employment can

arise from a variety of causes and
may take many forms including the
replacement of musicians by other
musicians performing on instru-
ments and devices producing similar
sounds by electronic or other tech-
nological means. It is also recog-
nised, however, that new and dif-
ferent instruments will continue to be
developed and used for their charact-
eristics and considered that it would
be impracticable to ban specific
instruments on the grounds that they
were potentially capable of reducing
employment."
Now I ask you Mr Cocking, does that
sound like the lunatic policies of a
'self interested union . .. blind to
technological progress'?
The synthesiser in the right hands
can be a wonderful instrument for
producing new and exciting sounds.
In fact, the Chairman of the Union's
Executive Committee, John Patrick,
recently wrote the music for .a tele-
vision play which featured a synthe-
siser and electric piano - no Lud-
dism here. However, what Mr Cock-
ing does not know or does not care to
admit is that this new marvel of
technology in the wrong hands has
put musicians out of work. A recent
Barry Manilow tour is an obvious
example. Instead of the usual fairly
large orchestra, a small group which
included three synthesisers was
used. This group attempted to simu-
late Manilow's recorded arrange-
ments.
To conclude, the Union's job is, as far
as is possible, to look after the
interests of its members whether they
play the violin or the synthesiser.

Maurice Jennings
London District Organiser

Musicians' Union

In answer to Mr Cocking's suggestion
of a petition, E&MM would advise
readers to contact the newly formed
Union of Sound Synthesists. Cover-
age of this organisation and a contact
address are given in this month's
News page.

Mis-spent youth?
Dear Sir,
I thought you might like to know that
six months ago, when I first spotted
your mag our local shelves did not
support your worthy cause, with thr
largest store in town having only two
copies every other month. This month
there were ten copies visible when I
collected my copy. Our numbers are
growing!
My main point of writing is to say that
money is a scarce enough commodity
nowadays - less and less available
for electronic delights, more being
needed for general irritations such as
food or a roof for the night - so your
monthly mag is a steal at the price.
Home projects, new instruments re-
views, interviews and ideas for your
own home studio (even if you can't
afford it). In short, it's packed out with
all the necessary info that us struggl-
ing, unrecognised, unsatisfied (and
sometimes threatened) musicians
crave for.

I've read many arguments in the
home -projects versus instrument re-
views line, and personally I think the
balance is fine as it is (I don't under-
stand the electronics and I can't
afford the instruments!)
When we're all grey-haired, or even
worse, bald, and thinking back to the
good of days, E&MM will be one of
my memories of a mis-spent youth of
music, work, music, rest, music,
music, collapse.
Cheers!

Jimmy Munro
Beds.

Stereo drum sound
Dear Sir,
I don't know whether or not your
readers are aware of this practice but
for the past few months I've been
obtaining a passable "stereo" drum
sound on a 4 -track Teac, using the
essentially "mono" output Roland
TR606.
Using the excellent MFI sync unit and
the volume outputs of the TR606, its
possible to put, say, 3 drum signals on
one track and 2 drum signals on
another, with separate EQ perfectly in
sync.
The MF1 unit needed a small modifi-
cation (a stop/start button) which I

have had installed.
A small tip if using this method, is to
place your recordings thus, "Pulse"
from sync unit on track 1, initial drum
track on track 3, subsequent syn-
chronised drum signal on track 4.
The reason for this placement is so
that any possible cross talk does not
interrupt the returning pulse signal to
the TR606 and cause a loss of "sync".
The MFI sync unit matches the
TR606 perfectly and has certainly
opened up the possibility of a better
electronic percussion sound than I

had previously hoped for.
K. Stacey

London

Vocoders
Dear Sir,
Firstly, may I be allowed to express
my gratitude for your superb E&MM
magazine. As an electronics engineer
with an interest in music I find it far
superior for value and content to
other magazines covering this field.
Secondly, I would like to write about a
recent idea in electronic music for
your consideration...
I've built a 10 channel vocoder, with
V -UV detection, as a second year
university project. The point is, once
operational, I found that it had far
more uses than its standard role as a
'voice -coder'. That is, why not use it
with other types of sound source and
for general sound instruments? May-
be I'm preaching to the converted,
but in all the articles I've read con-
cerning the vocoder in music no
mention has been made of the possi-
bility of using it with 'non -speech'
sounds.
For example, suppose we replace the
normal speech input with an electric
guitar and apply an electronic syn-
thesiser to the excitation input. Im-
provising with this arrangement with a
friend, playing both instruments sim-

ultaneously, some amazing 'electro-
acoustic' sounds were produced -
from a grumbling, distorted Pink
Floyd electric bass to mandolin/
banjo type sounds! Noise and filter
resonance yield interesting special
effects. This idea could clearly be
applied to any combination of instru-
ments, transferring the dynamic fre-
quency characteristics from one to
the other, resulting in a different
sound. Cross -modulation between
filter channels allows further sound
mutation - all good stuff for spon-
taneous electronic music!
Extending this idea, it's possible to
envisage an all -electronic system
using 10 ADSR's, all triggered at once,
routed to the ten vocoder channel
control voltages. This might be des-
cribed as the poor man's Fairlight
CM I! Harmonic control is very crude
and all possible modulation voltages
cannot be catered for. An electronic
synthesiser would provide either har-
monic or non -harmonic material for
shaping by the vocoder. Thus, com-
plete dynamic filtering and timbral-
sequencing can be performed by the
vocoder, providing one has enough
control voltages.
I've even treated my rhythm gene-
rator with the vocoder, re -constitut-
ing the rhythm on another more in-
teresting electronic sound.
So there are endless possibilities
here, or if it all seems a little ex-
treme you can always go back to
talking guitars and mass chorus!
Keep up the good work with E&MM.

David Farrall
Hants.

CB or not CB
I read with interest your mention of
the Fidelity CB 3000 base station CB
rig, and the suggestion that it could be
used to communicate between com-
puters. It is an admirable idea, and
would probably work, but I would just
like to point out that it is ever -so -
slightly illegal. Before CB was legal-
ised, there was some debate about
the possibility of getting round the law
by transmitting digitally encoded
speech using legally licenced RC
equipment. However, ironically, CB is
now legal but the licence specifically
forbids anything other than plain
speech, except for a calling signal
(which presumably is widely inter-
preted as including a "roger bleep").
Incidentally, many working music-
ians have found CB to be far more
useful in a far more practical way, i.e.
keeping in touch on the road to that
gig in the unknown village hall in the
middle of nowhere!

Roland Williams
Wilts

Demo cassettes
Dear Sir,
Oi! Why aren't you producing those
excellent demo cassettes anymore?

George Forrester
Worcs.

The good news is that we are planning
to start up the cassettes again in the
very near future and they will cover
items in the last few issues so that
your E&MM sound library is con-
tinous.
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1 Union of Sound Synthesists
Defy MU

Following the recent motion
passed by the Central London branch
of the Musicians' Union (see Readers
Letters) aiming to restrict the use of
synthesisers and other electronic
devices in recording and life per-
formance, a Union of Sound Syn-
thesists has been formed. This will
initially operate as a communications
link and data base for anyone inter-
ested in supporting the evolution of
sound engineering, including the use
of drum machines, computers, syn-
thesisers and other electronic instru-
ments.

The union has been set up by
E.S.S.P. (Electronic Synthesiser
Sound Projects), an organisation
specialising in the research, develop-
ment and promotion of electronic -
computer -synthesiser sound.

In a recent statement E.S.S.P. say
that: "Although we feel this particular
motion by certain M.U. members is
probably based on paranoia of their
own musical capabilities and certain-
ly suggests a lack of understanding
towards the role of synthesisers in the
development of music, we think it is
reasonable to prepare to make a
stand against the attitudes of mem-
bers of a union that promotes its
activities under the banner 'Advanc-
ing Today's Music'.

"We have received much cor-
respondence on this subject over the
past fortnight, including M.U. mem-
bers, expressing concern over the
possible implications of action to ban
synthesisers, and it was generally
suggested that a network be set up, if
only to collate and communicate
ideas and projects for the future
defence and promotion of music and

EVENTS
August 6th -8th VIENNA PEACE
FESTIVAL. The organisers of the Gla-
stonbury Festival are staging a simi-
lar, but much larger pan-European
Rock music event in central Europe.
This festival will be of particular
interest to E&M M's Eastern European
readers. Details on 01-263 5673 or
from the CND address above.

September BRITISH COMPUTER
SOCIETY COMPETITION FOR
SCHOOLS. To mark the 25th anni-
versary of the incorporation of the
BCS, a two-part competition for
schools and colleges has been or-
ganised. The first part is to write a
program for the composition of a
piece of music; the second is to write
a program to generate variations on a
specific theme. The finals will be held
in the British Association Conference -
Centre in Sheffield. Further details
from Cecil Marks. Tel: Burgh Heath
52498.
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sound produced with computers and
synthesisers."

Anyone interested in joining this
network is urged to write to: U.S.S., PO
Box 37b, East Molesey, Surrey KT8
9J B.

Contest for Unknown
Composers

Britain's largest ever annual song
contest begins in London next Febru-
ary. The World Song Festival is
organised by The Melkonian Founda-
tion in aid of charity (National Chil-
dren's Home) and will be staged at
The Royal Albert Hall on 15th Febru-
ary 1983.

The evening has been divided into
two parts. The first part will be a
concert featuring international sing-
ers accompanied by the Royal Phil-
harmonic Orchestra and an "ultra-
modern rock group". The second part
will be a Song Contest featuring
unknown composers - also accom-
panied by the RPO and the rock band.
The celebrities from the first half will
act as the jury for the actual contest
and the winner will be awarded
$10,000 and a recording contract.

The only conditions of entry are a
£5 entry fee, a top -line and a cassette
of the song. All entries will then be
sifted by a panel of 20 professionals
from the entertainment industry and
a final dozen will be picked for the
event. The organisers are not asking
for any publishing rights but they
would require permission to televise
and release a recording of the
Festival.

Entries are now being accepted
through to November 30th at the
Melkonian Foundation, 67/68 New
Bond Street, London WI. For entry
forms call 01-408 1612.

In Brief
MTR will shortly have a 'porta-

studio' 4 -track cassette system avail-
able, without EQ, which it is hoped to
retail around £300. . Sequential
Circuits has now established its own
European distribution and service
centre in Mijdrecht (near Rotterdam),
Holland. Tim Oak is heading the
operation with Tim Salthouse as Sales
Manager and Steven Garth as Service
Manager . JVC have developed a
compact VHS video cassette system
using standard half -inch tape and it
has already been adopted by 11 other
Japanese companies as an additional
standard based on the VHS system. It
was released in Japan on 5th July and
is scheduled for America later this
year. It is due to be launched in
Europe in early 1983 . Hal Leonard
have a new series of books, which
they are marketing through Chappell
Music, called the Hal Leonard Elec-
tric Bass Method. The five books in
the series are all written by bassist
Dan Dean. Book one is in the shops
now, books two and three should just
be coming available, and books four
and five are in advanced stages of
production. They all retail at £3.95.

Yamaha Combo Keyboards
We have just received a great little

catalogue of Yamaha Combo Key-
boards containing their complete
range, a section on setting up a
keyboard system, and a useful
glossary.

Any readers wanting a copy can
write to: Yamaha, Kemble (Organ
Sales) Ltd., Mount Avenue, Milton
Keynes, Bucks MK1 1JE or ring 0908
71771.

No Slump for Songwriters
Noting that their membership

increased by 1,253 during 1981 to
give a current total of 14,715 the
Performing Rights Society have con-
cluded that more people than ever
are earning extra income from song -
writing.

A breakdown of members earn-
ings showed that 68 per cent of
members earned less than £250 last
year, 16 per cent earned between
£250 and £1,000, 11 per cent earned
between £1,000 and £5,000, while 5
per cent earned more than £5,000.
Figures are taken from the PRS 1982
Handbook.

Prolific Peavey
The Peavey company have several

new products on the way. Peavey's
first valve amp head for eight years,
the MX contains self -biasing circuitry
which automatically compensates for
varying valve characteristics and age-
ing . . . New Scorpion speakers are
featured in two new flight cased
speaker enclosures. The square
frame design allows for very compact
cabinets which come complete with
transit flight case lids . . . Several
other new Peavey speaker enclosures
are also being released based on the
Black Widow and Scorpion premium
transducers. There are also three new
extension cabinets and the 1210H PA
column .. The M2600 19" rack
mountable power amplifier is a new
stereo model, based on the 260
power modules, which features 130
watts RMS per side and Peavey's DDT
distortion detection compressor.
Peavey will be pleased to provide
further details if you write to: Peavey
Electronics (UK) Ltd, Unit 8, New
Road, Ridgewood, Uckfield, Sussex
TN22 5SX. Tel: 0825 5566.

Making Notes
Brenda Hayward, who writes

E&MM's Making Notes series, has
published two cassettes teaching
electronic organ techniques. Each
cassette retails at £3.95 (or buy both
and pay £7.50).

Details from: Organ Master Publi-
cations, 6 Town lane Road, Bury St
Edmunds, Suffolk 1P33 2TE. Tel:
0284 84588.

We shall be pleased to publish news
of forthcoming electronic and elec-
tro-music exhibitions, club meetings
and special electronic music con-
certs.

September 2.6 16th INTERNA-
TIONAL EXHIBITION OF MUSIC AND
HI -Fl. Milan Fair, Milan, Italy. Held, for
the first time this year, in conjunc-
tion with the 'International Video and
Consumer Electronics Show' the
Milanese September expo takes on
an even larger perspective becom-
ing the most extensive trade -fair dedi-
cated to audio, video and telecom-
munications. 100,000 square metres,
nine pavillions, 32 participant coun-
tries. Details from Sim -Hi. Fi-Ives, Via
Domenichino 11, 20149 Milano, Italy.
Tel: (02) 46 97 519.

November 25-27 THE NORTHERN
COMPUTER FAIR, Belle Vue, Man-
chester. Following the success of
their London show at Earls Court in
April the sponsors have decided to
hold a similar exhibition in Man-
chester. It will follow the same for -

mat as the London show with 'Club
Avenue' for the specialist user
groups, a Sinclair Village and sec-
tions devoted to the business appli-
cations of personal computers. De-
tails on 01-643 8040.

April -September JVC's 5th ANNUAL
TOKYO INTERNATIONAL VIDEO
FESTIVAL. This competition has been
divided into two categories - one is a
completely open category and the
other is called 'Video Letter Ex-
change' for compositions using video
as a means of 2 -way communica-
tion. The prize is a 15 -day trip to
Japan to receive a large cash prize,
trophy and citation. There are over 30
prizes to be won. Closing date is 10th
September. For further information
contact JVC (U.K.) Ltd., Eldonwall
Trading Estate, Staples Corner, 6-8
Priestley Way, London NW2 7AF. Tel:
01-4502621.

CORRIGENDA
Jan '82
Pseudo Phaser, Circuit Maker. C2
(5nF) should be taken from the right
hand side of Cl (47n), not as shown
from R1 and the amp output.
Spectrum Synthesiser. Page 90, Fig.
9, VCO diagram; and Feb '82, page 69,
VCO parts list: All references to both
C38 and C39 refer solely to C39,
which is 100n polycarbonate
(WW41U).

Feb '82
Spectrum Synthesiser, Page 70: en-
velope parts list - code for 12pF
ceramic capacitors (C56, C73) should
read WX45Y.

April '82
MF1 Sync Unit, page 48: RV1,3 - two
off required. Calibrated knobs - two
off only required. Maplin Verobox
code should read LQ08J. Multi-
Reverb, page 54, Fig. 1, Junction of
R2 and R3 should be joined to the
junction of C2 +ve terminal and TR1
base.
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KITAQ0- ature i8 of the Mind, and Music

i8 of the Nature
...On the other side of the world forty
million people are watching a small
man crouched over a huge battery of
electronic instruments. The venue is a
thatched cottage in a disused village in
the mountains two hundred miles from
Tokyo. The man is at home. Japanese
national TV has chosen this bizarre
scene as its way of ushering in the New
Year. In sixteen million homes the
sweeping sounds of synthesisers 'ring
in the New!' No bells - just Korg,
Roland and Yamaha.

Masanori Takashi (KITARO) until
now has been the least heralded in the
West of the top electro-musicians from
Japan. To many ears, his work leaves
the soul -less and raucous work of such
derivative artists as Tomita and Y.M.O.
for dead.

This twenty-eight year old first came
to national prominence through his
membership of the Far Eastern Family
Band. The FEFB had a Japanese hit with
'Theory of Hollow Earth' in 1974 and
enjoyed a cult following on the West
Coast of the States. In the U.K. their
champion was the then adventurous
John Peel who droned lyrically about
their talents. They were very good
indeed and certainly showed up their
English counterparts Pink Floyd, whose
music by this time was starting to grow
the aural equivalent of a beer gut. Like
the early Pink Floyd, FEFB seemed to
6

appeal to the ageing flower children.
As a rock musician Kitaro travelled a

good deal and it was on a visit to Europe
that he met the German musicians who
were to have a profound influence upon
him. Schulze and Deuter, for example,
impressed Kitaro particularly and not
for the most obvious reason. In
essence, he discovered that these men
interpreted their art in a spiritual way,
and that their approach was one which
instinctively struck a chord in him.

At about that time a poll in Japan
had shown that in spite of the national
religion of Shinto; the strong cultural
presence of Zen Buddhism and the
aggressive drive of Christianity in
Southern Japan - that in spite of all
this, an incredible ninety per cent of
Japanese University students claimed
to be atheists. Furthermore, they
also claimed to be totally satisfied
with a purely materialistic interpreta-
tion of life. So Kitaro's fascination with
the complex nature of mysticism that
makes up Shinto, and his study of Zen
Buddhism was very unusual fora young
Japanese intellectual. In Schulze and
others he had found a Western rev-
erence and enthusiasm for what was
downright unfashionable amongst his
own young countrymen. This led to the
inevitable spiritual pilgrimage to India
and Nepal. The unity behind the mind,
the external world and the sound vibra-

tion organised into music is expressed
by Kitaro as: 'Nature is of the mind, and
music is of nature'.

These journeys led to a complete
renounciation of the nightmarish qua-
lity of Japanese urban life. A short stay
at the foot of Mount Fuji was followed by
a period of intense meditation in a cave
overlooking the Pacific. Until 1980
Kitaro stayed in a fishing village close to
'his' cave. The presence of electricity
meant a ceaseless attempt to match
the output of his synthesisers with the
sounds and pulses of nature.

In 1978 'Tenkai' or 'Astral Trip' was
released by Victor Records and already
displayed a distinctive and natural
compositional talent at work. Neither
this or 'Daichi' released early in 1979
caused great ripples at the time. But by
the end of 1979 a change of record
labels (to Canyon) and the release of
the phenomenally successful 'Oasis'
had established him in the second
biggest record market in the world.

With the flair of a good management
company, Canyon had preceded the LP
with a concert in August - several
hundred people rapturously received
that first major concert. At this stage a
high percentage of Kitaro's fans were
yoga students and trainee Buddhist
monks - the auditorium at the concert
had been dominated by the vast influx
of saffron coloured monks' robes.
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Early in 1980 he was commissioned
by NHK TV to produce the soundtracks
for their proposed epic series about the
trade route from China to Rome . . . 'Silk
Road'. His music for the first three
programmes was to become known on
disc as 'Silk Roads Volume One'. To
seek inspiration worthy of that commis-
sioned work, Kitaro decided to travel
once again. His itinerary included Asia
and Europe - the Austrian and Swiss
Alps proving particularly stimulating to
his senses. Like many a creative artist
before him, Kitaro finds in the transcen-
dence of the mountains the inspiration
of nature's power to move the heart.

On his return to Japan he discovered
the atelier in the disused village. A
quick decision to move there was
made, and the now famous studio
planned and built. Even from the first
days in his new home Kitaro expressed
his fundamental belief in unity by his
insistence that all tilling of the soil;
growing of the crops and practical
maintenance should be done by him.
That policy is still followed.

In September '80 Kitaro performed
for three consecutive nights at the
highly influential Parco Seibu Theatre.
These highly successful concerts were
recorded for posterity and subse-
quently released as 'Kitaro In Person'.
This JVC digitally produced recording
has just been released by Kuckuck
Records in Europe and features Kitaro
with four other musicians. Generally
the album stands up very well as a live
performance - though slight
blemishes include an over obvious
backing drum in places and a violinist
with the faintest hint of a pitching
problem. However, these are very
minor criticisms and do nothing to
diminish the achievement of this LP.

When 'Silk Road' was finally
screened, the NHK telephone switch-
board was jammed with enquiries
about the music. Naturally enough
Kitaro was asked to produce music for
the rest of the series... hence Volumes
2 and 3 of 'Silk Road'.

Following up the great success of
'Silk Road', Kitaro was flown into Eng-
land to record with the LSO. Just as
Mike Oldfield had produced an orches-
tral 'Tubular Bells', so Kitaro was re-
quired to do the same for 'Silk Road'. On
this record the numerous multi -tracks
were replaced by fully orchestrated
scores. To my ears nothing was added
to the music by this expensive exer-
cise; indeed there comes a point at
which a subtle tone created by a synth
is destroyed by the emphatic 'definite-
ness' of an oboe or violin. Too much is
stated. In the main, the LSO rendition
serves to show how strong the melodies
really are, and even more markedly the
similarities between the 'Silk Road'
theme and lain Sutherland's 'Sailing' -
quite uncanny!

The music of Kitaro is not conceived
in an intellectual way and nor should it
be listened to in that way. The compo-
sitions come as an outpouring of a
man's religious experience, and he
makes it clear that his own inner
condition plays a crucial role in the
musical creativity: "My music is some -
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what different from the sound of
nature's movements for it has positive
love added. Furthermore, there is no
self oblivion or self -intoxication incor-
porated in my music, as is the case of
Indian music as represented by the
sitar."

There is a feeling that the newest
records produced by Kitaro are a re-
iteration of what has already been
available from him and that he is falling
into the trap of producing too much with
too little new inspiration. Maybe with an
artist like Kitaro we should not expect
development or a continual stream of
electronic novelty. After all, his crea-
tivity is not based upon an urge to sell a
lot of records. Be that as it may, nobody
with an interest in electro-music can
afford not to pay the closest attention to
'Silk Road'; 'Oasis' and 'In Person'. All
three of these records are now distri-
buted in the U.K. by Making Waves
Record Distribution so hopefully they
will find their way into record shops up

land. The music of Kitaro
could be massively popular in Britain
... perhaps the BBC could follow up the
success of 'The Water Margin' with 'Silk
Road'. E&M M

Available in Europe
Ten Kai.
Silk Road Vol. 1 and 2.
In Person.
Oasis.

Available only as Japanese imports
Silk Road Vol. 3.
()aloha.
Tao.
Ki.

If you have difficulty in obtaining these records,
contact Making Waves, 10 Selfwick Mews, Lon-
don W2 1JG. Tel 01-262 ; 377.
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SYNTHESISER REVIEW-gr
The Synergy

The Synergy is a fully digital polyphonic
synthesiser that in many ways represents
the state of the art at the present time.

Designed by Digital Keyboards Incorporated in the
U.S.A., it offers the musician a wide range of
expression through its touch -sensitive 74 -note
keyboard and its analogue style controls.

Its sleek black 'ivory' finish package is com-
plete in itself, holding a computer system with
memory and the digital equivalent of 32 voltage
controlled oscillators, which provide sounds for 24
preset and 24 interchangeable cartridge voices.
The system layout makes it a versatile and portable
48 preset performance instrument and the all too
common complaint of 'synths lacking expression'
is easily overcome by its dynamic keyboard control
that can actually increase the expressive tech-
nique of an acoustic pianist. It was also one of the
first instruments to set the trend for sequencers to
be included on polyphonics - the Synergy has a 4 -
track sequencer that can utilise the different
voices available in a variety of ways.

Layout and Voices
All the synth controls are situated on the sloping

front panel above the keyboard, with vertical white
legends dividing them into the following groups,
from left to right: Volume, Pitch bend, Sequencer,
Portamento, Vibrato, Amplitude and Timbre, Pro-
gram settings, Transpose, Voice Assign, Restore,
Voices, Channel Assign, Tuning and Cartridge
(with the cartridge socket at the far right). The
switches are all light touch momentary types with
an LED indicator built in (except the Channel
Assign). Incidentally, an internal electric fari cools
the micro chips during operation.

Apart from the 4 -way joystick, all the controls
are rotary types. 24 individual voices are stored in
the Synergy and are selected from the two horizon-
tal rows of 12 switches. The voices can be used in
either 'Single Voice' mode using one voice on the
keyboard at a time, or 'Multi -Voice' mode, where up
to 4 voices can be used together. A voice is selected
by pressing one of the 24 switches and its red LED
indicator will then remain on unless you are playing
on the keyboard. Pressing the switch again turns
off the voice (and LED). Most of the switches work
in this touch on - touch off way.

On power -up of the instrument, the Single Voice
mode is selected and consequently, if you choose
another preset, the first voice will be turned off
automatically. Because the Synergy is under the
control of a micro, it is possible to offer per-
formance variations through its switching arrange-
ments that would be uneconomic and complex in
normal analogue synthesisers. For example, press-
ing a new voice switch, while still holding a chord
on the keyboard, allows the original preset to
continue sounding to the end of its release. The
new voice then takes over. On the other hand, if you
select a new voice after you've released keys
playing the original voice, any note still sounding
will be cut off immediately and the new voice will
take over on the next new key(s).

Since 32 oscillators are available, it may be
assumed that up to 32 notes can be played at once
in single voice mode. Actually, this is not the case,
as some voices need more than one oscillator to
make the sound required. Organ, for example, is
touch sensitive programmed to increase its 'stops'
to full organ, implying the use of 16', 8', 51/,', 4' etc.
oscillator pitches.

But generally, there's more than enough to go
around, unless the sequencer is using voices as
well as you playing several others at the same time.
The foot switches can also have you running out of
oscillators quickly as well.

One of the main features of the Synergy is its
ability to play up to 4 voices at once (each
polyphonically). By pressing the Save switch once,
the Multi -Voice mode is selected. Up to four voices
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can be chosen and their LEDs will light up. Any
other voice switches pressed will be ignored and,
incidentally, modulation effects like vibrato will
only occur on the last voice selected.

Performance Controls
A dual pedal is provided with the instrument,

with the left-hand pedal acting like a middle pedal
on a grand piano and sustaining keys held at the
time of switching, but not further keys played after.
This is an interesting musical aid that, for example,
could sustain a chord while staccato sounds are
played over it. The right hand pedal gives the
familiar sustain on every note played when de-
pressed.

A Tuning knob effects all voices on the key-
board and sequencer, and will alter pitch ±1 semi-
tone from A440 standard pitch. Deviation from the
standard is shown by the tuning LED indicator
lighting up.

It is important to note that, in common with
other digital synths using analogue type controls
(e.g. PPG wave II), knob settings are not actually
changed until the knob has been turned fully left or
right and to the position of the current setting. The
LED above the knob then turns on to show the
control is active. Often, many of the knobs will
automatically be de -activated during program and
voice changes where it is more logical for the
settings to be initially the programmed ones.

The Joystick enables two modulation effects to
be achieved simultaneously if desired, with hori-
zontal movement controlling Pitch Bend and
vertical controlling Vibrato Depth. The actual pitch
bend (pitch deviation) made by a left and right
movement of the joystick can be easily set to any
interval up to a perfect 5th up or down. This is done
in conjunction with the Restore switch (for a 5th)
and the Sustain foot pedal and Set switch for any
other interval. On power -up the bend is set to 1:
whole tone.

Voice Controls
Polyphonic portamento is always an impressive

effect and the Synergy has some interesting
possibilities. Here, the computer system scores
again, as it keeps track of complicated porta-
mentos. Pressing the Portamento Quantisation

switch once turns the effect on or off. The various
results are produced by sustaining left and right
hands at slide start and finish points in conjunc-
tion with the Sustain pedal. These include porta-
mento crossing through a chord, crossing another
portamento, expanding and contracting chords,
and (apparent) random slides around the key-
board. The portamento rate can be changed from a
very slow movement to instantaneous jump. In-
cidentally, movement time for any portamento
interval is always the same for the particular rate
set.

The Quantisation switch can be pressed again
(and its LED flashes slowly) for retaining the initial
envelope on the final finish note of the porta-
mento. One more press, to complete the cycle,
(with the LED flashing quickly) gives semitone
glissandos and new triggering on each note.

Occasionally it's possible to reach a point in
tailoring a preset voice with the various controls
when you decide to start again and a Restore switch
is provided to do this. The original preset or
cartridge preset cannot be destroyed and even
restoring can only be done by following the correct
sequence: after pressing Restore switch, press
either a single voice switch, or the Cartridge switch
(for restoring all the voices), or the same switch for
clearing the entire Synergy to its original factory
state.

Vibrato is a well known effect that can be added
to a voice using the Vibrato Depth knob. It usefully
provides increasing pitch change to the right of
centre and interesting random pitch jumps in an
anticlockwise direction, (the random effect is not
available from the joystick). Vibrato Rate can also
be changed with an adjustable Delay. In order to
achieve the precise sound for a preset, the Synergy
puts either periodic (i.e. all notes with synchro-
nised vibrato, for vibraphone) or aperiodic (ran-
dom sounding changes suitable for flute).

Transposition can be done on the last voice
selected and it's easily set by selecting a note below
middle C - the interval formed by this note and the
second C above the lowest note sets the trans-
position interval up (12 semitones) or down (20
semitones).

Because the Synergy has left and right outputs
available, each with their own volume control, it is
possible to independently assign voices to them.
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...IT'S SAD TO THINK
THAT PEOPLE EVEN CONSIDER

OTHER SYNTHESISERS...

THE PPG.
CATCH

WITH
The PPG is a new generation synthesiser that

LP
combines the merits of both analog and digital
technology. In fact it's the only synthesiser which, by

offering this combination, allows you to quickly and
effectively change the sound whether in -studio or on-stage. The
PPG has 64 waveforms in each of its 32 wavetables making a total
of approximately 2000 complex waveforms. Each voice has a
24db/oct filter and so corn pletely new sound variations are

Every

paol i l

make

theconventional
digitalon

can be easily altered or updated. Over
100 sounds can be stored in non-volatile memory and it makes its own memory
check when switched on.The advanced

time
recording system allows eight

tracks to be recorded, either in real time or step by step. These tracks can then be
edited and the sounds altered during playback. The recording system also has a
polyphonic arpeggiator. So before you consider an ordinary synthesiser consider
the extra ordinary PPG and catch up with technology.

Syco Systems 20 Conduit Place London W2. Phone 01-723 3844 for an appointment.
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The Synergy

The Synergy opened up.

The Channel Assign switch sets the 4 options
shown by the state of its 2 built-in LEDs and will set
the last selected voice to centre, left, right or
alternating right and left on successive notes.
Needless to say, the latter is most effective with a
single voice in use and since each voice can be
assigned differently, some superb stereo mixes
can be obtained in Multi -Voice mode. Many voices
already have some kind of key control present but
you can override this.

The keyboard is one of the most dramatic in its
control of amplitude and timbre. Sounds are
changed by striking the keys faster or slower. The
degree of control you have over volume is set by the
Amplitude Sensitivity knob and an Amplitude
Centre knob will emphasise a part of the dynamic
range.

The Timbre (or tone) of various voices can also
be changed. Instead of a smooth tonal change,
some voices actually jump from one timbre to
another which lets you highlight individual notes,
(sounding as if they come from another instru-
ment'. A Timbre Sensitivity control selects
'smooth' or 'jump' transitions of tone and Timbre
Centre shifts the emphasis from one timbre to the
other.

Voice Assignments
There are 7 different ways in which voices can

be played in Multi -Voice mode. Normally, voices
will sound in unison with each other (polyphonic-
ally). The other optior are 'Rolling', where each new
key is assigned to a new voice - a fairly frantic
effect; 'First Available' is similar to rolling but holds
the new key notes to ,;-le same voice, e.g. holding a
3 -note chord in the left allows a single note melody
to sound on the same voice in the right hand; 'Key
Split' works on 2 voices only and puts them in
selectable portions of the lower and upper key-
board by means of the Set key and a quick tap of
the chosen split note. Unlike other instruments,
this one note will not sound during your per-
formance. 'Float Split' is another clever assignment
from the Crumar GDS Digital Synthesiser. It lets the
keyboard follow the player's hands and keeps the
voices tracking up and down. Provided each hand
spread is within a tenth, the micro will nearly
always get it right! 'Compound Split' offers left hand
single voice with either Rolling or First Available in
the right. Finally, transposition used in Float Split
mode can even have your hands playing the same
pitch ranges in different parts of the keyboard!

Programmes

46.6 66'666 6'

Right hand controls and cartridge.

voices. The Synergy has at least 3 cartridges
available to date as extra voice sounds. 24 more
voices are supplied on each cartridge and that
should be more than enough for most musicians
(with the 24 internal voices as well). One ad-
vantage of the cartridge I heard was the addi-
tion of percussive type sounds, but these car-
tridges do rely on GDS owners to submit new
material and after trying the first cartridge, further
voices tended to sound somewhat similar. All the
voice controls will change the cartridge sounds
exactly like the other internal presets, but the
sequencer only works properly on cartridge or
preset.

Sequencer
It is basically capable of recording 4 tracks of

music in a polyphonic (more than one note per
track) and polytimbral (more than one voice per
track) to a total of approximately 1,860 notes. This
will enable complete pieces of varying lengths to be
recorded - a logical approach has to be made here
for best results with some calculating of num-
bers of voices, notes per voice, and total tracks to
ensure you don't run out of events (and oscillators)!

One big drawback from the performance point
of view is that the sequence is lost when power is
turned off - but of course, it's nottoo difficult to pre-
record on stage beforehand.

Anything played on the keyboard can be
recorded by the Sequencer and it will accommo-
date any combination of voices, voice assignment
modes, portamento, pitch bend, modulation, joy-
stick and footswitch control as well.

The sequencer controls set Tracks 1 to 4,

Record, On/Off and variable speed playback. Once

a track is recorded, you can play the keyboard
along with the sequence in another voice if you
wish. Individual tracks can be erased and an LED
starts to flash progressively quicker as your
memory space runs out. Each of the 1860 digital
events is in fact not just recording a key note, but
includes name of key, voice used, key velocity and
key duration (sustain time). Initial rests can be
'forced' by moving say, the joystick, and repeats
can be specified for single track or whole
sequence. Playback speed can be adjusted from
its LED indicator to be exactly twice or four times
normal speed. Transposition can also be done on
the whole sequence as it plays by selecting notes
below middle C on the keyboard in real time.
Editing is restricted to re-recording a whole track to
get your piece right.

Various possibilities exist in playback of tracks
separately or together, stopping or starting, using
one track to control other tracks and re -orchestrat-
ing. Lastly, there is an 'Even' switch which effec-
tively tidies up chords and notes, pulling them to
the nearest main pulses in the recorded bar.

In conclusion, it simply remains to say that it is
hard to fault this instrument, provided you like its
wide range of presets available, and its compre-
hensive manual contains all the instructions you
will need. Priced at under £3,000, it represents
good value considering its high technology and will
offer many musicians the kind of keyboard and
analogue control they've been looking for in a
digital instrument - with the bonus of a sophi-
sticated sequencer! E&MM

The Synergy is available in the U.K. from Syco
Systems Ltd., 20 Conduit Place, London W2. Tel:
01-723 3844.

Eight programmes can be stored (and kept
indefinitely by the internal battery back-up) - four
for the internal voices and four for the cartridge
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TASCAM 244
PORTASTUDIO REVIEW

In May 1980 Tascam introduced a com-
pletely new concept of 'creative record-
ing' equipment with their M144 Porta-

studio, a cassette based 4 -channel record-
ing/mixer package for the electro-musician.
Over £2 million worth of these units have
been sold in the U.K. alone, although a
number of other companies, including
Fostex and Recording Studio Design, have
also moved into this important product area
for musicians.

On 5th May this year, Harman (Audio)
U.K. Ltd launched the successor of the first
Portastudio, the Tascam 244. Tascam is, of
course, the brand name for Teac's produc-
tion lines that includes their wide range of
professional recording equipment. The
basic style and presentation of the instru-
ment has been retained - angled meters,
colour -coded controls and compact size -
but Tascam have made significant additions
and improvements with only a slight in-
crease in price. The most noticeable change
is the addition of dbx II noise reduction
instead of Dolby B which improves signi-
ficantly the playback quality. Other fea-
tures, such as the new transport system with
optional remote punch -in, parametric EQ,
stereo sends and 4 -channel simultaneous
record will appeal to many musicians eager
to create their own multi -track recordings at
low cost.

Layout
The Portastudio is basically a 4 -channel

cassette recorder with DBX noise reduction
processors and 4 -channel mixer in one
portable package. The outer casing is a dark
grey plastic two-part moulding, enclosing a
rigid metal frame that supports the VU
meters, circuitry panels, knobs, switches
and cassette mechanics, and measuring
455(W)x120(H)x370(D)mm.

The whole instrument weighs a sturdy
9kg and is very well finished throughout. The
left hand mixer section has smart colour
coded knobs and both sliders and switches
are quiet and smooth in operation. The VU
meters are scaled from -20dB to +3dB, with
all connection sockets and secured mains
cable located behind these on the rear
panel. Sockets are all RCA phono types
except for the four input jacks and remote
punch in/out jack which are standard mono.

The right hand cassette section incor-
porates a 3 -motor transport system with FG
servo -controlled DC Capstan motor, DC reel
motor and (unique to Tascam) a DC control
motor that gently moves the head assembly
in and out of the tape path, originally
designed for the Teac V9 cassette deck. This
puts much less force on the heads and
associated components than the direct
mechanical linkage or electrical solenoid
systems and reduces the need for azimuth
adjustment. Tape heads are Ferrite for erase
and Permalloy for combined record/play-
back. Teac's superior Cobalt Amorphous
heads (on the V-3RX and V-5RX) have not
been considered suitable at present for 4 -
channel.

The switch buttons for the recorder are
neatly moulded from one plastic strip
attached to the main plastic top. These make
individual contact with calculator style
switches on the main chassis. A cassette is
inserted by pressing the door button to re-
lease the spring loaded clear plastic lid and
placing it directly downwards. A four digit
flourescent (green) tape counter is pro-
vided and two paralled stereo headphone
sockets are now positioned sensibly on the
left of the front panel for easy access.

Servicing has been carefully considered
since, once the rear cover is unscrewed, all
the necessary adjustment presets are imme-

diately accessible. The large amount of cir-
cuitry is contained on separate PCBs that are
removed by simply unscrewing and dis-
connecting cable connectors. The front
cover needs a magnetised screwdriver (and
some care and patience) to lift it away from
the control knobs, but all major servicing can
be done from the rear of the chassis. The
transformer is air vented through the plastic
case and is well rated for its application. All
the DBX electronics are on one PCB that is
removed to access the mixer input stages.

Circuitry
The control circuitry is divided into 3

main sections: a basic mechanism control
circuit for the tape transport, an additional
function control circuit for accessories such
as the punch in/out and the zero return
facilities; and an amplifier circuit that con-
trols switching operations for the record and
playback heads, amplifier muting, and VU
meters.

Interesting circuit features include a
single system control IC that controls all the
transport functions of Play, Record/Play,
Fast Fwd, Rwd, Pause, Stop, Memory re-
wind for Zero return. An auto stop circuit
uses a Hall effect IC that turns off about a
second after the tape stops running. There is
also a power mute circuit for power on/off.
Tape track connections are wired in oppo-
site phase to reduce crosstalk and various
test tapes are available from Teac for setting
up head azimuth and wow and flutter. The
reference input used in setting up is 400Hz,
- 10dB (0.3V), with playback output levels
within ± 3dB over the frequency range of
40Hz to 14kHz. Actual recorder frequency
response is 20Hz to 18kHz. The signal to
noise ratio is quoted to be better than 70 dB
for each channel, with wow and flutter
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The Revolution.
It would be fair to say that the

introduction of the Model 144
Portastudio marked a revolution in
recording technology. For the first
time, it became possible for both
beginners and hardened
professionals to enjoy the benefits of
multitrack recording techniques in
one complete, fully portable package.

A Developing Picture.
It wasn't a revolution that

happened overnight; at TASCAM,
we've spent twenty years making it
our business to develop recording
equipment that combines technical
excellence and real value for money
with the versatility that creative
people need.

With an attitude like that, it
would be only logical to expect us to
continue developing the Portastudio
concept both in the lab and by
listening to the comments of
working musicians in order to
produce a significantly better unit

That's exactly what we've done.

Inside and Out.
The new Model 244 Portastudio

isn't just a tarted up version of the
Model 144 -it embodies a number
of new features which make it even
more flexible and easy to use.
For example, the Model 244 now
lets you record on all four channels
simultaneously with full mix and
overdub facilities including a two
band parametric equaliser on
each channel.

Naturally, the heart of the
machine is still the special multitrack
cassette system with our Simul-Sync
record/playback head, which allows
you to record up to ten tracks with a

1
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minimum of transfers and maximum
sound quality. Now though, that
sound quality is even better, thanks
to the addition of the remarkable
DBX Noise Reduction System,
which dramatically reduces noise
and crosstalk between tracks, giving
you fresh, clean results - even after a
number of overdubs. As you can
see, the outside's had a lot of work
done on it, but that's more than
matched by the goodies inside.

What Rice Progress?
The best news of all, perhaps, is

that adding a lot to the Fbrtastudio
O. hasn't added a lot to its price. As we've
I. already said technical superiority

needn't carry a heavy price tag.
Your local dealer has the full

O. low down on the Model 244
Om and, if you ask him nicely, he'll also let
0" you have a copy of our invaluable
0' booklet, The Multitrack Rimer
0" In it,you'll find all you need to know
0' about modern recording techniques
0" in a simple,
0' logical form.

Its the sort of
0' thing that most

people wouldn't
" bother producing

for their customers,
1" but we're not
 most people.
'1 We're TASCAM. That's all there is to it

Tascam make a range of equip-
' ment from the Model 244 to 16 -track
' recording machines. For further

information on the complete range
of Tascam equipment write to:
Harman UK (Dept. 12), Mill St,
Slough, Berks. SL2 5130.

TASCAM
TEAC PRODUCTION PRODUCTS

VI 244 PtiRTAISMilla
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TASCAM 244
PORTASTUDIO REVIEW

10.06% peak (DIN/IEC/ANSI, weighted).
0.04% RMS (JIS/ NAB weighted). Fast wind
time is under 2 minutes for a C90 tape, with
normal play speed of 334 i.p.s. for the 4 -track,
one direction recording system (15 minutes
on C-60 tape).

The DBX circuitry employed is the type II
(type I being used for reel to reel Teac
decks), with 4 -channel encode/decode in
continuous use.

The Mixer
Four identical mixer inputs are provided

that will accommodate a wide range of
signals, from Mic to Line )1mV to 0.3V,
max. 5.6V). That virtually covers every kind
of signal that the musician would be using
from mics (unbalanced 10k or less), elec-
tric guitars to electronic percussion and
keyboards.

The controls in each vertical module
from top to bottom start with a 3 -way input
selector switch for Mic/Line, Off and Tape.
The Mic/Line signal is inserted at the
appropriate jack socket (inputs 1-4 on the
rear panel); Off is used to mute the channel
when not in use and Tape selects the
playback signal from the built-in cassette
deck. Tape signals are always allocated to
the same input, e.g. track 1 goes to input 1,
etc.

Next, a Trim control knob sets the
Mic/Line level over a wide 50 dB range and
near it is a red overload LED that switches on
at 22dB above nominal input level.

At this point in the signal chain, there is
access via two phono jacks (normally linked
by a removable angled metal rod) for insert-
ing external signal processing equipment
into individual channels. It's useful for
patching low level signals (which are now at
line level to compressor/limiters, phasers,
flangers, graphic EQ etc., or receiving line
signals that need no Trim adjustment, e.g.
from another tape deck for copying pur-
poses.

The signal is then split to Aux and an EQ
section for tonal modification. The latter
follows the trend of using dual parametric
equalisers instead of traditional treble and
bass controls. Two dual concentric knobs

are provided with variable centre frequen-
cies (outer knob) 1 kHz to 8kHz and 62Hz to
1.5kHz, and the boost and cut is adjusted by
the inner knob for ± 15dB (some 3dB more
than its competitors). Here, I would have
liked a centre click -stop to ensure no equal-
ising is taking place. Even so, if you're not
used to parametrics, you'll be pleased how
easy it is to tailor your sound to your taste as
well as removing 'peak spots' that produce
hum or hiss.

The Aux (auxiliary) sub -system takes the
mono input signal from each mixer and
directs it to left and right Aux Send phono
sockets at the rear. An Aux switch selects
Pre, Off, or Post, for receiving the signal prior
to EQ, muting, and for receiving the signal
after EQ and the channel input fader.

The Aux mix facilities on this Mark II
version are a big improvement over the 144,
not only here, but for Tape Cue as well. They
offer the possibilities of 4 distinct sends (by
panning full left or right) or two stereo mixes
for general echo, reverb and effects. Two

monitor levels (if the monitor is set to Cue or
Re mix).

Incidentally, Line Out and Aux Out are
simply ganged sockets, with nominal level at
-10dB. The master fader has its own LED
overload indicator, set to switch on at +10dB
above nominal level. Provision of LEDs on
both input and output ends of the mixer
obviously helps a great deal in maintaining
maximum levels without distortion for re-
cording. (I am convinced that many record-
ings we receive at E&MM for our cassette
review pages suffer from tape hiss simply
because attention has not been paid to
levels). VU meters in general are not the
most accurate of measuring devices, espe-
cially on fast transients, and these meters
utilise simple averaging circuitry (with an AC
bridge rectifier).

Above the master fader is an Aux Receive
control knob that sets the level of both left
and right Aux return sockets at the rear.

Monitoring
The two stereo headphone sockets will

drive phones of 8 ohms or more and are fed
via the Monitor buss in three ways, with a
single control provided for setting listen-
ing levels. Quality is good here and no extra
hiss is noticeable except above 3/4 setting.
The three modes selectable are Remix, Cue
and Aux. Remix gives you direct monitoring
of both left and right buss output signals
separately or in stereo and is generally used,

controls set Aux gain and pan, with 'Pre'
setting useful for performers' headphone
monitoring when you're recording with other
musicians (an input cue mix) and 'Post'
more suitable for echo/effects as it will
proportion the amount of send with the
output signal.

A Pan control next positions the main
input signal in the stereo buss. These left
and right signals from all 4 inputs are sent to
the Line Out and Aux Out phono sockets at
the rear through the Master Fader located to
the right of the inputs. The master fader is a
dual stereo type that also sets the VU meter
and tape recording levels as well as the

Underside view with back cover removed.

Rear connection panel.

as the name suggests, for remixing. Cue puts
both Buss and Tape Cue signals in mono
mode that's ideal for all recording situations.
Aux monitors the actual output to the Aux
Send sockets.

The Tape Cue dual concentric controls
above the cassette section enable an in-
dependent stereo mix (or two mono mixes)
to be made from the tape tracks on replay.
With Monitor set to Cue, this can be used for
headphone monitoring of any tape tracks
plus incoming input signals. In Remix mode,
Tape Cue outputs provide an extra stereo
effects send, via two phono sockets at the
rear.

The additional Aux Out lines enable a
separate stereo amplifier/speaker monitor
system to be connected, with Line Out still
available for stereo mixdown.

Cassette Recorder
The new transport system is efficient and

easy to use and will take the slightest
pressure from your fingers to operate. You
can select modes in any order, although for
accurate tracking of the four digit fluores-
cent counter, it's best to use Stop between
hectic Fast Forward, Reverse and Play pre-
viewing and dubbing sessions. All the stan-
dard controls are provided: Record, Play,
Rewind, Fast Forward, Stop and Pause.
Pressing the door button accesses the cas-
sette (without ejecting it) and the heads are
easily cleaned through the opening.

A Pitch control knob (with centre click -
stop) adjusts tape speed (and thus overall
pitch) ± 15% which in musical terms is a
little more than a semitone up or down. This
can be used for effects and for playing fast
passages at slow speed, although the built-in
DBX system may produce undesirable re -
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Mixer boards (after DBX PCB is removed).

sults on playback at another pitch control
setting.

A Zero Return button with LED indicator is
another new addition that saves a lot of time
watching the counter during repeated multi -
tracking from the same point. A Reset button
sets the counter to zero.

The recorder works best with high bias,
70ms EQ (type II) tapes. The TDK SA tape
was used during testing satisfactorily. An
interesting feature of the capstan motor is
that it turns on only when the cassette is in
place.

The processes of recording and play-
back are lucidly explained in a large manual
supplied with the instrument. The Teac
designers have tried to produce a fool-
proof system, but needless to say, you have
to be prepared to learn how to use it! Most of
your initial thinking time will be spent in
acquiring the knowledge of the recording -
mu ltitracking, overdubbing, ping-ponging -
and safe playback procedures.

Besides the usual 'press Record and Play
buttons to Record' before actual recording
can take place (apart from Punch -In), a
Record Function group of three switches and
LED provides the necessary control rout-
ing for all your recording. When each switch
is set at centre 'Safe' position you cannot
inadvertently record at any time, even if you
press Record/Play buttons. The first switch
selects the type of recording mode - either
Sync or 4 -Channel. In the latter position, the
red LED nearby will flash along with the tape
Record button red LED. Once the Record/
Play or Pause buttons are pressed, the
recording mode is engaged, both LEDs will
stay lit and all meters will illuminate

showing that four channels are being used.
This type of recording is suitable for copying
purposes and live recording using all four
channels at once.

The more usual record mode is Sync, and
this enables you to select channels 1 or 3,
and/or 2 or 4 using the other two Record
Function switches. Thus, only two channels
can be mu ltitracked at anytime in this mode
and the VU meters will illuminate the
selected channels.

Care has to betaken in panning any of the
inputs used in recording to the left or right for
1 or 3, 2 or 4 respectively. Confirmation of
this is easily visible in practice, as you will
see a signal appearing on a non -illuminated
meter and will know you've not set a pan pot
correctly. On playback, the VU meters will
illuminate and always show their correct
track 1-4 (from left to right).

An important addition to the 244 is the

Cassette transport.

Major changes between the M244 and M144:

M144
Dolby (-63dB S/Noise)
Mono, stereo recording
Treble, bass control
Mechanical 3 digit counter
Mono auxiliary circuit post

equalisation/fader
Mono tape cue circuit
Stereo tape output
Single stereo headphone monitor socket at rear
Monitor circuit for cue and remix
Front panel record 'punch -in'
Logic control, 2 motor transport

M244
DBX (-90 dB S/Noise)
Mono, stereo and 4 channel recording
Parametric 60-1.5 kHz, 1-8kHz EQ control
Electronic flourescent 4 digit counter with rewind

to zero facility

(M244 cont.)

Stereo auxiliary circuit with pan controls and
pre/post EQ and fader select

Stereo tape cue circuit with pan controls
Stereo or 4 channel tape output
2 stereo headphone monitor sockets on front panel
Monitor circuit for cue, remix and auxiliary
Front panel and remote record 'punch -in'
Logic control 'gentle' transport, 3 motors and

fast pause

Extra Features

Overload input LEDs
Overload output buss LEDs
Mixer input break -jacks
Improved feel to transport and fader controls
Improved input selects, monitor select, record

function switches

provision of a Punch In/Out facility. By
connecting a momentary make switch to the
allocated rear panel standard jack socket, a
'punch -in' can be affected from the Play
mode (provided you're in Sync Record
Function with one or two channels selected).
This is a tremendous advantage for the
home electro-musician who works alone as it
allows building up of tracks whilst your
hands remain free to play the instruments.
Punch -In will let you instantly insert new
material onto a track without any notice-
able clicks or break - this is most im-
portant for adding to existing music from the
point where an error in playing occurs. Like
some other punch -in systems, if you try to
achieve a punch in and out of a continuous
piece of music, the recorder will insert a
click and a fractional pause before resum
ing original playback mode (unlessthere is a
silence at the punch out point). An optional
footswitch is available for this facility (Tas-
cam RC -30P).

Conclusions
At a price of around £600 (including

VAT), the 244 should be the ideal answer for
the musician on a limited budget who wants
to enter the world of multitracking. It's an
exciting sphere that ultimately every musi-
cian with any creative ability will want to try
and experiment with.

A big feature of the Portastudio is its
almost human insistence in informing you
visually whether it is ready to do what you
want - meters illuminate, LEDs flash and
signals appear - and it's up to you to keep
track of all this!

Nothing appears to have been left out
except for an optional remote control, and
the use of DBX noise reduction instead of
Dolby has made a big improvement in re-
ducing tape hiss and holding dynamic
range. The only time you'll hear the system
working is with, for example, drum taps in a
silence bar, and once all the tracks are
mixed down you're unlikely to hear it. The
claim of -90dB S/N ratio really means that
you've got a better playback quality (but not
necessarily response) than the 3340 reel to
reel (without noise reduction). Crosstalk
between channels is certainly better, with
none apparent at the Aux Send outputs, and
only some very slight breakthrough of high
frequencies on Remix and Cue with head-
phones turned up, but definitely not the
problem it can be.

One fault cropped up in the headphone
amp - with a strong hf whistle on switch -
off audible, but I am assured this is not on
production machines!

A further compliment regarding the ope-
rating manual is also due, as this is first class
reading on the art of multitrack and fancy
cueing.

The 244 is highly recommended and
makes possible up to 10 tracks with only one
transfer fbr each track. Sounds remain clear
and bright, provided you keep your levels
high and clean and demagnetise the tape
heads regularly.

Competition Offer
If you get a 244, send us a multi -

tracked tape, telling us how you made it and
the instruments used, and we'll send the first
20 entries a free electronic music LP (and
return your cassette). If we get enough, we'll
publish your comments as well.
Mike Beecher E&MM

The Tascam 244 Portastudio is distributed in
the U.K. by Harman (Audio) U.K. Ltd., Mill Street,
Slough, Berks SL2 5DD. Tel: 0753 7691.

Virgin Records have kindly donated the records
for our tape competition and these will be 10
Tangerine Dream 'White Eagle' (V2226) LPs and
10 Edgar Froese 'Solo 1974-1979' (V2197) LPs.
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GUITAR WORKSHOP
Setting Up A Stratocaster Max Kay

Many of our readers will no doubt at
some point or other either have tried
or contemplated the job of setting up

a Stratocaster. In this the first of E&MM's
articles on guitar care, we will attempt to
save you both time and money by guiding
you through the various steps required to
complete this job. Our resident guitar repair
man N. J. Charlesworth is the man in the hot
seat, and this month he'll show you how to
save £15-£30 which is the average price
charged for this type of work. The tools for
this job are literally all available from Stentor
(Blackborough Road, Reigate, Surrey RH2
7EZ) and will cost you about £20. Neal has
been a guitar repairman for eight years now
and during this time has worked for Rossetti,
R. J. Cooper, and John Birch.

To begin, with the aid of a string winder
(or 'woggler' in the trade) slacken off the
strings, remove them and then proceed to
remove the four neck screws which bolt the
neck on to the guitar. Now that the neck is off
we slacken the truss rod screw situated at
the bottom of the neck until this is loose. It
should protrude approximately 2mm below
the end of the neck.

Next, by placing a heavy steel edge
(available from Stentor in two sizes) along
the length of the fret board, check for fret
height irregularity, i.e. frets that sit proud of
the others. When you've located these frets,
take a single cut 12" file (thus called
because it files in one direction only) again
available from Stentor, and file down the
neck from the top fret to the nut. Before
using the file please remember to check with
your steel edge to ensure that your file is
perfectly flat. If it isn't you are likely to have
problems. Whilst filing your frets, it is
important to remember to keep checking the
fretboard with the steel edge, otherwise you
may end up losing more fret than you need to
- then you'll need a complete refret!

Assuming that your frets are level, you
next need to use a foam rubber sanding
block (available in most hardware stores) to
round and smooth off the frets. You can use a
contour file but Neal does actually recom-
mend the rubber sanding block for a better
quality finish.

Next you'll need some carbon rubbing
down paper and we recommend you use 3 or
4 gauges from 320 up to 1200 gauge.

And now, after filing, sanding and paper-
ing, we give a final touch tothe frets by taking
a rag soaked in Brasso and rubbing it up and
down the frets. Not only will this give your
frets a super smooth feel but it will also make
the guitar neck faster and easier to play. If
you don't believe me, ask Eric Stewart of
10cc who applies it to his frets every time he
steps on stage!

With a refurbished fretboard glistening in
your hand, tighten up the truss rod just
enough to allow your steel edge to rock
slightly when placed up the length of the
fretboard. This means that you will now have
a fine convex curve in your fretboard which
will be transformed into a concave curve
when you replace the neck and strings.
Ignore the people who tell you that a guitar
neck should be perfectly straight, they are
wrong. If a guitar neck is straight there's a
16

Checking the fret height irregularities.

Action adjustment using Allen key.

chance it will develop a convex curve and
straightening convex necks is a real
problem.

The neck is now ready to be bolted back
on to the body via the four neck screws, but
don't tighten up the screws all the way yet.
Replace the strings and check the top end of
the fretboard for neck fit. If the neck has
been replaced at the wrong angle, one of the
two E strings will be literally hanging off the
fretboard. As this is obviously undesirable,
apply a little pressure in the opposite
direction of the offending string (i.e. to the
right for bottom E, to the left for top E) and
when you're finally satisfied with the angle,
finish tightening up the neck screws. When
making the final few turns to these screws it
is important to keep the screw pressure even
for a good neck fit.

Taking the steel edge, place it on the end
of the neck so that it comes to rest on each
bridge saddle in turn. It should be possible to
adjust the saddles either up or down and if
this is not the case, the neck will need a
couple of shims packed into the neck socket

below or to either side of the neck for correct
adjustment

After tuning the guitar to correct pitch it is
now time to correct the intonation of the
instrument. We do this by placing the steel
edge parallel to the top E and marking off the
distance between the nut and the centre of
the 12th fret. The distance between the
centre of the 12th fret (i.e. wire) and the
point where the string leaves the bridge
saddle should be equi-distant. Repeat this
process with each string in turn, staggering
the saddles from left to right with an
approximate distance of 7mm between the
first and last strings.

Checking by ear or preferably via a Korg
or Conn tuner, last minute adjustments to
the harmonics are made as follows. Play the
harmonic on the 12th fret by dampening the
string and pulling off as you strike the note. If
the note is flat, move the bridge saddle
forwards, if the note is sharp move the bridge
saddle backwards to the back of the guitar.

And now for the really interesting part -
setting up the tremolo, which is a job that is
often either ignored or performed very badly.

First, remove the back plate that conceals
the tremolo and then proceed to remove two
of the five tremolo springs. We're working on
the theory that you use light or medium
gauge strings, but if you do use a heavier
gauge it is preferable to remove only one of
the five springs. When you've done this, turn
the guitar over and the bridge/tremolo unit
should be sitting approximately 5mm proud
of the guitar body. If this is not the case,
adjust the two tremolo block securing
screws (situated in the tremolo well at the
rear of the instrument). Turning to the left
will increase the height of the bridge/
tremolo unit from the body, and turning to
the right will decrease the same.

Action adjustment is effected by taking
an Allen Key to each bridge saddle in turn in
order to select the desired string action, be it
super close or otherwise. Whilst carrying out
this job it is worth checking the fretboard for
dead spots, i.e. notes that cut out when you
bend the strings right across the fretboard
a /a Eric Clapton. All the notes you play/
bend should sustain. Contrary to myth, a lot
of people do not go in for string bending, but
if you do, this is the trick to follow. Either raise
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Bridge/tremolo unit proud of guitar body.

Final action adjustment.
he top E and B strings a little higher than the

rest or when you're filing the frets, take more
off the centre of the frets. Both processes will
effectively cancel the camber of the neck
and allow you to bend pure notes ad
infinitum.

For final action adjustment, depress each
string in turn at the first and last fret and tap
the string with your thumb in the middle of
the neck. This should result in aping' as the
string is depressed towards the fretboard
and the ideal gap between string and

fretboard is 0.5mm. If your string does not
'ping' it is sitting too close to the fretboard.
Slacken off the strings and adjust the truss
rod by a quarter anticlockwise. Alternatively,
if the string is sitting too high off the
fretboard give a quarter turn in a clockwise
direction.

Lastly, we check the action at the nut end
of the fretboard. If you depress the top E at
the third fret, the string should 'kiss' the first
fret. Repeat the process on the bottom E and
there should be a slight gap at the first fret
the thickness of a sheet of heavy paper. The
closeness of each string to the first fret
should be graduated from the bottom E to
the top E. This can be achieved by taking a
jewellers saw to the nut for the bottom two
strings, and working up to the middle pair
with a V-shaped file, to a fine jewellers saw
for the top two strings. By careful sawing and
filing of the nut with these tools (all available
from Stentor) you will achieve the final
adjustment to string height at the nut.

One Stratocaster set up. Next? . . .

Our thanks to the Soho Soundhouse for
the kind loan of one Fender Stratocaster.

E&MM

C°11CUIT %.
VCO Calibration Aid

For those without access to precision
voltmeters and digital frequency meters,
calibrating VCO's to the exact 1V per octave
ratio can be rather arbitrary. This circuit is an
inexpensive way of making the job much
easier.

TR1 supplies a constant current of about
0.9mA through the 8069 1.2V precision
reference zener (available from Maplin
YH39N). An exact 1V is obtained by the
potentiometer R4/R5, which should be of

+15V best possible tolerance, and RV1 effectively
slides this 1V difference between OV and

R2 about 10V. Capacitors Cl and C2 simply
5k6 suppress noise in the zeners. Voltage

followers ICla and IC1b ensure that the input
loadings of the VCO's do not interfere with
the rest of the circuit.

If only one VCO is available then the
calibration must be done by ear, listening for

cw
RV1
10k

R4 2k0

R5
OV D2

8069
2

6u8 10k

R1

10k

TR1
BC1076

'c1

+ 15V

1 Si S2

To VC01
CV in ToVCO 2

CV in

IC1; TL082, LF353 etc.

an accurate octave jump; but the process is
much easier with two VCO's. Set both Si and
S2 to the "low" position and tune the VCO's to
the same frequency (by frequency or
Lissajous techniques). Then set Si to the
"high" position and adjust VCO1's control
voltage input gain preset to give a one octave
difference - by beat or Lissajous - from
VCO2's reference frequency. Go back to the
"low" position, re -tune, and repeat the

beat

-15V 'process until the octave is accurate. When
D1 using VCO's based on the CEM 3340 IC, RV1

5V6 can then be taken up to 5kHz or so to
calibrate the upper end in a similar way.

The circuit can be made up on a small
I 5k6

6u8 R3

15V piece of Veroboard and will probably be able
to use the synthesiser's own PSU; the ease
with which one can then calibrate VCO's
(especially in a polyphonic set-up) ade-
quately repays the £5 or so it costs to build!
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THOUSAND VOICE SYNTHESISER
Casiotone - the name that launched a thousand voices

This revolutionary new synthesiser has 10 superb preset instrument voices,
PLUS switchable FEET, ENVELOPE and MODULATION -the three elements
of sound creativity - giving 10 x 10 x 10 variations, with a readout from Oto
999. You may store up to 10 of your favourite sounds, in a battery protected
memory, for instant selection.

The 5 -octave, 8 -note polyphonic keyboard can be split into two separate
sections, with a different preset voice on each keyboard.

In addition to a 16 -step preset arpeggio, there is a programmable arpeggio
function with up to 127 steps, 9 note pitches and rests. This can also be
programmed as a real time sequencer.

Frequency is displayed digitally, and the wide range pitch control allows
transposition between -1 octave and +0.5 octave.

Complete with Sustain, 3 Vibrato functions, etc; integral amplifier/speaker;
Output and Headphone jacks; protective moulded end plates.

Dimensions: 117 x 916.5 x 363.5mm (4% x 36 x 143/8") Weight 1 Okg (22Ibs).

CASIOTONE CT -1000P DIGITALISED KEYBOARD

viemaimmosmaami
WITH f45 WORTH OF ACCESSORIES FREE! ONLY £325

Programmable arpeggio/sequencer; Transposition; 8 -note polyphonic;
5 octaves; split keyboard.

SUMMERTIME SPECIAL OFFERS
VALID UNTIL 30th SEPTEMBER

CT -403. AUTO CHORDS & BASS, RHYTHM BOX.

f275
PLUS Accessories worth f40 FREE!

This best selling easy -play 4 -octave keyboard has 25 pre-set voices with
Vibrato and Sustain. The 16 rhythm accompaniments have a drums "fill-in"
vibration. Casio Auto Chord function allows one -finger chord playing, plus
major, minor and 7th chords. 30% x 113/4 x 43/8". Weight 17.61bs.

CT -202. A PRO FOR GIGS, WITH 49 POLY VOICES.

£275
PLUS Accossories worth f40 FREE!

Rave reviews for this superb 4 -octave keyboard. Melody Maker said:
"Crystal clear tones ... sparkling harpsichords ... impressive clay". The
fantastic 49 voices make this an ideal stage instrument. 341/2 x 111/2x 31/2".
Weight 16.8Ibs.
CT -101. Similar to the 202 but with 25 voices, which, like the CT -403,
include Piano, Organ, Harpsichord, Accordion, Xylophone, Chimes, Clarinet,
Flute, Violin, Mandolin, Guitar and synths. 30% x 113/4 x 4% inches.

£35 worth Accessories f 1 95

BAR-CODE PROGRAMMABLE KEYBOARDS
CT -701. 5 -OCTAVE SPLIT KEYBOARD.

PLUS Accessories worth f70 FREE! f495
"One of the most advanced teaching aids so far developed" E&MM. Store
an entire piece of music, entered via the keyboard, or from Casio's unique
bar-coded music. The 701 will then teach you to play that piece. With 20
superb pre-set voices, Casio Auto Chords, 16 rhythm accompaniments.
Arpeggio, drum fill-in and a variety of sound effects.
373/4 x 131/2 x 5". Weight 12.5kg, 27.6lbs.

VL-5. 3 OCTAVES, 4 -NOTE POLYPHONIC
Mini mains/battery keyboard with 10 voices, 8 rhythms and memory
protection. With manual and bar-coded music. PLUS Accessories worth
£12 Free! £79.95

OTHER CASIOTONES
CT -601 As the CT -701 but without the programming features and the
keyboard lamps. PLUS £60 worth of accessories FREE! £395
MT -40 3 -octave portable with auto bass and rhythm box. Mains or battery
powered. PLUS £14 worth of accessories FREE! £99
MT -31 As the MT -40 but without bass/rhythms. (£10 accessories) £69
VL-1 (£6 accessories) £35.95. VL-10 (£5 accessories) £26.95

PRICES are inclusive of VAT and Carriage.
FREE ACCESSORIES must be requested and specified when ordering.
SEND cheques, PO or cash (Registered) by FREEPOST - no stamp required - or
telephone your ACCESS/VISA/BARCLAYCARD number to:-

TEMPUS aDe Pmtb M CB381

Burleigh St,

TELEPHONE: 0223 312866

FREE SECURICOR 24 -hour delivery on CT models only.
Same day despatch by Post for smaller models.

Extended 18 -month guarantee by TEMPUS.
FREE CREDIT (subject to approval) on CT models, plus HALF the listed value of free
accessories. 20% deposit/12 months, or reduced rates/24 months, or
FREE CREDIT (0% interest) for the first 8 months with ACCESS, BARCLAYCARD or VISA
purchases. Send for full details of our credit terms.

ACCESSORIES
VL-1 Song Books nos: 2, 3, 5, 6, 7 Each £2.95
60 of the World's easiest -to -play Songs £4.50
800 -page Music Encyclopedia £14.95
Bar-coded/standard notation Music Books (pair) £5.25
CS -H Domestic stand for CT models £30.00
CS -P Stage stand for CT models £35.00
CS -E Second keyboard extension for CS -P £12.00
VP -E Volume pedal for CT models £25.00
SP -E Sustain pedal for CT models £6.50
HC -2 Hard case for CT 101/403 £44.00
HC -3 Hard case for CT202 £44.00
HC- Hard case for CT701/601 T.B.A.
PC -2 Hard case for MT31/40 £9.95
AD -1E AC adaptor for MT31/40/VL-5 £5.00

\i:D-4160 AC adaptor for VL-1 £5.00

TEMPUS

FREEPOST,
Dept E&MM, 38 Burleigh St,

Tel: 0223 312866 Cambridge CBI 1BR.
Please send details of: Model(s) Credit terms
PLEASE SUPPLY Keyboard(s). Total £
Plus my choice of FREE accessories valued at £

Total remittance enclosed
Or debit my ACCESS, BARCLAYCARD or VISA account:
Number
Name:
Address:

ESMM
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Spectro Sound
Studio

A look at an 'open' access
studio in Newcastle which
is used for the recording and
performance of electronic music.

Spectro Arts Workshop resides in the City of
Newcastle -Upon -Tyne and can be found in
the City centre, off the high street through an

archway.
The Workshop itself consists of many units

each housing activities ranging from photography
to painting but if you go to the back of the building
and walk up a flight of stairs you will find, near to
the bar, the Sound Studio.

The Spectro operation was set up originally in
Whitley Bay, a few miles away on the coast, about
10 years ago. In 1977 it moved to its present
location and has gone from strength to strength.
Use of the Workshop is not restricted to university
members or students - it is open to all members of
the public and such involvement is actively
encouraged. Membership of Spectro costs £25 per
year (quarterly rates are available) and many
departments give discounts to Spectro members
from their normal fees. Students and the un-
employed are granted special rates too.

The Spectro Sound Studio consists of a

performance area/recording studio, 38ft x 18ft, an
adjoining control room which can double as a
secondary sound studio, and the main sound
studio which is where most of the recordings and
compositions take place.

The Studio is ultimately responsible to the
music department of Northern Arts which supplies
most of its money in the form of grants. Smaller
amounts also come from the City but their major
problem is one of finance. This yeartheir grant was
cut by 30%, along with most other grants to the arts
but still they carry on, postponing plans, ideas and
projects until resources enable them to carry
them out.

Head of Department is Peter Burne-Jones, a
qualified teacher and composer who has worked at
EMS Studios in Stockholm and at the Institute of
Sonology at Utrecht.

Paul Gilby is the Department Technician and he
studied electronic music at Cardiff University. He
produced a soundtrack for his Arts degree and the
17 -minute tape took 18 months to produce having
over 100 layers of sounds.

Ian Boddy, one of Spectro's more regular users,
joined us in conversation and between them they
discussed the Studio; its past, present and their
plans for the future.

Peter was careful to stress the 'open access'
arrangement under which the Studio operated. "It
is one of only two studios in Britain," he said,
"which allows members of the public to use its
facilities without any restrictions regarding the
type of music performed or recorded. Northern
Arts actively promote 'New Music' such as that
written by Stockhausen and John Cage but there
are no hard and fast rules. We encourage all
Workshop users."

Over 200 people use the Studio every year
including rock bands and folk singers. It is a cheap
form of recording for t hem (£6.00 per hour with the
first hour free plus a discount for Spectro
members) and a useful source of income for the
Studio.

The Studio runs courses throughout the year
which consist of one session per week for six
weeks. They cover the history of electronic music
and end by describing how to use various piecesof
equipment. The courses attract a wide variety of
people from students to interested 'dabblers' in
their 40's. Response is encouraging.

Peter explained how the Studio operates: "As
well as providing facilities for the man in the street,
we have two schemes aimed at encouraging new
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Peter Burne-Jones and Paul Gilby.

ideas. Our Project Support Scheme is offered
mainly to local composers. They will approach us
with a formal application detailing a project they
would like to carry out over a three month period.
If their application is accepted they are given £100
of free studio time and £30 worth of material,
usually tapes.

"Our Composer in Residence Scheme aims at
attracting the more professional composer from
home and abroad. We apply to Northern Arts for
specific funds with which to offer a bursary to a
composer which will pay residence costs etc. Both
schemes are intended to culminate in a concert or
a number of performances, an exhibition or a
series of Workshop lectures."

Peter continued, "Hugh Davies, Director of
Music at Goldsmith College, London University did
a 'Sound Environment' exhibition in the Spectro
Gallery and it has since gone on national tour."

He described some current projects underway.
"One local composer is recording natural sounds
and combining them with instrumental sounds -
very much in the ambient music tradition. Another
project involves the use of source tapes: radio
sounds, adverts, conversations, all sorts of sounds
and these will be combined into a montage or
collage. The same composer is working on a
project to record 'ghost' voices which are some-
times heard in churches so you can see our
activities and involvement are very wide."

The Performance Studio can hold 60 or 70
people and is the scene for about two concerts per
week. They vary immensely from folk music to
poetry readings, punk music and rock but
electronic music concerts are high priority.

Peter explained: "We are probably unique in
that we have the facilities to produce the music and
to perform it both under one roof. This also enables
us to perform works by other studios and
composers, especially those works requiring tape
machines and we can invite speakers to give talks
and supply the equipment they need for demon-
strations."

Ian talked about his live concerts: "Some
incorporate a recorder and pre-recorded tape,
possibly a sequencer but others are 100% live. I try
to split the keyboard signal into several paths and
process them all differently. I adjust the volume
levels on a mixing desk. I am playing electronic
equipment rather than just synthesisers. The
advantages of having the Performance Studio next
to the Workshop are enormous. I can set up very
quickly. It might otherwise take all day." He
obviously enjoys the concerts very much and
intends to give one every few months. There are
about 15-20 regular users like Ian but so intense
has his involvement been that he is now acting as
consultant.

As technician to the Studio, Paul is, perhaps,
more deeply involved with the day-to-day running
of it and he has a lot of contact with the users. He
explained: "All users are given assistance and
technical help but only if they require it. We do not
wish to produce anyone's work. We showthem how
to operate the equipment and we can even offer

them artistic advice if necessary."
The Studio is laid out in the most ergonomically

and functional way possible. All the equipment is
hooked into patch bays and the connections are all
colour -coded and numbered. Peter reckons an
outsider can come in and learn to operate the
Studio within an hour.

They talked about the equipment. "There is a lot
of equipment we would like to have," said Peter,
"but finance is the main problem. Some compan-
ies have been very good to us. Klark Teknics
supplied us with two graphic equalisers at half
price. Roland have given us generous discounts as
have Shure and AKG (who help a lot with
maintenance). A lot of our resources are swallowed
up by the cost of maintaining the equipment which
is often in use eight hours a day, five days a week.
We would like to explore various methods of
recording outside in an open environment but lack
of finance means we cannot afford the equipment.
We are interested, too, in obtaining a computer for
experiments with computer music. It would be a
good teaching aid, too. Something like an Apple or
a Pet would be very nice. We will be running
workshops in computer music using tapes during
the festival."

In spite of the financial restrictions, the users
obviously derive a lot from use of the Studio. The
enthusiasm and involvement of the staff is evident.
They have no biases and are as keen to help the
poet as they are to help the electronic music
enthusiast. The Studio is able to combine audio
and visual effects for performances and is involved
in almost every area of the creative musical arts
that it is possible to think of.

The total conversation with the Studio staff
progressed from one aspect of involvement to
another. So wide an area is covered by the
Workshop that full details of its activities would be
very lengthy. The 'open access' arrangement is an
idea that should be developed in other parts of the
country (should the facilities exist). Anyone can go
along and spend an hour at the Workshop with
technical assistance from Paul for the nominal
sum of £2.50. Rates reduce drastically for Spectro
members. This gives everyone the opportunity to
find out about electro-music and those who lack
recording facilities can find them here at very
minimal rates.

In the area of musical development, Spectro is
involved on the very frontiers and the Studio can
make available to everyone the facilities and
assistance to become involved with the 'New
Music'.

Further details of the Studio and its schemes
can be obtained by ringing 0632 322410 and
asking for the Sound Studio or write to Spectro Arts
Workshop, Bells Court, Pilgrim Street, Newcastle
upon Tyne. Peter or Paul will be glad to help.

Equipment: Teac 4 -track recorder x 2; Revox
A700 1/2 -track; Revox A77 1/2 -track; Teac A170
stereo cassette recorder x 2; Alice 12-48 mixer;
Itam 10-4 mixer; VCS 3 synthesiser x 2; AKS
synthesiser; Roland SH-09; Klark Tekniks D27
graphic equaliser x 2; EMS Filter bank; Amcron
D75 amplifier x 2; Amcron 0150 amplifier; AR 12
Speakers x 2; AR 3 Speakers x 2; Kef Cantata
Speakers x Carlsbro PA Speakers x 2; AKG
microphone D202 x 4; AKG microphone 0140 x 2;
Shure SM58 x 2.
Ian Waugh E&MM
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Brenda Hayward Part 7

When a Scale is formed by a succes-
sion of Tones and Semitones accord-
ing to a set pattern, it is called

DIATONIC.
The Diatonic Scale formations in my

'Making Notes' Part 3 were formed by a set
pattern of Root note, tone, tone, semitone,
tone, tone, tone, semitone. The semitone
distances occur between the third and
fourth degrees and seventh and eighth
degrees of the Major Scale:

C Major Scale: CDEFGAB C.

The term Diatonic also applies to MINOR
Scales, of which the most modern form is the
'Relative' HARMONIC Minor Scale. The term
'Relative' Minor simply relates the Major and
Minor Scales to each other. The last three
notes of a Major Scale form the first three
notes of its Relative Minor. For example, the
last three notes of the C Major Scale: A, B and
C, are the first three notes of its Relative A
Minor Scale, named by the Root note (first
note) of A.

In this Scale the semitone distances will
now occur between the second and third
degrees, fifth and sixth degrees and seventh
and eighth degrees, So the set pattern now
reads as Root note, tone, semitone, tone,
tone semitone, tone plus semitone, semi-
tone. This formation makes a large step from
the sixth to the seventh notes, F natural to G
Sharp, but it is necessary in creating the
Harmony of A Minor, the reason why this
Scale is called 'Harmonic'. The notes are
identical in the ascending and descending
form as in the Major Scale. See Figure 1.

Compare the two forms of Minor Scales,
remembering that in the Melodic form the
notes are different when ascending and
descending. This scale is also easier to sing
and more melodious (hence its name) than
the Harmonic Minor Scale.

When the Scale of A Minor is written on
the Stave, the sharpened notes are shown by
accidentals (#) see Figures 1 and 2, and will
not be used as a Key Signature. Therefore,
the related C Major and A Minor Scales will
show the same key signature with no sharps
or flats.

The simple recognition of music written
in a Minor Key can be done byexamining the
beginning and ending Minor chords and the
left hand chord progressions. Referring to
the Musical Ladder in the June article, it can
now be seen that music written in a Minor
Key will include left hand chords circling
around the Minor keynote, rather than the
Major keynote appearing to be indicated by
the Major Key Signature. In the arrangement
of 'The Green Leaves of Summer', which is
written in the key of E Minor with a G Major
Key Signature (F Sharp), the left hand chords
include Em, B7, Am, F7 and D7 circling
around the keynote of E, rather than the
keynote of G which was indicated at first
glance by the Key Signature:

E Minor Key
F#
B

*E
A

D

G Major Key
A
D

*G
C

F

OO O 13 0

Figure 1. A Minor Harmonic

4
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Figure 2. A Minor Melodic.

In the MELODIC Relative Minor Scale, the
semitone distances occur between the
second and third degrees and the seventh
and eighth degrees in the ascending form.

In the descending form, the seventh and
eighth notes must be flattened to maintain
the sound on pitch particular to this form of
Minor Scale. Figure 2.

However, arrangements do not always
conform to basic rules and various other
chords can be included which do not appear
to be relevant but will usually belong to the
key.

Going back to the Musical Ladder for a
moment, the Relative Minor Keynote is
always three steps up the ladder from the

Major Keynote i.e. from the C Major Keynote
locate the Relative Minor Keynote of A, three
steps up the ladder. From the Eb Major
Keynote locate the Relative Minor Keynote of
C. Music written in the keys of Eb Major and C
Minor will share the same Key Signature of
Eb Major, (three flats).

A WHOLE TONE scale does not include
semitones in its formation. See Figure 3(a).
While the PENTATONIC Scale has only five
notes. See Figure 3(b).

A CHROMATIC Scale is composed en-
tirely of Semitone distances within the
octave from the Root. The Chromatic Scale,
when written on the stave, will show the
accidentals as sharps in the ascending form
and flats in the descending form. See Figure
4.

When the eight notes of the Major and
Minor Scales are divided into half, each
group of four consecutive notes is known as
a TETRACHORD. Tetra is Greek for four;
Chord for notes (Four notes):

CDEF GABC
Technical names apply to each note of a

Scale: 1) TONIC, 2) SUPERTONIC, 3)
MEDIANT, 4) SUBDOMINANT, 5) DOMI-
NANT, 6) SUBMEDIANT, 7) LEADING
NOTE (leads up to the Tonic).

Further scales exist such as Locrian,
Aeolian, Mixolydian, Dorian etc., but the
most commonly used today are the Dia-
tonic Major and Minor Scales. You can
improve your fingering technique and ac-
quire supple fingers by playing the illu-
strated scales regularly.

The Scale formations will now add to your
understanding of more advanced left hand
chords and the next part of my article will
also contain some helpful hints for musi-
cians playing an instrument with a Bass
Pedal Board.

Bass Pedals
Bass Pedal notes are highlighted when

playing Diminished Seventh Chords.
To diminish musically means to reduce

in terms of intervals between notes. The
diminished seventh chord is composed of
the Major Chord notes 1-3-5, with the third
and fifth notes flattened by a Semitone note
i.e. C Diminished Seventh Chord (C-Eb-Gb-
A) is in its Root position because of its
formation upon the Root note.

A double flat (bb) lowers the sound or
pitch of a note by two semitones. When
applied to the seventh note of a Scale, it is
also in fact the sixth note of scale. The
second inversion of the C diminished
seventh chord (Gb-A-C-Eb) will position in
between the Octave F to F.

The Chord Symbols for these chords will
be written as a small circle after the chord
name followed by the number seven C°7 or
with 'dim' replacing the small circle: C dim 7.
Frequently the seven is omitted from the
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Scales in their various forms, including Major, Minor and Chromatic, and some helpful hints for pedal board players.
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Figure 3(a). Whole Tone Scale. (b) Pentatonic Scale.
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Figure 4. C to C Ascending and Descending.

Chord is incorrect as a
diminished chord with the seventh omitted
is in reality a Minor Triad with a flattened fifth
note i.e. C-Eb-Gb.

A Triad is a Chord of three notes. The
Major Triad, 1-3-5, of the Major Scale
becomes a Minor Triad when the third note is
flattened, 1-3b-5.

There are only three sets of diminished
seventh chords: C° 7, G°7 and F°7. Form the
latter two sets G°7, -G-Bb-Db-E and F°7,
F-Ab-B-D in their Root position. There is no
need to invert these chords to play them
between F and F.

As already established in previous
months, the Bass Pedal note actually names
the chord being played. Sound the C°7 chord
and play the C pedal note. Now continue to
sustain the left hand chord while playing in
turn each of the other three notes of the
chord on the Bass Pedals: Eb-Gb-A. Four left
hand chords have now been played and the
left hand has not moved an inch because the
four pedal notes i n turn named the C°7,
Eb°7, G°7 and A°7 chords.

Repeat this process with the other two

sets of diminished seventh chords by strik-
ing each pedal note in turn, while sustain-
ing the left hand chord, and you have added
twelve new chords to improve your playing
technique!

While Diminished is used to reduce an
interval, 'Augmented' is used to increase an
interval between notes. The 'Augmented
Fifth Chord' simply means that the fifth note
of the chord is to be sharpened by a
semitone, increasing the interval between
the third and fifth notes of a Major Chord.
The G Major Chord of G -B -D becomes
G -B -D# when note number five is sharp-
ened. The F Major Chord F -A -C becomes
F -A -C# and the C Major Chord C -E -G be-
comes C -E -G#. When creating inversions
of a chord, it must be remembered that
although the notes change their position
on the keyboard, the notes themselves
are not altered. Therefore, the first in-
version of the C augmented fifth chord is
E -G# -C and the second inversion G# -C -E.
The Chord Symbol will be written as C aug or
C+, and when a seventh is added to the
Chord Symbol C+7 or C aug 7, the normal

seventh chord is played with the fifth note of
G sharpened to G# as before.

The left hand chord of the Suspended
Fourth simply indicates that the fourth note
of the Scale will replace the third note within
the chord, and will be sustained until
smoothly being resolved to the third note in
the next chord to be played, i.e. the C
Suspended Fourth chord C--FG will usually
resolve to C -E -G, the normal major chord.
These chords will sound restless, although
beautiful, and you will hear and feel the need
to resolve them. The Chord Symbols will be
written as Csus or Csus4. For the Csus7 or
C7sus chord, play a normal seventh chord
with the fourth note replacing the third note
in the chord as before.

These chord formations are really a
continuation of my chord structure in a

previous month and are still based upon
Major Chord formations from the Major
Scales, proving that it is not necessary to
learn new chords, but simply to adopt the
chords we already know and use frequently.

E&MM
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HOME ELECTRO~
/VIUSICIKN

Icould give you a long account of my
chequered musical past but suffice to
say that now I am a 32 -year -old electronic

engineer still gigging regularly and running a
home four -track studio based around a Teac
3440 and a Revox A77. Not an entirely
original combination but then there aren't
that many choices, are there?

When I bought my house four years ago I
decided to set aside one room for record-
ings/band rehearsals and of course the first
major problem was soundproofing.

I had the window double glazed and then
fitted a detachable fibreboard shutter over
the whole window aperture, and covered it
with two layers of carpet on the outside and
cork tiles on the inside. The door was
thickened and again covered with cork tiles.
The outside wall in which the window is set is
also covered in cork tiles and even after four
years the haunting fragrance of charcoal and
Thixofix still lingers on.

I haven't had any complaints about noise
even though hideous sound pressure levels
are occasionally present inside. As the
original concept was to rehearse and record
my own band in this room, it seemed logical
to install all the recording gear in the same
room rather than adopt the control room
approach, in which case I would have had to
get someone to engineer for me and he
would then be writingthis instead of me. As it
turns out I am now doing regular demos for
other bands but the arrangements still works
OK.

For monitors I have a pair of KEF KIT 3
speakers which are very flat sounding. They
are not the most exciting speakers to listen
to music on but they always ensure that
nothing nasty turns up in the mix when
replayed on other speakers of normal hi-fi
quality.

Amplification is at present courtesy of
Rotel but I intend to change over to a couple
of Mosfet modules in the near future. The
desk is an MM 8 channel mixer and apart
from the high death rate of sliders, I consider
it to be well designed, quiet enough when
properly used and with bags of headroom to
prevent unwanted overloadS. Extra FX- Send
facilities would be useful though.

For reverberation I am using a Great
British Spring stereo unit and for echo, the
Roland RE -201 Space Echo, although I have
designs (in both senses of the word) on the
E&MM digital unit. I also have an E/H
Vocoder which works very well but is not
used very often. The reverb is fed from the
echo -send output and fed back to two
channels of the mixer panned left and right
when mixing down. The reverb sound of this
unit is really very good but even with the
input driven fairly hard, the output amps are
very noisy! Has anyone else experienced
this? The Space Echo on the other hand has a
nice quiet built-in reverb but the sound
quality of this unit sounds like someone
shaking a tin bath full of tambourines. It's
really unusable. I don't think this problem is
related to my particular Space Echo as I

know other owners who have made the same
comment. The echo, however, is fine.

For my own music I use two Roland Guitar
synths, the GR500 and the GR300. The
22

GR500 is complemented by a Transcendant
2000 expander unit and I have fitted a
vibrato depth pedal to this which I have
found invaluable.

No issue is complete without a reference
to the omnipresent Steve Howell so I'll make
his day by saying that I agree with him on one
point at least. The sound from even a
polyphonic guitar synth is very dry and I, too,
go to any lengths to stir it up a little. Add a
little echo and chorus to either guitar synth
and you have a huge swirling orchestra -
turn them off and you have what sounds like
a polyphonic kazoo in a padded cell.

The band consists also of bass provided
by a Yamaha CS5 synth and drums supple-
mented by Syntoms and a Synare 3. But
enough of this self-indulgent stuff. "How do
I record it?" you ask impatiently.

The guitar is miked up about 9 inches
away from the centre of one of the speakers
and the mic fed direct to the attenuated
input of the 3440. Mics are a collection of
Shures and AKGs, all wired low impedance
and unbalanced. I have just bought a couple
of A & F mikes which seem OK, but it's too
early to make any definite comments.

The synths (two Roland GRs and a
Yamaha bass synth) are direct injected to
the line input of the Teac and processed
during mixdown which gives the opportunity
for stereo echo, chorus, etc. The drums are
miked individually from four to six inches
away from the top head with the exception of
concert toms which may be miked under-
neath. For bass drum (front head removed or
fitted with a hole) I use a Unidyne 3 fed
through an MXR noise gate which cuts off the
ringing decay of the drum and gives a much
punchier sound. The lower mid control on
the mixer is turned well down resulting in a
very satisfying bass drum sound.

When close miking, I never use overhead
microphones, and the cymbals will come
through OK without separate mics if the mic
positions are well thought out. The phase
addition and cancellation effects caused by
adding overhead mics have always caused a
deterioration in the overall drum sound, and
if anyone has had any experience of this I

would be interested to hear about it.
Balancing the drums is initially carried out
by getting the drummer to pummel each
drum at a rate of about 2Hz whilst I set up an
equal meter deflection for each drum. A test
recording is then made and final adjust-
ments performed. Trial and error has shown
that damping must be enpugh to kill over-
tones, otherwise the bass drum sets all the
toms ringing and gives a very muddy sound.
On the other hand, never trust an engineer
who damps everything down to sound like
suitcases and then says he'll fix it on the
desk!

The bass guitar is the most elusive
instrument to record, as a DI version always
leaves the low notes sounding like a lorry
driving past and accentuates finger squeaks.
I've settled for straight miking at about
twelve inches from the cab and with only a
small amount of EQ on mixdown the original
charisma of the instrument usually manages
to struggle through. Vocals are always done
last using a Shure SM58 at a range of twelve

to eighteen inches to minimise popping and
breath noises. The singer can either use
cans which give better isolation or use the
wall monitors at as low a volume as is
comfortable.

My opinion of the Teac recorder is that
even with new tape and needles peaking at
+5VU, the noise level is not really very good,
being quoted at -50dB by Teac. If Revox can
get -63dB from their four track A77 running
at 7!/zips then why can't the Japanese? I have
used an Accessit compander system for the
past two years in the hope of keeping noise at
bay but although it does its job very well, it
does have an unsettling effect on the final
mix. On reflection I think I will be better off
using it on the reverb and echo unit. Even the
notoriously noisy Clone pedal becomes very
quiet using one of these units.

Of course, to wire up all this kind of stuff
without going mad requires some sort of
patchboard and I settled for a board covered
in jack sockets corresponding with all inputs
to the tape machines, the mixer and the
amplifier with plugs on dangly leads for the
outputs. This method prevents leads getting
abducted by the band's roadies and saves
getting out of the engineer's chair which,
incidentally, must be of the type that
revolves, just like famous recording
engineers use!

On the subject of bouncing tracks, I

,prefer to mix the first four tracks in stereo on
to the Revox and then bounce back to two
tracks on the Teac leaving two tracks for
vocals and instrumental overdubs. This is
then mixed on to the stereo master. The tape
normally used is Ampex Grand Master for
which I had to reset the Teac biasing as
shown in the Teac manual. This has
improved the top but the bottom end on
source/output test seems very subtly dif-
ferent. Talking of manuals (which I wasn't), I
bought a service manual for both the Teac
and Revox machines. They are both similarly
priced but whereas the Revox handbook is a
lavishly produced tome about as thick as a
telephone directory, the Teac manual is like
a dialling code book, but thinner and with
much left unsaid.

Well, that's about all I've got to say in an
article of this length except that the old
saying "the customer is always right" applies
to recording too. I've had several bands here
who have previously paid a fortune for
sixteen and twenty-four track recording, only
to be disappointed because the engineer
thought he was above listening to their
opinion of what the result ought to sound
like. As far as I'm concerned, if they want to
play the whole track backwards at half -
speed through a flanger whilst Vocoding the
results with the squeals of a demented pig,
then that's OK by me. After all, they're paying.
Paul White E&MM
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'.1..the quality of the colour display is excellen:'Popular Computing Weekly.

"The graphics facilities are great fun 1.1Personal Computer World.

"...the Spectrum is way ahead of its competitors:' Your Computer.

"The world's best
personalcomputer

for under f500
Sinclair ZX Spectrum
16K RAM £125, 48K RAM f175.
This is the astonishing new ZXSpectrum
-a powerful professional's computer in
everything but price!

There are two versions - 16K or a
really powerful 48K. Both have a full
8 colours, sound generation, a full-size
moving -key keyboard and high -resolution
graphics. Plus established Sinclair
features such as 'one -touch' keyword
entry, syntax check and report codes!

Key features of the Sinclair
ZX Spectrum

Full colour -8 colours plus flashing
and brightness -intensity control.

Sound - BEEP command with
variable pitch and duration.

Massive RAM - 16K or 48K.
Full-size moving -key keyboard - all

keys at normal typewriter pitch, with
repeat facility on each key.

High resolution - 256 dots horizontally
x 192 vertically, each individually
addressable for true high -resolution
graphics.

ASCII character set - with upper- and
lower-case characters.

High speed LOAD &SAVE -16K in 100
seconds via cassette, with VERIFY and
MERGE for programs and separate
data files.
E&MM AUGUST 1982

The ZX Printer - available now
The printer offers ZX Spectrum

owners the full ASCII character set -
including lower-case characters and
high -resolution graphics.

Printing speed is 50 characters per
second, with 32 characters per line and
9 lines per vertical inch.

ZX Microdrive - coming soon
Each Microdrive will hold up to 100K

bytes on a single interchangeable
microfloppy - with a transfer rate of
16K bytes per second. And you'll be
able to connect up to 8 ZX Microdrives
to your ZX Spectrum - they're available
later this year, for around £50.

How to order your ZX Spectrum
BY PHONE - Access, Barclaycard or

Trustcard holders can call 01-200 0200
for personal attention 24 hours a day,
every day.

BY FREEPOST - use the coupon
below. You can pay by cheque, postal
order, Access, Barclaycard or Trustcard.

EITHER WAY - please allow up to 28
days for delivery. And there's a 14 -day
money -back option, of course. We want
you to be satisfied beyond doubt - and
we have no doubt that you will be.

ZX Spectrum
Sinclair Research Ltd,
Stanhope Road, Camberley, Surrey,
GU15 3PS. Tel: Camberley (0276) 685311.

Fo: Sinclair Research, FREEPOST, Camberley, Surrey, GU15 3BR. Ord;1
Oty Item Code Item price Total

£ £
Please tick if you require a VAT receipt 0

'I enclose a cheque/postal order payable to Sinclair
Sinclair ZX Spectrum - Research Ltd for £
16K RAM version 100 125.00 Please charge to my Access/Barclaycard/Trustcard
Sinclair ZX Spectrum - account no. Please print. I
48K RAM version 101 175.00 II
Sinclair ZX Printer 27 59.95 I

*Please delete/coMplete as applicable.
Printer paper
(pack of 5 rolls) 16 11.95 !yr/Mrs/Miss I I IIIIIIII

'Postage and packing
orders under £100 28 2 95

I Address 111111111111 II

111111111111111111orders over £100 29 4.95

TOTAL £ 111111111111111111
FREEPOST - no stamp needed. Prices apply to UK only. Export prices on application. EMM 801.3
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STUDIO SOUND
TECHNIQUES
by P A. Becque

Mixing Consoles
The mixing console forms the heart of
all signal processing in any studio.
Specifications and prices vary con-

siderably and an often difficult choice is
made more complicated by being unable to
make a like for like comparison. Judging
whether or not a particular console is
suitable for your needs is often only apparent
after you have tried it out, by which time it's
too late. The type of instruments that have to
be recorded should also influence the
decision since only the most expensive
consoliv can handle anything with ease.
Figure 3 shows a typical channel in an
average console. There are several impor-
tant parameters common to all consoles
which should be examined both at the time
of buying and periodically as routine main-
tenance. The first we will take is the signal to
noise ratio. This is normally expressed in
decibels (dB) which are a convenient way of
relating one level to another. Leaving the
maths aside for now, here are a few rules of
thumb worth memorising. If we double any
signal e.g. from 1V to 2V we can say the level
has gone up by 6 dB (remember mixing the
mics in Part One). This happens every time
we double the signal strength, so a rise from
2 to 4, or 4 to 8, is still 6dB. Conversely every
time we halve the signal strength we drop
6dB i.e. -6dB. Also, to amplify a signal ten
times e.g. from 1V to 10V we would need a
gain of 20dB. An amplifier with a gain of
40dB multiplies the signal 100 times and so
on adding 20dB for each factor of ten.

Microphone Amps
A mic amp with a gain of 60dB would

amplify a lmV signal to 1V (1000 times) and

Part 2

we could reasonably expect the output noise
to lie between -65dB to -70dB referenced to
OdBV which is 0.775V RMS. One way of
looking at this noise is as an equivalent input
signal. Because it is 70dB down from our
reference and because it has been raised to
that point by the 60dB of mic amp gain, we
can say it is equivalent to an input of 70dB
plus 60dB or -130dBV. Note how this
corresponds to the dynamic range in Figure
1, Part One.

At the other end of the dynamic range we
have maximum input or output level before
distortion (clipping). It's quite easy these
days to find condenser mics that give in
excess of 1V (+4dBV) when miking up drums
for example. This would be a problem for all
but the best mic amps. One course of action
is to use in -line attenuators which drop the
signal level by 20dB (how many times is
that?).

Phantom Powering
Many condenser mics may be phantom

powered, which simply means a way of
feeding power to these mics without inter-
fering with the audio output or having to run
extra cables. If you intend using condenser
mics regularly phantom powering is a must.
On the other hand if you have a console
which is adequate in most respects but
hasn't got phantom powering, it's usually
easy enough to fit. Figure 4 shows the basic
scheme. Note that the mic amp input must
be isolated either by a transformer or
capacitors. The 6k8 resistors should be at
least 2% tolerance, and 1% metal film or
oxide are preferred. There is often room on
either the mic amp printed circuit board or
on the rear of the main connector panel to
mount these components. The power supply

Low noise
and ripple
PSU

50V

ov 6k8

To other channels

1% Metal film
or oxide

02

1? 13

XL R connector

T
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Mic
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Figure 4. Phantom powering.
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Figure 3. Typical channel of a mixing console.
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unit should ideally have very low noise and
ripple on the output, though if the trans-
formers and mics are of high quality, a less
than perfect supply may still work well.

Another parameter worthy of note is the
maximum output level which for most
systems running off +15V should be about
+20d By. The area between this point and the
nominal +4dBV average signal level is called
'headroom'. It is very important to maintain
this throughout the various stages of the
console if signal integrity is to be kept.

Finally, the gain controls on some mic
amps work by varying the feedback, which is
generally a good idea. However, some
purpose built mic amp chips exhibit instabi-
lity as the overall gain is reduced to unity (for
those very high output mics). So if you are
thinking of building your own, take care
choosing the feedback components. In all
other respects these devices seem to
perform very well.

The move in recent years away from
sessions simultaneously involving numer-
ous musicians means that a different type of
studio/console/recording approach has
evolved. It may be found that microphone
amplifiers are redundant if the console is
used mostly for electro-music since nearly
all synthesisers have outputs at line level.

E&MM
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Al Micro MAIL ORDER
Musical SPECIALISTS

WITH Casiotone
....ELECTRONIC 5E0800005

urn' up Is
FREEauguries £65

MODEL (TICK) FREE ACC. VALUE ACCESSORIES (TICK)

VL-1 35.95 8.85 Song Book (6 Tales) ea 2.95

VL-10 26.95 2.95 CS -H Stand (CT Models) 30.00

VL-5 79.95 10.90 VPE Vol. Ped (CT Models) 25.00

MT -31 69.00 7.95 SPE Sus. Ped (CT Models) 6.50

MT -40 99.00 12.95 HC -3 Hardcase (CT -202) 44.00

CT -101 195.00 30.00 HC -2 Hardcase (CT -101-4031 44.00

CT -202 275.00 36.50 HC Hardcase (CT -601-701) TBA

CT -403 275.00 36.50 PC -2 Hardcase (MT -31-40) 9.95

CT -601 395.00 55.00 AD -4160 Adaptor (VL-1) 5.00

CT -701 495.00 65.00 AD -1 E Adaptor (MT -31-40) 5.00

CT -1000 325.00 40.00 Prelude Chord Computer 19.95

PLEASE SEND ME THE KEYBOARDS TICKED. VALUE £
PLUS MV CHOICE OF FREE ACCESSORIES TICKED. VALUE £

TOTAL REMITTANCE ENCLOSED. VALUE I
I wish to pay by enclosed (please tick)
Cheque 0 P.O.0 M.O. 0 Cash (Registered) 0
I wish to pay by Access Card. My Access Card Number is:

I I l

NAMESIGNATURE

ADDRESS

TEL. NO.

Cut out your order form and send (no postage required) to

fa

Micro Musical Limited
FREE POST

37 WOOD LANE, SHILTON, COVENTRY, CV 79B R
TELEPHONE:0203 -616760 E&MM

L The firm for Speakers

Bigger and Better for 1982
the colourful Wilmslow Audio brochure
-the definitive loudspeaker catalogue!

Everything for the speaker constructor - kits, drive units,
components for HiFi and PA.
50 DIY HiFi speaker designs including the exciting new
dB Total Concept speaker kits, the Kef Constructor range,
Wharfedale Speakercraft, etc.
Flatpack cabinet kits for Kef, Wharfedale and many others.

* Lowest prices - Largest stocks *
* Expert staff - Sound advice *

* Choose your DIY HiFi Speakers in the comfort of our *
two listening lounges

(Customer operated demonstration facilities)
* Ample parking *

Send £1.50 for catalogue
(cheque, M.O. or stamps - or phone with your credit card number)

* Access -Visa -American Express accepted *
also HiFi Markets Budget Card.

DUO 0625 529599

35/39 Church Street, Wilmslow, Cheshire SK9 lAS

Lightning service on telephoned credit card orders!

BACK ISSUES EVERY ONE VITAL FOR THE ELECTRO-MUSICIAN!
Copies can be obtained from E&MM at £1.10 each (inc. p&p)

1981

MARCH Matinee Organ *
Spectrum Synthesiser * Hi-Fi
Sub -Bass Woofer * Balanced line
system * Yamaha SK20 review
* BBC Radiophonic Workshop
APRIL Syntom Drum Synthesiser
* Workshop Power Supply *
Direct Inject Box * Ultravox *
Paia 8700 review * Matinee
* Spectrum
MAY Noise Reduction Unit *
Lowrey MX -1 review * Apple
Music System * Matinee *
Spectrum
JUNE Wordmaker*Guitar Tuner
* Hi-Fi/Group Mosfet amp *
Fairlight CMI review * David
Vorhaus * Matinee
JULY Alphadac 16 Synthesiser
Keyboard Controller * Synwave
effects unit * Matinee * Atari
Music * Duncan Mackay * PPG
Wave 2/Wersi Pianostar reviews
AUGUST PA Signal Processor *
Powercomp * Hexadrum *
Matinee * Resynator/Casio
VL-Tone reviews * Irmin Schmidt
SEPTEMBER Partylite * Tape -
Slide Synchroniser * Synpac 9V
effects supply * Noise Gate *
PA Signal Processor * Digital
Keyboard * One -handed Guitar
* Chromascope & Linn Drum
reviews * Kraftwerk revealed
OCTOBER Harmony Generator *
Securigard burglar alarm *
Effects Link FX-1 * Music at City
University * dbx noise reduction
& Blacet Syn-Bow reviews * Micro
interfacing * Disco equalisation

ata Nrs

SEPTEMBER issue - SOLD OUT. Photo copies of individual articles are
available from E&MM at 50p each inc. p&p.

NOVEMBER Landscape explored SX-400, Aria TS -400, M.C.S.
* Casio MT -30, Roland GR-300 Percussion Computer
Guitar Synthesiser, Roland
CPE-800 Compu-Editor reviews
* Melody Making on the Apple
* Phasing * Auto Swell - Electric
Drummer - Soundbooster -
Toneboost projects
DECEMBER Rick Wakeman in
1984 * Orchestral Manoeuvres
in the Dark * Bio Music *
Yamaha CS70M, Vox Custom
Bass & Custom 25, Roland
CR5000 & CR8000, Alpha
Syntauri, Fostex 250 * Synclock
project * ZX81 music

1982

JANUARY The New Tangerine
Dream * Japan Music Fair *
Fact File * Guitar Workshop
* Reviews: Casiotone 701, Teisco

Soundchaser, Beyer Mics, TC
Effects Boxes, Tempo Check
* Projects: Spectrum Synthesiser,
Electric Drummer, Volume Pedal
FEBRUARY Ike Isaacs * Digital
Audio Discs * Yamaha GS1 & 2 *
Reviews: Korg Trident, AKG
D33OBT & D202 Mics, Menta
Micro, Roland TR606 Drumatix,
JHS C5OPM & C2OB amps, Fostex
A-8 8 -track Recorder, Tokai ST50
& PB80 Guitars * Vocal PA * ZX81
Music * Projects: Digital Delay
Effects Unit, Spectrum Synth,
Percussion Sound Generator
* Resonant Filters
MARCH Klaus Schulze * Robert
Schrbder * Kraftwerk Music to play
* Killing CB Interference *
Reviews: Firstman SQ-01,

SC1 Pro -One, JHS
Pro Rhythm Mini Synth, Tascam
124AV, Wersi Comet, Hamer
Prototype, Shure 517SA & B *
Synth Buyers Guide * Projects:
Power 200 Speakers, 1.6 sec Digital
Delay Effects Unit
APRIL Martin Rushent, Human
League in the Studio * Cardiff
University Electronic Music Studic
* Reverberation explained *
Reviews: Korg Mono/Poly
Synthesiser, Fostex 350 Mixer,
Roland TB -303 Bass Line
Sequencer * Projects: MF1 Sync
Unit, Multireverb * Electro-Music
Crossword.
MAY Holger Czukay * Depeche
Mode * Keyboard Buyers Guide *
The Peak Programme Meter *
Reviews: Moog Source and Rogue
Synthesisers, Suzuki Omnichord,
Acom Atom Synthesiser, Calrec
Soundfield Microphone * Projects:
Soft Distortion Pedal, Quadramix.
JUNE Jean -Michel Jarre * Classix
Nouveaux * Studio Sound
Techniques * Making Music with
the Microtan 65 * Reviews: Carlsbro
Minifex and E -mu Systems
Emulator * Projects: Panolo and
Multisplit.
JULY Ronny with Warren Cann and
Hans Zimmer * Drum Machines
Buyers Guide * Jean -Michel Jarre
Music Supplement * Reviews:
Roland Juno 6 Synthesiser, Peavey
Heritage Amplifier, Steinberger
Bass Guitar, TI -99/4 Music Maker
Software * Projects: Universal
Trigger Interface, Electric Drummer
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Jon Lord is widely regarded
by rock fans as one of

the world's leading keyboard
players. Founder

member
of Deep Purple, and currently with

Whitesnalte,
Jon discusses

his recently released

fourth solo album 'Before I Forget'.

My initial impression of your new album
was that it has terrific depth of melody and
harmony and this must have come really
from your wide background of classical and
rock music.
Jon Yes, I think so, I think I have always been
the most schizophrenic of English music-
ians! I don't accept barriers you see, and I
get into an awful lot of trouble for that. I

started piano lessons at the age of seven
then I went into composition and I taught
myself orchestration by buying the big books
such as Forsyth on Orchestration and Walter
Piston and so on. And then I got the chance
in 1969 to do that concerto for group and
orchestra (a rather cumbersome title) with
Deep Purple and the Royal Philharmonic
Orchestra. So I was able to write a full length
score for a full sized orchestra and hear it
played - which is a dream for every
composer and that first moment of hearing
is always a stunning moment. It was
performed at the Albert Hall.

There were two sides to doing it - you
hear something that was in your head
actually working live, and you hear others
that don't work and you have to change those
around. I had a great deal of help from the
RPO Q n that. For example, the head of the
cello section told me that the part he had
received was impossible to play at the tempo
I wanted so he rewrote it for me to make it
work. I wrote the full score out and
orchestrated it myself - the point I was
trying to make was that I had gone quite deep
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into harmony and chordal progressions over
the years. Plus, having been in rock bands
fora long time I have also got the simplistic
approach it gives you. These two areas of
experience must contribute tothe way I write
as I do.

Have you taken the trouble of analysing,
say, your favourite pieces of classical music
because you could obviously benefit from
this strong interest?
Jon Yes, I often get ideas for rock songs from
David Coverdale's compositions in White -
snake from having heard something by
Tchaikovsky, Grieg, or whatever.

Your themes are often so good that I feel I
have heard them before.
Jon That could be a worrying thing but I

breeze through that because hopefully that
means they are good, and I just hope that
they are not borrowed. There is, for example,
a song called 'Say It's Alright' by Vicki Brown,
which is actually a chord sequence that I

borrowed from Mr Grieg. It is the way he puts
two or three chords together which I liked, so

I gently borrowed it.
On the album 'Where Are You it seems to

have a Debussy type ending.
Jon Well, again, he is a composer that I used
to play quite a bit when I was a kid. Of course,
you can listen to Chick Corea and hear
Debussy and Ravel floating around - all
those French impressionist ideas have had a
lot of influence in modern jazz.

Brubeck was obviously an influence,
because I just used to love the way he played
a solo. He just used to knock me out. He
suffered from a loss of belief in people and

the music seemed to come so easy to him,
but people often did not respect his fertile
imagination. In my early days I had a band
with a line up of piano, bass, drums, vibes,
alto sax and clarinet so we were able to do
some quite wierd things. The alto sax player
was Jack Shepherd who later turned to
acting. For me he was one of the best alto
players and he introduced me to Charlie
Mingus and that school.

My interest in the jazz idiom led me to
find Jimmy Smith. Well, he found me! I heard
'A Walk on the Wild Side' and I really wasn't
too sure what the instrument was. I'd played
church organ but I'd never heard that lovely
percussive effect of the jazz organ and
thought, what the hell is that, it's wonderful!
Not so long after I joined an R&B band who
insisted on having an organist instead of a
pianist, (this was in the mid Sixties), so I fell
into Hammond playing. But I was still
playing church organ at the time.

Haven't you used a Hammond on your
new album?
Jon Yes, it's a split Hammond that's been
heavily modified. I've had it since 1968,
although it's about 25-30 years old and it is
one of the original C3 models.

One thing they say about organ playing
and organ technique is that unlike the piano,
you have to make your own expression. It
doesn't matter how hard you hit the keys
obviously, so you have to use a swell pedal,
but I find that from a Hammond you do get
something back. I have developed my own
right foot swell technique, but nevertheless I
do find I get a bounce back from the
Hammond keyboard - almost like a piano
although different in its way. And the
fingering is different too.

So all the time you were developing your
organ and piano techniques side by side?
Jon Yes, they are quite different to keep
going together, but piano is absolutely
necessary to keep the strength in your
fingers, and playing can get very lazy on the
organ. I really think any keyboard player can
benefit by developing his or her own piano
technique and style along with other
instruments.

When you play the organ, if you want to
play legato you must attack the next note
before you leave the previous one behind.
You can't use a sustain pedal like you can on
a piano, obviously. So the differences in
technique I really found interesting. Now I
don't think about them - they are built into
my technique. But I must admit when I first
started playing the organ I tried to play it like
a piano and it sounded awful.

So how do you go about actually putting
together all these ideas? I believe you have
been collecting the material for this album
for some time?
Jon Yes, they have existed in a sort of
shorthand form for quite a while and that is
the way I work. I don't use the tape recorder
when I'm writing - I use music paper. I find
it less constricting in a way, because if I put
an idea down on tape I find I tend to leave it in
that form. Whereas, if I get a good chord
sequence for something and notate it, then
the next time I come to play it I've perhaps
forgotten how it was originally so I have to
read it again and this often gives me further
ideas. It's a personal thing. I know a lot of
musicians who wouldn't be without a tape
recorder, but I try not to do it that way.

When I'm not on the road, I've got a room
at home that I put all my gear in and it gets
plugged up, and I can mess around in there
to my heart's content. I've got the early TEAC
4 track Portastudio and I do a bit of
overdubbing with this, but I find I get an
awful amount of hiss. That's the only thing I
have against it, especially if you continue to
overdub and ping-pong tracks.

Once I've got some ideas I tend to hum
the themes over quite a long period. Then I'll
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sit at the piano with an eight bar thing that
I've worked out and improvise on it. I just
keep going, and this is my hit-and-miss way
of composing.

The improvising has come of course from
my past jazz playing, and I've always felt that
the improvisational aspect of rock music has
been understated. Okay, you have struc-
tured song, but then especially for live
performing, the way it's played is often
different because of the improvisational
nature of the music. I still like to try and play
organ solos that could almost be considered
as tunes if I can.That's my approach to solos.

You prefer that to the more free style of
'meandering' jazz?
Jon I do of course meander with the best of
them!

There is quite a variety of moods in your
album and I believe you get inspiration, as
we all do, from various sources - noticeable
in pieces like 'Chance on a Feeling', 'Holly-
wood Rock and Roll' and 'Where are You'.
Jon That's why I call the album 'Before I
Forget', because it is a bunch of personalised
musical memories. They are all based on
little things that happen. 'Hollywood Rock
and Roll' is my reasonably friendly comment
on the first time I ever came up against
American A&R men. You know - you bring
them an album on which you've slaved over
and loved for months and honed to perfect-
ion (you think), and the first thing they say is
"Is there a single on it?"! However, to get the
effect I wanted I got Tony Ashton to sing. He's
not a 'technically qualified' singer, but he is
good and his style has a sort of throwaway
humour. I purposefully did not fade out the
track so that at the end you can hear us really
enjoying it and all laughing.

Yes, I liked the vocal glissandos from the
girls and then the laughter doodling away-
it created the right atmosphere.
Jon The brass sounds on it came from a
Moog Opus which I think is a strange
instrument - it's not quite sure what it wants
to be, whereas I find the Polymoog even
though it is now slightly outdated, has some
tremendous sounds and I still love the
strings on it.

I also got a feeling of the Pointer Sisters in
the singing - that sort of style.
Jon That's Vicki Brown and her daughter.

Not only have you changed the dynamics
frequently, but the tempo also changes
subtly and not abruptly from one mood to
another as Rick Wakeman might do, but
more rubato fashion.
Jon I have always been very aware of
dynamics. This is something that Richie
Blackmore and I used to discuss endlessly in
the early days of Deep Purple, but unless you
saw them live you probably wouldn't realise
it. Although we had the reputation of being
extremely loud we did use dynamics more
than any other heavy metal band at the time.
Richie and I also used to indulge in almost
modern jazz type exchanges. It was done in a
kind of reflective way that commented on the
song. Then we would get into a little needle -
match element as well. You know, Richie
would do something in demi-semiquavers
and I would say "Okay mate, anything you
can do!" and there was a kind of contest
element in it.

The control of tempo changes is really
only a question of playing with another
musician involved in a face to face situation
- what we call the 'horses eyes and a slight
nod of the head'!

The one odd piece of the album seems to
be 'Bach Onto This' which you've released as
a single. What surprised me is that since this
piece has been a popular source of interpret-
ation (coming from Bach's Toccata and
Fugue in D minor), I wondered why on earth
/ou had suddenly picked up on this one?
Jon If you take the context of the album as I
said earlier, as being memories and things
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that I have always wanted to get down, I have
always wanted to do the Fugue. I have
always played a bit of the Toccata
on stage and I thought it would be nice to
start with the famous opening on synthesiser
rather than the organ. I've used the Poly-
moog organ preset, then routed it through
the VCF and changed it round slightly. The
piece also uses bass, drums and guitar.
Bernie Marsden played the guitar, and I had
enormous fun working it out along with the
bass player, Neil Murray, and the drummer,
Simon Philips.

There is one particular passage on the
drums where he is actually following the
rhythm of the melody.
Jon Exactly, that was the intention. I also did
not set out to do the complete Fugue.

There was one moment when I thought it
almost verged on a March of the Mods style,
and that is when I began to feel things were
not quite as they should be.
Jon You see, we did it all in one go and it was
really hard work - nevertheless, it could be
a showstopper I think. I have overdubbed
synthesisers and certain voices on the
record but I can play all the Fugue on the
organ. So I'll play it live without backing
tracks - just with organ, bass and drums
and (laughter) hope for the best that we
would all finish together! We cut out the
middle section that required lots of manual
changes or tone changes, I also ignored
Bach's written Cadenza towards the end.
The improvisation I do only loosely refers to
it. I simply try to impose a modern interp-
retation to the music at that point.

This piece certainly shows your playing
skills and in the past your technique has
been highly respected in the polls with your
name being ranked highly with Wakeman,
Emerson and soon. In many ways it brought
back to me the virtuoso skills of the rock era
in its earlier days which was refreshing to
hear now.
Jon Nice to hear that. It is always something I
have wanted to do and that should be a good
enough reason. I have certainly used that
type of thing on stage before. I also need a
showpiece as well; a seven or eight minute
'tour de force', so that at the end everybody
goes "phew!"

What is the line-up for the album?
Jon Basically, my keyboards are organ and
piano, obviously. The piano is the studio's
acoustic Steinway which has a nice bright
tone. Sometimes they can be a little muffled.
One of my favourite brands is the Yamaha -
not the electric - which is a bright pleasant
piano to play. At home I've got a Challen,
baby grand, which I've had for some years
now. I've just bought an Erard from a friend
of mine which was made in 1870. The
instrument in the publicity pictures is the
Challen which I bought from Shirley Bassey
and she had it painted to go with her dining
room! It's not particularly good but it makes
me work my fingers hard. I think that if I were
going to splash out I would buy either a
Bechstein or a Bosendorf. I get a huge range
of expression from these instruments. I have
got a Yamaha Electric Grand for stage use
and this was a godsend for me. Previously,
we had to use hired grand pianos and install
Countryman or Helpinstall pickups and that
used to take hours, and they were never right
in the end.

I've never used a piano with Deep Purple,
only organ, but I find it very useful in
Whitesnake music. In recent years I have
tried to use the keyboards as a kind of 'halo'
around the sound rather than being a
pinpointed part of the music. So the voice in
the centre, the drums behind and the guitar
at the side have the keyboards surrounding
them. Whitesnake has been very helpful for
me to establish that kind of playing.

Isn't your open chord style part of this?
Jon Yes, I call it rhythm keyboards, like

rhythm guitar, and I find that if I do less
soloing in a concert I have much more to say
on the few that I do. In the Deep Purple days
it was very easy for me to start playing my
own cliches, but now with Whitesnake I

come to a solo completely fresh.
I don't quite know where my piano style

came from but it must have been in my
earlier years before I moved onto the organ
and only recently have I come back to the
piano as a stage instrument.

Do you use a Hammond with a standard
Leslie rotating speaker system?
Jon I've got four Leslie cabinets! We took the
amplifiers out of the Leslie's and used Crown
DC300's to drive them instead and we've got
Gauss bass speakers at the bottom and J BL
horns at the top. I don't really know a lot
about the technical side - I've a little man
who works for me and does it all. They are not
synchronised together and that is why we've
got this lovely effect of a true choral sound all
slightly detuned spacially. When we record
we only use two and I have them facing each
other with the mics in between. We used to
do the same thing with a Fender Rhodes to
give it a stereo effect.

I've recently invented a word for this
effect - I call it Panolo as opposed to
Tremolo, because it is actually a panning of
the sound.
Jon What a great idea. I must use that!

One other unusual feature on the C3 is
that I built into it an RMI electric piano. It is a
straight electric piano with a harpsichord
sound as well, and we found that the
contacts to make it work were exactly the
same as those on the Hammond. So we took
the circuitry inside the RMI, put it in a box in
the bottom half of the Hammond and linked
it up to the contacts on the keyboard. Now
the top manual of the Hammond can have
electric piano RMI with it if I wish, and this
gives me extra bite on some pieces.

I often think people forget about the
simple ways they can add to their playing, by
using things like extra contacts on existing
keyboards rather than wait for the day they
can afford a computer to link it up for them.
Jon Yes, that's true. The RMI has two piano
sounds, harpsichord and a lute sound which
is very much like a muted Fender Rhodes
effect. It has attack on it which gives you a
'tock' at the beginning of every note, and also
an organ switch which will give you a quick or
a long decay. Using the short decay I get a
nice effect that leaves the organ sound on
sustained notes.

On top of the organ is a Hohner Piano
Duo, which you don't see very often now. It is
a Clavinet and a Pianet in one. The clavi net
as most people know uses real strings and
special hammers, and the planet operates
from vibrating reeds. Neither sold too well so
they put them together and the package still
didn't sell too well as far as I know! I love the
sound of the clavinet and it's the main
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keyboard on 'Hollywood Rock and Roll'. On
top of that instrument I have my Moog Opus
synthesiser. I have also got a Roland Space
Echo and every instrument can be patched
through that at the touch of a button. There is
also a Moog Phase unit. (I should say "Mowg"
but they all say "Moog" in Buffalo!) I have
met Robert Moog a few times but now, as
most people know, the synthesisers are
made by Moog Inc. By the way, the phase
unit can have all the instruments patched
through it as well and it sits straight in front of
me. Just to my left I've got the Moog Source
synthesiser which is a lovely instrument. I'm
still learning it and I don't know yet if it is
going to be a successful stage instrument,
but it will be very good in the studio.

Behind me I have got the Yamaha Grand
with the Polymoog and then the Minimoog on
top of it. I really only use the Polymoog for the
string sounds and a couple of other effects
that I like. Nevertheless, it was a brave
instrument I think, and was one of the first
polyphonics available.

Do all the strings on the album come from
that?
Jon What I usually do is record low, middle
and high strings on three separate tracks.
This way I get more movement in the chords,
rather than playing fistfuls of chords
together. I usually write the string arrange-
ments out as if it were going to be played by a
string orchestra, then build it up myself. I

find that way I have a good mix because I am
thinking of the parts and this gives a little
more air to it somehow. No matter how much
echo you put around it, if you just use fistfuls
of polyphonic strings it does tend to sound a
bit like an Italian pop song if you are not
careful.

I also use a thing called a Moog String
Filter, which is really an equaliser with four
different frequencies that you can boost and
cut. I find it useful for doing things at the
lower end of the Polymoog and if you filter
out a couple of frequencies you can get a
very nice solo cello effect.

Instruments that I would like to have
include the Synclavier and the Emulator
[reviewed in June '82 E&MM], but at the
moment these are ridiculously expensive
and I am not sure that I could find anywhere
in my set-up for digital synthesisers apart
from the Source. Your magazine is helping
me find more of these instruments although
I find some of the more technical articles
quite difficult to comprehend. I am basic-
ally a musician who works from the emo-
tional rather than the practical.

There is another point too - I do get an
awful creeping feeling that machines are
beginning to play men, and I am worried
about it. The trend seems to be that a fairly
untalented musician can get his hands on a
very clever machine and make it sound very
good. Okay, that is fine in some respects
because it gives young people a chance to do
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things quickly, but it might be the beginning
of the winding down of the importance of
technique, and that would be a great shame
because only with the technique can music
break new barriers in the end. The brain,
mind and heart of the musician need a
channel to come out through and these are
your finger tips in my book. So your fingers
have to be technically able and if you want to
improvise for example, you can't unless you
have adequate technique because that split
second when something wonderful happens
in your mind obviously comes straight out
and you can't spend time fumbling around.

Do you find that you are much more
aware of keeping your fingers in trim?
Jon Well, I am 39 now and I believe my
playing technique is still not too bad,
although over the last few years I have made
a big effort to practise. During the heyday of
Deep Purple I hardly practised because we,
were working so damned hard, and really
playing every night is not like practising
because it is not the same discipline. From
about '76 I decided on the discipline of
constant practice - I still do scales,
arpeggios and contrary motion and all that,
and they are very useful. Practice is vital for
your improvising. Without it your fingers will
not do what you want and as a result you start
taking short cuts. I still don't practise enough
but I am working at it. It is vital.

Let's move on to the tracks of the LP and
the musicians concerned.
Jon There are four drummers featured on
the LP. On the first track 'Chance on a
Feeling' it's Ian Paice with Neil Murray on
bass, Bernie Marsden on guitar, and I am
playing the Hammond and Polymoog with
some Minimoog as well.

The guitar solo was interesting because
we turned the amp on its back facing
upwards resting on three or four bricks and
put a mike 20 feet away with the amp volume
turned full up - it made quite an interesting
sound that's more than just fuzz and
distortion. (We had some glasses of wine at
the time so it seemed a good idea!)

The vocals were done by Bernie and the
two girls Vicki and Sam Brown, who's
incidently Joe Brown's wife. (Joe Brown the
singer). It was interesting the way the singers
worked. I would simply tell them the effect I
wanted to create and let them see what they
produced. I would play the tune over to them

and in Vicki's case on the song 'Say It's
Alright', I played her the tune and then she
did wonderful things with it, bending it to her
own use. Again the song 'Where Are You'
which Elmer sings. I love his voice, which has
a very 'lived in' feeling - it's that cracked
earthy quality and an untrained quality
which I like, because the song is a very sad
and lonely song. I wanted a bleak vocal effect
so what I did was played it over and showed
him the words. So his performance was
really from his understanding of what I was
trying to say rather than me giving him the
precise notes I wanted.

'Before I Forget' uses the Polymoog and
Minimoog. The cello sound is the Polymoog
with the strings filtered and the French horn
comes from the Minimoog - also the flute
with digital echo panning left and right in the
stereo field. I wanted the type of track to be
as atmospheric as possible and it was
originally going to be a song. At the time I was
under enormous pressure from friends and
colleagues to have an album with songs on it
rather than just instrumental so I was
pleased with the way this one came out.

Do you write the words first?
Jon It varies, sometimes I have ideas for the
lyrics but the 'Before I Forget' lyrics came
first as a title and then I just doodled. I

remembered an effect I had heard with
flutes echoing away and I wanted that. It
gives the feeling of when you sit with your
chin in your hands.

Next piece is 'Tender Babes' with a white
noise swirl in the beginning and an interest-
ing medieval flavour that follows. The first
time I heard it had me listening hard
because it sounds like the real instruments.
being used.
Jon Yes, but it is the Minimoog doing those. I
tried to get a recorder effect with lutes in the
background - these came from the Poly-
moog using the harpsichord sound filtered
slightly. It's based on a 15th century tune by
Thomas Tallis. Cosy Powell interrupts it with
the loud drumming and brings us back to the
20th century. I am playing the Hammond
with slow Leslie effects and the parts are
doubled on Minimoog. The bass is played by
Neil Murray (from Whitesnake).

So it is just the three of you - I call it a sort
of neo-medieval rock dance.
Jon It was quite difficult for Cosy because it
is all in 4/4 but uses different bar lengths,
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Largest Stocks! Lowest Prices!
Call for quote!

Guitar Synths 808, 303,
' 202. 505

TB 303 Bass Line

Bolt 100
Spurt 50. 50 B 30, 30 B

11111011111111 ER11111111

Boss Complete range of these

HP 70
HP 60
EP 11
EP 6060

terrific effects. pedals in stock

TR 808

Low. Low prices!!

CR 8000

"A
A ft

S. if

3EQUErlrial CRCUir.3 inc
Future music now has these fabulous American synths from stock!

Prophet 10 £4595 Pro 1 £495Prophet 5 £2995

Turbo
Direct from France! We now have
these terrific new kits both Standard
and Extra deep versions. New chain
operated pedals Fantastic!

5 Drum Kit £650
Cymbal Stands £28
Boom Stands £38
Stool £28
Rototom Stand £22
B.O. Pedal £43
Ht -Hat £43

SALE! SALE!
NEW GUITARS AND BASSES
Yamaha SG 1000S & case £340
Yamaha SC 800 & case £240
Washburn Eagle deluxe £285
Washburn A20 V £235
Washburn Raven - choice £115
Washburn Falcon £225
Washburn Festivals... from £ 17 0
Kramer 350G £150
Yamaha 813800 & case £215
Yamaha 881200 & case .., £295
Washburn Vulture Mk I & case /185
Washburn Vulture Mk II £275
Kramer XL9 active £495
Kramer XL8 - 8 string 1425
Washburn Stage £245
Washburn Stage 8 - string £275

S/H GUITARS & BASSES
Gibson Les Paul Custom.... £450
Gibson Les Paul Black Beauty £425
Gibson Les Paul Goldtop P 90s £390
Fender Seat Anniversary & Case £325
Fender/Schecter Strat /299
Fender Telecaster RSIND & Case 1185
Yamaha SC1200 & Case £285
Hagstrom Super Swede & Case (185
Gibson EB 3 £150

Poly Sequencer
£795

DRUMSTORE SPECIALS
JUST IN!

VAST STOCKS OF PAM
2002, 602 RUDE 101, 404, 505
SOUND CREATION CALL FOR LOW PRICES!

Rhodes 73. 54 Spats Teles.
All In Stock'

ispi/1111 I 1111111111911119k

New GS 2

New CE 20

New CS 70M

New Producer Range

Ludwig
Now available again in the U.K These
famous American drums are second to
none for sound and style. Nowwithout
stands

SALE! SALE! S
NEW AMPLIFICATION
Roland Cube 100 Guitar Combo
Roland Cube 60 Guitar Combo
Roland Cube 40 Guitar Combo
Roland Cube 20 Guitar Combo
Roland Cube 40k Keyboard Combo
Roland Cube 60k Keyboard Combo
Roland Cube 608 Bass Combo
Yamaha Jx20 Guitar Combo
Yamaha Jx30 Guitar Combo
Yamaha Jx40 Guitar Combo
Yamaha Jx50 Guitar Combo
Kustom 60w Guitar Combo
Kustom 60w Bass Combo
Kustom 130w Guitar Top
Kustom 4x12 Lead Cab
Ohm 150w Bass Top With Graphic
Ohm 2x15 Bass Cab

SECOND HAND AMPLIFICATION
Traynor 30w Combo
Traynor 60w Bass Combo
Ampeg 60w Stack
Acoustic 220 Bass Stack
Leech Graphic 120 Top
Marshall Tranny 100w Top ..
Marshall 4x12 immaculate ..

Maxwin
Percussion on a budget! Maxwin
offers professional features at
beginners prices! All concert toms and
snare drums in stock.

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS

New CP 11

BASSES

BB 2000
1200 S
1000 S
4000 S

GUITARS

SF 1200
SF 600
SF 400

MA 10 Headphone Amp

24 TRACK
Audio Visual Studios

OFFERS
Trade your S/H Gear

for Studio Time!
Free Time

Against cash
purchases!

YAMAHA
KEY BOARDS

CP 80 £2999
CP 70 £2895
CS 40M £1195
SK 30 £1395
SK 20 £899
CS 5 £235

Full range of Yamaha in stock!

MM 10 Portable Miner

At last! The affordable personal
multitrack
A8-8 tracks on '4,"  Dolby C
A4-4 tracks on Y,"  Dolby C
A2-2 track stereo  Dolby C

250 Multitracker, the most versatile 4
track cassette available
350 Mixer, incredibly compact but
sophisticated mixer, with or without
meterbridge

3050 Delay
3040 Dolby 'C'

2060 Line Mix

Pearl
These best selling kits are now better
value than ever! Nowavailable in new
wood finishes and in Powertom

Innovation £650
Powertorn £435
Rock Kit £625
Sound Venture £715
Export £399
Full Dimension (715

ALE! SALE! SALE! SALE!
KEY BOARDS HEADS

£225 New Roland SA09 £295 Remo Pinstripe
£175 New Crumar Roady £275 Remo CS
£135 New Logan Strings £299 Remo Ambassador
£99 New Crumar Roadrunner £195 Remo Fyberskin II

£145 S/H Roland Promars £450 Remo Emperor
£225 S/H Casio 301 £195 Evans Chrome
£185 S/H Hammond Portable £295 Evans Hydraulic
£125 S/H Yamaha CP8O £2450 Evans Rock
£150 S/H.Multimoog £275 Ludwig Silverspot
£170 S/H Wurlitzer £395 Pre -international sizes
£215 S/H Clavinet £199
£250 S/H Eko Synth £149 ROTOTOMS
£225 Ex Dem Roland System 100 M.P 0 A Fantoms In Stock
£199
£195
£195
£180

£95
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some three, some four, as in traditional
medieval music.

'Where Are You' follows and this is where I
felt the dynamics and tempo expressed the
lyrics very well.
Jon The 'Waking from a Dream' solo is on the
Moog Source. The words incidentally are by
Elmer Gantree. I was very sad and lonely
when I wrote it. It was in a hotel room in
Philadelphia. We were snowed in and it was
the night off in the middle of a tour and I was
homesick. The phrase 'Where are You' is
followed by a whistle effect - that's a
Micromoog that I rarely use. (The actual
notes come from the way my wife whistles to
the dog when he comes running so that gave
me the idea!) Most of the piece is just piano
and Polymoog and it was written on a small
Roland electric piano in my hotel room,
using headphones. The solo instrument is
the Source. I tried to get the effect of an alto
sax with it. My father plays soprano and alto
sax and I wanted to get the feeling of his old-
fashioned dance band style from some parts
using very excessive vibrato. It's an 'in' joke
for my father really as he is 74 and still
playing! I play the track on my own for
Elmer's singing and I am particularly proud
of that one.

Then comes 'Bach Onto This' - the title's
a little joke again - it's a musician's phrase I
have heard a lot lately: "Back onto this", and I
didn't know what the hell to call it. You see I
don't like to take myself too seriously if
possible. So I thought, because it is quite a
heavy piece to do, I would lighten it slightly
with the title. On the track I used just about
every keyboard I've got at various places, but
not all the way through, obviously. There are
a couple of places where the Polymoog touch,
sensitivity is noticeable and the Source is
used with the Opus for particular sounds
including the white noise effect. There's also
a piano there and the drums are played by
Simon Philips. Incidentally, he has been
doing some playing recently with Toyah.

We used a backward piano tape reversal
to get into the Fugue proper. The tom-tom
rhythms are at the point where I try to get
Simon to follow the tune of the Fugue rather
than just the beat. It's a technique that works
well with classical music.

I enjoyed the filtered harmonic sweeps
and the stereo positioning of the melodic
lines is good for Bach's counterpoint.
Jon I wanted it all to be heard.

Next comes 'Say It's Alright' with the
guitar lead played by Mick Ralph from Bad
Company. Bass is Neil Murray and Simon
Philips is on drums. The vocals are by Vicki
Brown singing a sort of Aretha Franklin style.
She has a lovely voice and spends most of
her time doing backing vocals for others, but
I am trying to get her a record deal because
she really is a wonderful singer and can
convey emotions very well. The music itself
is based on a simple progression apart from

the middle eight which I took from Grieg.
'Hollywood Rock and Roll' has a slide

guitar solo in the middle and the group on
the track is really Bad Company minus the
singer: M ick Ralphs, Simon Kirk, Boz Burrell,
with Tony Ashton singing. The polyphonic
brass sound comes from the Opus - I like
the synthesiser to suggest traditional
instruments. Tony Ashton does the vocals in
a sort of spoken/singing style, (the Germans
call it spreuligesang). I don't like fade outs
and I managed to find a good stopping place
in this one.

Often you use an effective coda or
repeat end such as in 'Mirror on the Wall'.
Then there is Burntwood'; this slowly fades
in with noise generator and a low synth
sound until we hear Vangelis style brass
notes!
Jon I did write it before 'Chariots of Fire'! The,
place I live in is called Burntwood so it was an'
attempt to evoke the English countryside. I

live on top of a hill so the beginning of it with
the white noise is my suggestion of the wind.
The horn call is the first four notes of the tune
over a pedal point - all done on a Minimoog.

This one in particular could have made a
good film score.
Jon Everyone at EMI has said "If only we'd got
a film to hang on that one, it could have been
a single!" The bass player is Neil Murray
again and he is playing the Aria fretless bass.
I wanted the effect of him following the tune.
We double -tracked the fretless bass and put
it out of sync very slightly. I think he played it,
very well because it was so difficult to keep
his part in tune as he moved up the fretless
neck following the piano melody. I did give
him notes to read and he makes it up from
that. I don't mind the other musicians
interpreting it their own way. If they come up
with something better they can use it, but
here I wrote the parts out and simply added
the chords so that he could improvise.

Here is a technique that younger players
might enjoy, using the bass as a copy of the
melody line.
Jon Yes, it is a pleasant effect. This track
could easily be played live on stage because
it is just the piano with the bass and I wanted
it to be like a salon piece. It is one I've played
from memory although I had written it out
months before as a separate piano piece.

What were your other two albums pre-
vious to this?
Jon The last one was out in '76 and was
called 'Sarabande'. That was with orchestra
and some rock musicians literally thrown in
the deep end. The album did particularly
well on the continent. The other one was 'The
Gemini Beat' which was done way back in
72.

How do you feel about the new mixture?
Jon I just wanted to make a solo album
without too many trappings - like a 100
piece solo orchestra!

But I do feel you have still kept the
orchestral sonorites with the electronics.
Jon I am a fool for the orchestra - I love it! I

consider it to be an instrument, not a
collection. There is nothing more exciting
than an orchestra for me. Those orchestral
climaxes are very much part of my music.

Did you do the arranging for the new
album?
Jon I prepared a lot of it beforehand in my
mind, wrote down the various sections I

wanted to appear and then took it along to
the studio - I use Britannia Row (used by
Pink Floyd). I usually get straight into the
recording after a couple of test runs, and we
usually do one track a day. I arrange it all up
front and try and get the musicians in the
studio when I need them. I know other
people work at a greater rate of knots than
me and would do two or three tracks maybe,
and I'm also not too keen on doing bits and
pieces at a time. As far as mixing is
concerned, I am indebted to Guy Bidmead

and Mike Johnson at Britannia Row. As I say,
I am not a technical person, so I find
processes of mixing a bit of a mystery, but I
do understand what effects I want and soon,
so that is how I contribute. Of course, I don't
use any of my stage effects when recording. I
use studio echo which is plate or digital
along with digital reverb and I don't go for a
lot of synthesiser effects. I am not partic-
ularly a fan of pure electronic music and
musique concrete - that's not my style. I

produced the album with assistance from
Guy Bid mead and we decided tracks etc. as
we went along.

Not being able to sing myself is a major
drawback for me. I thank God for my talent
with my fingers but I wish he had let me sing
as well, but I don't like to use vocoders and
other electronic tricks to try and make up for
that.

Is the single a direct copy of the album
track?
Jon No, it is a cut down version. It was EMI's
idea and they said it was very much 'Jon
Lord'. The idea was not that we wanted a hit
single that trailered the album, but was really
aimed at getting radio play. It's cut down to
under four minutes from the eight minute
version on the album, I simply found logical
joining points from the original track. On the
other side of the single is 'Going Home' and
this was played by myself with Bad Company.
The theme is on the Minimoog and it has a bit
of early Billy Preston stuff for organ.

You have mentioned that you would like
to do some concerts and tours. Is there
anything in the pipeline?
Jon Yes, but the problem is trying to get
Whitesnake back into gear. We are not on the
road at the moment due to legal problems
our singer has, but we should be back in the
late autumn. So I thought a fairly low-key
concert hall tour would be a good idea using
as many of the album musicians as possible.

Playing and performing is more import-
ant than the studio. I love the studio but it
can be a sterile atmosphere if you don't
balance it with the performing. I love going
out in front of an audience, and with the
lengthening process that would go on in
rehearsals that would make it work live, it
could make an interesting concert.

You believe there should be no barriers
and take your ideas from whatever source
you want?
Jon There are 12 notes from C to C and when
you consider all the music that has been
written from these 12 notes it is quite stun-
ning that it is possible to make up something
new. Music - be it rock, jazz, classical or
whatever uses the same notes, so why the
barriers? I am not a banner waver but I would
like to see a less blinkered attitude towards
various styles of music.

If I were to be a crusader that would be my
crusade.
Mike Beecher E&MM
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JON LORD'S

'BEFORE I FORGET'

An Electro-Music Transcription by Mike Beecher

This is the title track of Jon Lord's new album (available on EMI
SHSP 4123 and is scored for piano solo and 'electronic orchestra'.
It is a direct transcription of the music and highlights Jon Lord's

acoustic grand piano playing for a solo performance that could be
accompanied by orchestra (real or electronic), or by bass guitar,
rhythm guitar, keyboards and drums.

The instruments mentioned in the electronic orchestra staves are
the nearest equivalent traditional instruments synthesised by Jon in his
recorded version for the LP. These should allow you to set up a suitable
sound on your own synthesiser(s) if you wish to multitrack the
orchestra yourself.

A possible approach for the home electro-musician using the Fostex
250 or Tascam 144/244 Portastudios might be:

Track 1 -Drums (record a percussive 'guide' track for the whole
piece, then only fade in when required in the first mix of tracks 1, 2 and
3 to track 4).

Track 2 - Bass notes (tails down on bass stave of orchestra).
Track 3 - Cello.
Track 4 -A mix of tracks 1, 2 and 3 plus input 4 with Horn.
Track 1 - Flute echoes and 2 part lines.
Track 2 - Voices (3 note chords mostly). Can be done on Vocoder.
Track 3 - Cello.

E&MM AUGUST 1982

On final mixdown, I like to spread piano and voices with chorus
send/return (Aux panned opposite to straight signal) and used E&MM
Panolo on the flute (with echoes from the E&MM Digital Delay). The
piano in particular benefits from added reverb, otherwise put it just a
little on everything in the final mix. Bass and drums were centre stereo,
with cello and horn slightly off centre left and right respectively. All the
guitar chords are shown, although Jon does not use them as a rhythm
accompaniment. I suggest an open finger style up to section D,
followed by a steady strumming with the drums until the Coda.

The echo repeats of the flute have not been specifically notated. It is
better that you listen to Jon's record yourself and add your own timing
and effects.

The first bar of Section D indicates between the orchestra staves
what the drummer should be doing, and simply gives you the style for
playing (or programming).

Needless to say, the piano notes are not every time precisely what
Jon plays, but are intended to give the feel and style of his music. Once
you've studied the score closely with the LP recording, you'll begin to
get an insight to Jon Lord's experience of integrating modern and
classical music. Finally, don't be afraid to experiment with different
sound textures for the parts and let us know how you get on. Happy
Synthesising!
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Before I Forget Jon Lord
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Reproduced by kind permission of Jon Lord c Arrangement copyright Mike Beecher 1982
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SYNTHESISER REVIEW

Korg Polysix

Every now and then a product appears
on the musical instrument scene that
causes quite a stir by offering remark-

able facilities at an amazingly low price. Two
such instruments that spring to my mind are
the Wasp and Pro -One synthesisers, both of
which offer facilities normally found in
synthesisers twice or more their price. The
Korg Polysix falls into this category for it has
some remarkable features, but costs a bout a
third of the more popular polysynths cur-
rently on the market. Whilst there have been
technical compromises made on the Polysix
in order to reduce costs, that doesn't prevent
it producing some classy sounds. These
sounds can be stored in 32 memories and
should that not be enough you can dump the
memories on to cassette and build up your
own library of sounds.

As the name implies, the Polysix is a six
voice polyphonic synthesiser; that is, it has a
separate synthesiser module for each of its
six voices allowing independent articulation
for each note. The synthesiser module
consists of 1 Voltage Controlled Oscillator
(VCO), 1 Voltage Controlled Filter (VCF), 1
Envelope Generator (EG), 1 Voltage Con-
trolled Amplifier (VCA) and a number of Low
Frequency Oscillators for various modula-
tion purposes. The fact that it only has a 1
VCO per voice might seem to be a limitation
but also included on the Polysix is a versatile
chorus unit that allows you to create some
rich sounds indeed - but more of that later.

The VCOs can be pitched at 16', 8' and 4'
and have a sub -octave that can be switched
in at 1 or 2 octaves below. Normally I am very
wary of sub -octave devices but this one is
very effective and adds a lot of depth to a
sound. There is a 3 -way selector switch
which offers sawtooth, variable pulse or
modulated pulse waveforms. The Width
control next to the selector allows you to vary
the pulse width from square (50/50) to
nothing (0/100). This is more useful than it
may first appear as it enables you to
effectively turn the VCO off if you wish to use
the filter in the oscillation mode for Syndrum
effects or whatever. The modulated pulse
has a separate LEO for its sweep and the
Width control doubles as a modulation
amount control. Having separate modula-
tion for the pulse width is useful as it enables
E&MM AUGUST 1982

you to have a slow modulation of the pulse
width, yet still retain normal vibrato. This
means that you can recreate the effect of two
VCOs, if carefully set. My only criticism is
that you cannot modulate the pulse width
with the EG - this can be a particularly
dramatic effect and one that I missed. Apart
from that, Korg have provided a comprehen-
sive and versatile oscillator section.

The filters on the Polysix are of the 24dB/
Octave Low Pass variety and sound good and
punchy. Cut-off and resonance controls are
provided and the filter can be put into self -
oscillation. There is also an EG amount
control that enables either positive or
negative -going filter sweeps. Finally, there is
a Keyboard Amount control which is variable
from 0-150% so that the filter can track the
notes played on the keyboard. It's nice to see
a variable control here instead of a switch as
is common on a lot of synths these days. You
can use the filter as another oscillator if you
wish, or by tuning the filter to the VCOs some
impressive bell and vibes sounds can be
obtained plus realistic organ sounds.

The EG is a 4 -segment ADSR type and has
a wide range of attack and decay times.
Sustain is variable from 0-100%. The
Release also has a wide range but is not
linked to any form of footswitch which I think
is a small drawback - that would have been
a nice performance facility. The VCA is the
final link in the chain and has a switched
attenuator so that you can preset the levels
of sounds stored in the memory, overcoming
drastic changes in level as you switch
sounds. Alternatively, you could preset a solo
lead -line sound to be louder than the other
sounds so that it will stand out above the rest
when you break into your solo. There is also a
slide switch that selects whether the VCA is
to be shaped by the EG or a simple on/off
gate type envelope.

The Polysix's LEO section has Rate, Delay
and Amount controls which can be routed to
either the VCOs, VCFs or VCAs, selectable by
a slide switch. If you wish to modulate the
VCOs and the VCFs, all is not lost because the
modulation wheel to the left of the keyboard
is permanently connected to the VCOs for
vibrato. By selecting VCF on the selector
switch and using the modulation wheel,
simultaneous modulation is possible. It's

nice to see VCA modulation available - this
allows some very effective vibes sounds to
be created. The output of the LEO is only a
triangle type waveform for vibrato, filter
sweeps or tremolo effects (but not trills).
Should you wish to modulate the filter with
another waveform, there is a socket on the
back for external modulation of the cut-off
frequency.

All the six voices are internally mixed and
are fed into a chorus unit. It is this that
transforms the Polysix into a very powerful
beast. It offers three modes of operation and
can also be switched out if so desired. It can
be a chorus unit or a phase shifter, in which
case the variable control varies the speed of
the effect. When switched to act as an
ensemble device this control alters the
intensity of the effect. This section is
programmable and when used in conjunc-
tion with the modulated pulsewidth and the
LEO, enables you to store some fine
orchestral textures in the memory.

Also on the instrument is an Arpeggiator
which allows you to have cascading patterns
of notes travelling up, down or up and down
over 1 or 2 octaves or the full range of the
keyboard. You can latch the Arpeggiator
which means that you can take your hands
off the keyboard leaving them free to alter
controls, play another instrument or make a
cup of tea while the notes zoom up and down.
The Arpeggiator has its own clock (variable
between 0.2 and 20Hz) which means you
don't have to use up the LEO facilities to set
its speed. The Arpeggiator can be triggered
by a rhythm machine, sequencer or Syn-
clock via a socket on the back.

Memory
As if these facilities weren't enough, there

is a bank of buttons to the right of the
instrument that enables you to store up to 32
of your own sounds in 4 banks of 8 locations
in a computer memory. Storing a sound is
simplicity itself. You push a slider switch
(located to the right of the 8 memory
selectors) to 'Enable', and the red Write
button will now begin to flash. You then press
the grey Manual button followed by the bank
and memory selector buttons to specify the
preset location, whereupon the LED on the
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Korg Polysix

Write button will go out and the sound is
stored. By pushing the slider switch back to
'Disable', the sound is protected from
erasure.

The control panel is in permanent Edit
and should you feel that the sound you have
just recalled from a particular memory
needs a slower attack or more filter sweep
you simply move the appropriate control
until you are happy with the sound. If you
want to store the updated sound, you just go
through the Write procedure but instead of
pressing the Manual button, you only press
the relevant memory location buttons and
the updated sound is stored. If you don't
want to store the revised sound, you simply
press the memory location buttons and the
sound reverts to its original state.

Storage and editing of all the synthesiser
functions (except the Arpeggiator) is done
with the memory circuits and sounds can be
'dumped' on to cassette, in which case the 4
bank selectors double as 'To tape, From tape,
Verify, Error/Cancel' switches (upon selec-
tion of the tape interface slider located to the
left of the top bank of buttons). Although I've
not tried this procedure it is reputed to take
only 8 seconds to dump and retrieve sounds
to and from cassette.

The Korg also has a key assign mode.
There are 4 buttons associated with this
section which are 'Poly' which puts the
keyboard into the polyphonic 6 voice mode.
'Unison' puts all 6 voices under control of 1
key for some stunning lead line sounds.
'Chord Memory' allows you to play a chord

and hold it so that by playing only 1 note the
chord remains constant. This is particularly
effective with intervals of a 5th and an
octave. 'Hold' as the name implies sustains
any notes indefinitely.

Finally, to the left of the keyboard are 2
wheels, 1 for injection of vibrato as des-
cribed earlier, the other for pitch bending.
This latter wheel has a variable sensitivity
control so that you preset your bends very
precisely to a tone, a third, fifth or whatever.
These are generally comfortable to use and a
great improvement on KORG's usual joystick
but I share Dave Crombie's view in his review
of Korg's Mono/Poly (E&MM April 1982)that
it is difficult to tell whether or not the wheel is
back at the centre of its travel because the
detent is so weak.

Conclusions
In appearance, the Polysix is a smart,

professional looking instrument that is not
too dissimilar to a Prophet 5. The control
panel is blue and the casework is a smart
wood finish, with brackets on the back of the
instrument for winding the mains cable
around. The Polysix is very sturdily built and
it's good to see that no compromises have
been made in its construction.

I think the Korg Polysix is a winner. It is
capable of producing rich orchestral sounds
as well as delicate solo sounds. The pro-
grammable section makes it ideal for stage
and studio work alike and the edit facilities

make it very flexible indeed. I must admit
that, although I appreciate the usefulness of
memories, I feel that some people don't
explore the full potential of a synthesiser
equipped with such facilities. Instead they
select a memory as an easy way out. I have
heard many reports of Prophets, Jupiter 8s,
etc. being returned for service with the
original factory presets in them, not one
original sound anywhere. This probably
explains why so much synth music sounds
so similar these days. I just hope that people
take the time to explore the Polysix and not
rely on the factory presets because it is
capable of producing a wide range of
sounds.

My only criticisms are that I would like to
have seen a noise generator and polyphonic
portamento included. The Arpeggiator trig-
ger input is not directly compatible with ARP,
Roland or Seq. Circuits but may be inter-
faced using the Korg MS -02 Interface or
E&MM Universal Trigger Interface.

All in all, though, I give Korg full marks for
producing a great synth. It has all the right
features on it and I personally prefer it to
some of the top of the range polysynths I've
played. As these synths have all gone up in
price recently putting most of them in the
£3500 bracket the Polysix, at £1200 or less
is a very important instrument and will
attract a lot of customers - including me.
Steve Howell E&MM
The Korg Polysix is distributed in the U.K. by Rose
Morris & Co Ltd, 32/34 Gordon House Road,
London NW5. Tel: 01-267 5151.
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LOOK TO THE FUTURE
by wearing a Sweatshirt with the special
Electronics & Music Maker symbol.
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Part 2 Setting Up
A Studio

Andy Emmerson

In the May issue I left you halfway through
setting up your own private video studio,
so we had better tie up the loose ends.
Taking this task literally, this means

connecting everything together. Wiring your
whole studio is straightforward if you take
each item on its own and follow the normal
instructions in the manuals. If you are in
doubt why not make yourself known at the
local technical college? Almost certainly
they will have an audio-visual 'king' (who will
probably feel flattered to be regarded as an
expert) or you could ask at your local
amateur radio club if they have any amateur
television enthusiasts (ATVers). As an ATV
enthusiast myself, I can assure you we
always help newcomers and of course we
don't just play at closed circuit TV, we
broadcast as well. Transmitting amateur
television is a complete hobby in itself and
I'll deal with this subject at length in another
article soon.

In the discussion so far I have assumed
monochrome operation because video "on
the cheap" has to be in monochrome unless
you are very lucky. Owning one colour
camera is a step towards all colour produc-
tion because (a) black and white sequences
mixed in with colour can be extremely
effective (we see far "too much" colour
nowadays!) and (b) you can buy low-cost
devices to colourise black and white images
artificially. Sony make one which sells for
around £75: using a black and white camera
you can photograph titles and captions, for
instance, and colourise these, then super-
impose them over pictures obtained with a
normal colour video camera. The main
things to remember about colour operation
are that you need more money, more light-
ing and the connection or rather inter-
connection of apparatus becomes more
complicated if you want to achieve good
results. The same basic principles apply, of
course. As always, keep your eyes open for
bargains - it's amazing what you may find in
the small advertisements in 'Exchange and
Mart'.

If you want to 'get into' video in a hurry
books are the fastest way to pick up
knowledge. Back in the January issue I

reviewed a new book from Newnes called
'The Video Handbook'. Although expensive
at £19.90 it is extremely comprehensive and
you can't beat it, especially if you are
interested in the more technical aspects. If
you cannot find this book in your local library
and fancy something a little easier on the
pocket you will find a number of other video
books on the market, most of them written
for the American semi-professional user.
They tend to deal a lot with reel to reel video
machines and the models of camera men-
tioned are of course all American ones: they
are, therefore, only partly appropriate for the
European scene. The chapters on produc-
tion techniques, staging, lighting and video
photography are, however, fully relevant.
They are all written for 'non -technical'
readers and bits of them may make you
squirm a little! The one I like the best is
called 'The Video Primer' by Richard Robin-
son. Two editions can be found in the

bookshops - one at £4.95 is a tall, narrow
paperback of 380 pages while the other is a
larger format hardback and costs about £8.
The contents seem to be identical and
needless to say, I purchased the cheaper
edition. It is a very honest book and is down-
to-earth in a way which European books
seldom are. It shows you how to solder a
PL -259 plug and how keying works in an
effects generator. There is a comprehensive
glossary at the back and it should keep you
quiet for a weekend at least!

A few months ago I bemoaned the poor
audio quality of many TV sets and mentioned
that music on video was seldom 'hi-fi'. A step
in the right direction is the decision of
Magnetic Video to duplicate its video-
cassette releases with full Dolby stereo
sound. This is a step in the right direction
and anticipates my earlier prediction that
stereo sound VCRs will appear during 1982.
To hear the full stereo effect you will be able
to connect your (new) VCR to your hi-fi
system and there are also a number of TV
sets with twin speakers for stereo coming on
to the market now.

Another development is the ever-i ncreas-
ing number of pure and simple music tapes
being released. An example is EMI's tape
entitled 'The Tubes' Video': now you may or
may not like The Tubes but seldom have I
seen a more polished presentation. And in a
hour or so you can develop a visual and
musical theme so much more than a three
minute segment on 'Top of the Pops'. Some
first-rate concert performances are also
available, such as ELO's extravaganza at
Wembley Stadium, which is high on my 'want
to get if only I could afford it' list. Here is the

snag, of course, nobody will deny that these
prerecorded tapes are desperately expen-
sive, and unlike record albums, there's no
way the average individual can afford to
build up a collection. Well, not legally
anyway.

For some reason that last thought brings
me to video clubs. These are springing up
like mushrooms nowadays and the rental
charges for short periods can be very
reasonable. Try to avoid the clubs which
demand huge deposits: other clubs now
work on a nominal deposit system. Some
take a cheque which they promise not to
bank unless you disappear off the face of the
earth. Many clubs allow you to borrow a film
overnight for £2 or less, which can be
cheaper than going out to the cinema, well
after counting the cost of fares, drinks and
icecreams, it is! This welcome development
may also be instrumental in bringing down
the price of prerecorded tapes to purchase.

Finally, here's a novelty which may set a
trend and should appeal to musicians who
are also video owners. Denny Laine, of The
Moody Blues and more recently Wings, has
made a video for Fletcher Films entitled 'A
Helping Hand from Denny Laine on Guitar'.
In this recording Laine gives advice on
choosing, tuning and playing the guitar as
well as useful hints on songwriting and
recording. Available on the three popular
formats, the programme lasts for 59
minutes. Other artistes have been lined up
for Fletcher, and Rick Wakeman is booked to
perform on keyboards. I haven't been
favoured with a review copy, so I cannot say if
it's any good butt sounds like a good idea.
Why not check it out if this is your scene?

E&M M
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VIOLIN
SYNTHESISER
CONTROLLER

Using a new technology (patent
pending) developed at Zeta Systems
the VSC 1 allows the violinist com-
plete access to synthesiser tech-
nology while in no way compromising
his playing style.

The instrument is hand crafted
from choice hardwoods and incor-
porates four independent full range
pick-ups mounted in the bridge, one
per string, to produce a complete
quad signal devoid of I -M distortion.
Other features include four laser
trimmed position transducers
mounted in the fingerboard, triggers
and pitch and amplitude control volt-
ages for each string, phase -locked
loop auto tune circuitry to constantly
maintain tuning between string and
synthesiser and a sophisticated
seven stage remote footswitch.

Front panel controls include
master and fine tuning as well as a
variety of performance options all in a
compact two space rack mount unit
and the full system retails for under
$5,000. Custom orders are accepted
and violins are available separately.

For further details contact Zeta
Systems, 1122 University Avenue,
Berkeley, California 94702. Tel: 415
848 7728.

PORTABLE STEREO
KEYBOARD

JVC (UK) Ltd have just introduced
the KI3500 portable stereo keyboard,
stereo sound is provided through its
built-in speakersor by linking toa hi-fi
system.

An 'Ultra -chord' facility converts
melody notes into full chords en-
abling the player to use complex
chording techniques using only one
finger, and a 'Compucorder' system
allows programmes of up to 42 bars of
accompaniment chords and chord
changes for up to three different
E&MM AUGUST 1982

GIBSON CHET
ATKINS CUSTOM

New from Gibson is a Chet Atkins
Custom Electric guitar. Two special
acoustic chambers lie beneath the
solid spruce top and each string has
its own plastic saddle and piezo pick-
up. Overall string balance is achieved
via a small circuit board with each

pieces of music - 126 bars in all.
There are eight different instru-

ment sounds: clarinet, harpsichord,
Hawaiian guitar, jazz organ, jazz flute,
piano, organ and vibraphone and the
makers claim that this is the only
single keyboard to have two en-
semble settings - Brass and Strings

The KB500 has a microphone
socket, phono socket and can be
played from the mains or using bat-
teries.

Details from JVC (UK) Ltd., Eldon -
wall Trading Estate, Staples Corner,
6-8 Priestley Way, London NW2 7AF.
Tel: 01-450 2621.

pickup having its own miniature
volume control situated on the rim of
the guitar.

The 'CE' neck version has a

classical feel and the 'CE -C' neck has
a full width classical neck with a wide
flat fretboard. Each limited -edition
guitar comes with a parchment paper
individually signed by Chet Atkins.

Further details from Rosetti & Co.
Ltd., 138 Old Street, London EC1.

CELESTION
ACOUSTIC LENSES

Celestion has introduced a new
pair of acoustic lenses for use with the

107

EV MIKES
The PL88 is a single D cardioid

vocal microphone which has the cor-
rect amount of bass boost (proximity
effect) when used close up and fea-
tures a built in 'Acoustifoam' blast
filter and a shockmounted head.

With a frequency response of 60-
1300Hz it can also be used for miking
up instruments. For instrumental use
the variable bass response can be
utilised to achieve clean bass pick up
at a distance of 60cm. By moving the
PL88 a few more centimetres the
bass will be increased.

The PL88 is available in high and
low impedance versions (150 ohms
and 47,000 ohms) and both retail at
£49.75 plus VAT.

Details from Electro-Voice Divi-
sion, Gulton Europe Ltd., Maple
Works, Old Shoreham Road, Hove,
Sussex BN3 7EY. Tel: 0273 23329.

company's HF50 and RTT50 profes-
sional horn tweeters. Acting as angle -
dependant delay lines they give a
broad, flat -fronted coverage pattern
and are recommended for short
throw use.

The A17 is designed to fit the
HF50/50X, measures 198x125 mm.
and retails at £10.78. The AL12 is
designed for the RTT50/50X, mea-
sures 308x125 mm. and retails at
£14.00. Both prices include VAT.

Details from Celestion Inter-
national, Ditton Works, Foxhall Road,
Ipswich. Tel: 0470 73131.
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Shergold Modulator
12 string

GUITAR REVIEW

The range of modules.

uiz time! Think of a British guitar,
quickly . . . Well done everyone who
said Burns, think of another. Hayman,

per ps? The Genesis fans among you, and
those who peeked at the title of this review,
probably suggested Shergold. Now then,
what do all these guitars have in common,
apart from being British and, of course,
excellent? That's right, they were all built by
the same two people, Jack Golder and
Norman Houlder, who also produced Bald-
win, Ormston and (with E&MM's very own
Peter Cook) Ned Callan guitars. In other
words, these two know just about as much as
it's possible to know about making solid
guitars.

Yes, it's hobby horse time this month, and
apart from the superiority of British guitars
in general, and Shergold in particular, the
other subject is rock music itself. Having
alienated the guitar builders of the world, I
am now turning on those nasty rebellious
musicians; but when you think about it, all
these so-called rebels seem to be playing
exactly the same instruments. All their
guitars have six strings, all the basses have
four, and when you've taken away all the Les
Pauls, Stratocasters and Precision basses
there seems to be precious little left. Here
are Shergold turning out twelve string
guitars, eight string basses, six string basses
(some without frets, even) and double neck
guitars in addition to more conventional
instruments; it's no wonder they aren't rich
and famous, they're too adventurous.

At this point I had better admit to a slight
bias. Over the years, my guitarcollection has
included two Shergolds: a Marathon bass
and a Masquerader guitar. I also have a
weakness for guitars with other than the

accepted number of strings; since this
weakness is affecting my wallet, I'd better
get on with the review before I get the sack.

Construction
Shergolds have a reputation for being

"handsome is as handsome does" guitars,
and certainly the two I've had have been a bit
lumpy, with rather too much black plastic
attached to them. By comparison, this one is
positively good-looking; it doesn't even have
a scratch plate, so the contoured ash body is
shown off to best advantage, but still
protected by a robust looking polyester
finish.

The neck is maple, finished in polyure-
thane and with a separate fingerboard,
bound in black plastic which covers the fret
ends and prevents lacerated fingers. This
arrangement, along with the polyurethaned
fretboard, is going to make refretting some-
what troublesome - and costly - but
judging by the generous cross-section of the
frets, that problem won't arise for some
considerable time.

As well as twelve of the small variety of
Schaller's metal cased machine heads,
there are eight small metal "mushrooms" on
the headstock which guide the strings
smoothly through the nut, and stop them
snagging on the other tuning pegs. All this
metalwork makes the balance head -heavy
with the guitar on knee or strap, but not
annoyingly so. Shergold employ a "zero fret"
- a fret at the top of the fingerboard where
the nut would normally be, which gives
potentially better intonation and separates
action adjustment from the nut cutting
operation. The nut simply governs the string
spacing - it's made of bone on this guitar,

but unfortunately has been cut for heavier
gauge strings than are actually fitted, so that
the strings slop about a bit in the slots.

Two other features of the neck are
invisible; firstly, the counter adjustable truss
rod which can actually bend the neck in both
directions; and the mortice and tenon
arrangement at the heel which keeps the
joint solid even though it's a bolt on neck. As
a result of all this, the neck is as easy to play
as a six string, and should be a revelation to
anyone used to an acoustic twelve string; the
neck is one of the standout features of the
guitar.

The bridge is not so good, though; the
steel base has keyhole slots to retain the ball
ends, which would make for fast string
changing were it not for the fact that you then
have to feed the string ends through holes in
a block of perspex. This block provides a
smooth, warm resting place for your hand,
though. The string saddles are brass, and are
adjustable for height in the usual way. It is
also possible to adjust the string length, to
compensate for the different vibration
characteristics of different thicknesses of
strings. The trouble is, there are only six
saddles; since the lower four pairs of strings
are tuned in octaves, and are hence of
different thicknesses, both strings of a pair
cannot be adjusted separately. What this
means is that the pairs tend to go out of tune
at the high end of the fingerboard if they were
in tune at the bottom; the G strings and lower
E strings are unusable above the twelfth fret.

Mind you, I'm spoilt; my own twelve string
is a Fender electric XII, which has the only
individually adjustable twelve string bridge
I've ever seen. Why should it be the only one?
Such a bridge would vastly improve this
instrument.
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Close-up of the module mounting.

The Electrics:
The Module System

The Modulator comes with a single
volume and tone control and a three way
pickup selector switch, mounted on an
unprepossessing plastic plate. On any other
guitar, that would be the end of the story
except for players with drills and soldering
irons; not on this one. Shergold have an
excellent system of plug-in control modules;
you simply undo the large screw in the
centre of the plate, unplug the whole
assembly and fit a different one. Module 1 is
the simple one fitted to the guitar, which
should be quite sufficient for stage use. The
others get more complicated as their,
numbers ascend.
Module 2 - Phasing

Not the phasing you get from an effects
box, but a switch that puts the pickups out of
phase to get a resonant, penetrating sound
when both pickups are on. Otherwise the
controls are as for module 1.
Module 3

Separate volume and tone controls for
each pickup, a pickup selector plus a
rhythm/solo switch: this bypasses all the
controls to give full output. It's instructive to
note that this switch has an effect even when
volume and tone are on full; they are still
loading the pickups to some extent, and
presumably this happens on all guitars,
although this is the first time I've had it
demonstrated to me. Excuse me a moment
while I fit bypass switches to my guitars.
Module 4 - Stereo

This one is identical to module 3, except
that each pickup has its own output channel
- the jack socket (on the side of the guitar
again!) is a stereo type. This enables you to
have a different effects unit on each
channel, and switch between them with the
pickup switch. Alternatively, you could use
"clean" and "dirty" inputs on your amplifier,
or even use the two channels as stereo; quite
effective when recording.
Module 5 - Recording

My favourite! This is similar to module 3,
but instead of the rhythm/solo switch, there
is a coil switch for each pickup. The arrange-
, nent is similar to my old Masquerader - see
also "Hot Wiring Your Guitar", October '81
E&MM AUGUST 1982
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E&MM - and has three sounds for each
pickup. As well as humbucking and single
coil sounds, the third position connects the
coils in antiphase to give a very trebly output.
This sound is not much use by itself, but is
ideal for adding a bit of "glitter" when both
pickups are used; a very satisfying range of
sounds is available from this module.
Module 6 - Quadraphonic

A little bit over the top, this one; it gives
you a separate output for each coil in each
pickup, with the help of an extra stereo jack
socket mounted on the module plate. I

couldn't think of a sensible use for this one,
and I don't think anyone else has, because
the module wouldn't fit in the guitar; it has
double ganged pots, and one of them fouled
the pickup cable.
Module 7 - Super Booster

Shergold pickups seem to be wound for
good treble response rather than all-out hell
for leather output, so this module has a
simple PP3 powered preamplifier built in.
This has its own volume control and may be
switched in and out of circuit at will "to
overdrive even the toughest of amps".
Number 7 would be more use on lead guitar,
but it certainly does what it says.

Curiously enough, modules 6 and 7 are
the only ones to have the lettering the right
way up: the others seem to be designed so
that the audience can read the control
functions, rather than the player! If none of
the above modules do what you want, you
can also get a blank plate with the plugs
fitted. Called Module 8, this enables you to
design your own circuitry and/or control
configuration if you wish.

The Sound
The pickups are humbucking types

cased in black plastic, and are sealed with
epoxy to stop the feedback that used to be a
problem on the older ones. The good treble
response is an advantage on a 12 string,
which doesn't need a particularly high
output; and the wide range of sounds is very
useful. So much so, that I'm trying to work
out how to fit humbuckers to my Fender,
which has single coil pickups giving treble,
more treble and not much else.

Since 12 string guitars aren't widely used
in electric music, it might be difficult to
decide howto approach this instrument; rest
assured that you don't have to play like Mike
Rutherford or Roger McGuinn to make use of
one. Although they can sound very beautiful,
especially with chorus and a little reverb, I'm
a great fan of the 12 string for virtually all
rhythm guitar, even the most violent. It can
fill out your sound on stage, or make
overdubs unnecessary when you're record-
ing; so go on, be different!
Peter Maydew E&MM

Recommended retail price of the Modulator 12
string is £299.38; modules 2 to 5 are £30.21 each,
number 6 is £33.27 and number 7 costs £37.43.
Shergold guitars are built by Shergold (Wood-
crafts) Ltd, 9 Avenue Industrial Estate, Southend
Arterial Road, Harold Wood, Rom ford, Essex RM3
OBY.
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SOUND ON STAGE
A Short History of British PA Ben Duncan

In the beginning, the term PA applied to
any makeshift means of making vocals
audible, typically using a pair of 12"

guitar speakers, a 25 watt guitar amplifier
and 'Public Address' microphones boasting
a frequency response not dissimilar to
British Telecom's. The cheerful simplicity
of this type of setup was both acceptable
because the audiences' expectations hadn't
been raised by domestic Hi-Fi nor their
enthusiasm lowered by a bored palate - and
necessary - because in those days, bands
often played several clubs in one evening!
Then, in the mid -60s, the intensity of
expression available to guitarists was given
sharp impetus by an extraordinarily loud
amplifier bearing the name Marshall, and
virtually overnight guitars became predomi-
nant, leaving inaudible vocals in their wake.
Up to 1967, musicians were too busy with
their music to care about or even to think
about PA; there was then little awareness of
the crucial manner in which audiences'
perception of sound could alter the nature of
a concert. Musicians remained aloof and left
alleged 'technicalities' in the hands of their
roadies. With the benefit of hindsight, it's
easy to smile at attempts by perplexed and
hard -driven roadies to make loud vocals
possible sans feedback using 100 watt
amplifiers and speakers designed empiric-
ally for a good guitar sound rather than a
Hi-Fi response. Eventually, Charlie Watkins
(whose WEM guitar amplifiers and echo
units had developed alongside rock'n'roll
from the beginning) took the initiative and in
1967 assembled arguably the world's first
high power on -the -road PA system - 1000
watts! The widely used 1kW WEM PA
consisted of five 100 watt column speakers
per side, driven full range by five cor-
responding 100 watt amplifiers; these were
the very first high power transistor amps,
and together with the columns, they pro-
vided a smooth if not exactly broad fre-
quency response. But most significant of all
was the WEM 'Audiomaster' mixer, which
coincided with the practice of mixing the
sound 'out front', amidst the audience, plus
the diversification of PA from vocals only
through to the wholesale miking up of
instruments. Suddenly, with the discovery
that close miking gave different, more
dramatic sounds, it became fashionable to
amplify everything through the PA, even if
some instruments were quite loud enough
without! Simultaneously, the concept of
stage monitoring was imparted from the
States, courtesy of the Who's Bobby Pridden,
who pursuaded Charlie Watkins to add extra
mixing facilities and outputs to his Audio -
masters; these lead to additional power
amplifiers and monitor speakers on stage.

By 1970, and within the space of 3 years,
the basis of PA as we know it today was
established. This rapid development was
fostered by the sudden interest of music-
ians, manifest most notably as competition
between bands such as The Who, The Move,
Pink Floyd et al to own the 'best' PA. But,
equally important, the fertilisation of ideas
arising from the first large scale touring of
the U.S.A. by British bands was to provide
42

The WEM column speaker was the bedrock of
British PA in the late 60s.

the impetus for innovative British PA design
in the 70s. For whilst the WEM PAs were
arguably the first practical realisation of on -
the -road sound systems and provided the
early British festivals with unrivalled sound
clarity, in a technical sense, the 'house' PAs
of American venues were markedly superior.

PA from 1971 to 1981 -
a Decade of Loudspeaker
Politics

In 1970, Phil Dudderidge, Engineer with
Led Zepellin (today a director of Soundcraft)
spotted JBL and Altec house PA speakers
whilst touring in the States. He wasn't the
first sound engineer to be enthusiastic about
the high efficiency of these horn -loaded
systems, but unlike other, more dedicated
roadies (Bazz Ward!) he was sufficiently
keen on the idea of importing the concept of
horn speakers into British PA to leave Led
Zep and begin manufacturing with Paul
Dobson. In turn, the evolution of this partner-
ship led to RSD amplifiers, Studiomaster and

Soundcraft mixers and the Europa Concert
PA company.

In the same year, incipient heavy metal
arrived from the U.S.A. to tour here in the
shape of Iron Butterfly and with them came
two giant eight -foot -high RCA 'W -Bins'.
These bizarre horn speakers were originally
designed for cinema sound systems circa
WW2, and within their rapturous endorse-
ment (their incredible loudness caused
something of a sensation) was the intriguing
re -discovery of 1930s and 40s cinema
sound technology by the Rock business. In
deference to the 'delicate' sound of Charlie
Watkins' column speakers, the horn loaded
designs arriving from the States were very
efficient, if large hence potentially very
noisy, especially in combination with
burgeoning amplifier powers. But, more
important, without sensitive and intelligent
application, it was all too easy to generate
highly coloured and distorted sound, as a
'power at all costs' syndrome developed.

Circa 1971, Steven Court made American
JBL drivers widely available, and Bill Kelsey
(then of Kelsey -Morris) produced PAs for
bands like Ten Years After, King Crimson and
T. Rex, modelled around American cinema
horn designs. He also laid the foundationsof
the modern PA mixing desk, whilst Dave
Martin relinquished his job as a recording
engineer to develop commercial horn
speaker stacks especially for Rock PA.
Around the same time, there was friendly
rivalry with Tony Andrews, who'd worked
with the Pink Fairies and Piblokto, as he
began to build his own speakers with an
emphasis on organic development and a
marked sensitivity to music.

In 1972, the first of a new generation of
PAs arrived, one being supplied to Super -
tramp. This was the original Midas PA,
designed by Jeff Byers and Chas Brooke,
with advice from Scott Thompson of Colac
PA hire, who'd picked up many ideas whilst
touring the States. Here, for perhaps the first
time, active crossovers were used, the signal
being split according to frequency prior to
the power amplifiers. This technique
resulted in greater efficiency and had the
potential for making a smooth response
easier to attain. In addition, to complement
the new crossover, specialised horns were
used to cover the audio spectrum in three
bands. We might take this for granted today,
but prior to this point, PAs had only used two
types of driver to cover the audio band, whilst
of course, in the 60s, PAs were driven full
range, with correspondingly large doses of
intermodulation distortion.

Subsequently, Midas went on to special-
ise in the production of PA mixing desks built
to studio standards and, at the same time,
teamed up with Dave Martin, whose forte
was to produce a standard (if unexceptional)
PA speaker system. Together, Martin -Midas
pioneered the concept of a 'package' PA,
wherein all the components were matched.
Meanwhile during 1973, Tony Andrews and
Tim Isaac, working on the road as 'Sonic
Trucking' produced a midrange speaker
which was a radical improvement over the
widely misused compression -driver loaded
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The Amcron DC300, introduced in 1967 was the first
obsolete, it's still seen in many rigs.

midrange horns prevalent at that time. Their
curious invention was later dubbed the
'Turbo' by musician Tim Blake. (Later, it was
to become the forerunner of what's widely
regarded as the best Rock PA speaker - the
Turbosound TMS3 Module.)

Early in 1975, the practice of mixing
monitors on stage was established by Midas
with consoles designed especially for the
task, having 6, 8 or 10 outputs, so enabling
each musician to have a personal monitor
mix. Prior to this, the monitor signals
originated from the outfront desk, and even
if the 4 or so monitor 'sends' provided were
sufficient to cover a small band, the engineer
outfront was invariably too busy to give
proper attention to the needs of the musos
on stage.

In 1976-8, coincident with the rise of the
New Wave and independent record labels,
street and club musicians en masse began
to acquire - or hire - elaborate PAs, made
available at affordable prices. These rigs
were essentially scaled down versions of
large systems owned by major bands and
hire companies. From this time, an unpre-
cedented interest in PA by musicians at large
developed. At the same time, prompted by
the raised expectations of musician and
audience alike towards PA sound quality,
E&MM AUGUST 1982

high power transistor amplifier. Although

resulting from the now widespread owner-
ship of domestic Hi-Fi equipment, dissatis-
faction with established PA speaker systems
in the classic JBL and Martin mould grew.
Along with use of more refined microphones
(studio types were by now often seen on
stage) and desks (studio quality desks were
now available from at least three manu-
facturers), a proliferation of Hi-Fi power
amplifiers and the almost universal en-
dorsement by major PA companies of phase
correct, -24dB/octave crossovers, speaker
technology suddenly stood out as an anach-
ronism. Not only were the standard speaker
systems all too eager to rip ones ears, they
required wearisome twiddling with EQ knobs
to achieve acceptable tonality and, more-
over, their hideous black bulk was suddenly
a major embarrassment: artics brimming
with speaker cabinets were no longer good
politics in the days of loss -making tours.
Thus, a number of idiosyncratic hire com-
panies, dissatisfied with the status quo
developed highly attuned and efficient, no -
ear -rip, but above all compact speaker
systems utilising a judicious blend of
standard components. The new realism of
the tightly stacked PA speakers of the late
70s is evident in Paul Weller's humorous
quip as he walked around before a gig,

inspecting the stage equipment - "Where's
the PA?"

Towards the end of the 70s, beginning in
the U.S.A. with the Clair Brothers"S3', full
range PA cabinets began to appear. Here,
instead of an untidy and/or difficult to fit
together assortment of bins, horns and
lenses, one or two drivers for each frequency
band were mounted in a discrete and
cogently shaped box, rather like a coven-
tional 3 driver Hi-Fi cabinet. Not only did this
result in a tidier and more compact stack -
it also made 'flying' (hanging speakers above
the stage for improved coverage in large,
multi -tier auditoriums) less irksome.

So, ten years after the wholesale infusion
of American techniques, the proliferation of
oddly -shaped loudspeaker components has
begun to revert to the simplicity of full range
boxes having a surface similarity to the
column speaker stacks of the 60s and, along
the way, countless decibels of muddy and
nauseous sound have been refined to a state
where loud music can be enjoyable, at least
for those who can afford state-of-the-art
equipment!

PA for 1982
The implicit moral of this short history is

twofold. Firstly, mistakes have been made,
and it's perilous to assume that powerfully
advertised and widely -used equipment is
the best. Malcolm Hill has called Rock PA
"A very emotional business," whilst Tony
Andrews hits the nail on the head even more
squarely in his observation that certain
famous PA speakers have "displaced the
general publics' perception of the nature of
real music" -a frightening 1984'ish idea. ..

Musicians, then, in knowing intimately
the sound of their instruments have the
unique ability to make sensitive and judici-
ous assessments about the quality of a PA,
provided they have open minds, relying on
their ears rather than being swayed by con-
vention or advertising hype. If you're not a
musician, or you're trying to assess synthe-
sised sound, which has no reference point,
then the key question in the absence of
intimate knowledge is 'does music repro-
duced through this PA do things to my head?'
For emphatically, good music coupled to a
good PA system produces a distinct shift, a
stoned gestalt wherein the sound takes on an
added dimension.

Secondly, whilst 100kW PAs seem remote
to the average musician, the majority of
small PAs are based on techniques and
hardware gleaned from the systems
developed by affluent bands and entrepre-
nurial hire companies and, increasingly,
small rigs are simply trimmed down copies
of major systems. Thus, in future parts of this
series, we won't ignore the techniques and
innovative ideas of the large hire com-
panies. However, from the next article, we'll
concentrate predominantly on tackling the
down-to-earth knowledge required by im-
pecunious musicians to select equipment
and to build and operate practical systems.
Next article, we'll set off with mixing desks.
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UNDERSTANDING
ELECTRONICS
Noise Generators

Noise is used as the basis of many
musical effects, such as clapping and
cymbal type sounds, and it can also

be used to enhance effects which are based
on tone generators. It also has applications
as a control voltage source, particularly for
random sample and hold note generation,
and for modulation effects like thunder, etc.
Probably most readers will be familiar with
the 'hissing' of an FM radio off -station, but
few people seem to understand just what
electrical noise is, and how it can be
generated.

Noise is really a randomly changing volt-
age, and it is not really possible to show a
noise waveform in the same way as a sine -
wave or squarewaVe signal can be shown as
an oscillograph. If a large number of noise
oscillographs were taken, due to the random
nature of the signal, each one would be
different. It is also difficult to show a noise
signal as an oscillograph due to the very
wide range of frequencies of which the sig-
nal is comprised. The most common type
of noise is 'white noise', and this consists
of all frequencies in equal amounts. As we
shall see later, white noise can be filtered to
produce various types of 'coloured' noise.

Simple Noise Generators
Special noise generating diodes are avail-

able, but are not very popular as they are
quite expensive and require a fairly high
supply voltage of around 22 volts. There are
many other devices that can be used as
noise generators, and Figure 1 shows a
simple example of a zener diode noise
generator.

Zener diodes are normally used as simple
voltage stabilisers, but the output voltage
does actually vary slightly and randomly,
producing a good noise signal. Normally this
noise signal is unwanted and is removed
using a decoupling capacitor, but in this
case the noise is coupled byCl to a high gain
common -emitter amplifier which utilises
TR1. This gives a voltage gain of around
40dB, and boosts the output of the zener
diode from around 10 millivolts peak to
peak, to around 1 volt peak to peak. How-
ever, the signal level obtained will vary
somewhat from one zener diode to another.
Although a 5V6 zener is specified, the circuit
will in fact work using any zener diode having
an operating voltage of 6V8 or less.

There are alternative devices which can
be employed in this circuit in place of the
zener diode, and good results should be
obtained using a germanium diode. These
tend to have quite a significant reverse
current flow, and the leakage current varies
randomly from instant to instant giving the
required noise signal. The output signal level
is comparable to that obtained using a zener
diode, but the noise generally has a notice-
ably less 'smooth' sound with some quite
large voltage spikes present.

An excellent noise signal can be obtained
using a germanium transistor. These tend to
have significant leakage currents between
44

the collector and emitter terminals (with the
base left unconnected), and this current
again changes randomly from instant to
instant, producing the noise signal. In the
circuit of Figure 1, and assuming that the
transistor used is a PNP type (0072, 0081,
etc.), the collector connects to the negative
supply rail and the emitter is connected to
the junction of Cl and RI. With an NPN type,
such as an AC127, the connections should
be reversed. The output signal level is again
something in the region of 1 volt peak to
peak. Note that silicon diodes and tran-
sistors will not work properly if used as
described since these devices have ex-
tremely low leakage current, and conse-
quently give very little noise output.

c2
10uF

+

TR1
BC650

JK1
01P

Figure 1. A simple noise generator.

It is possible to use a silicon transistor as
a noise generator if the reverse base -emit-
ter breakdown characteristic of the device is
used to give a sort of zener diode action.
Assuming that an NPN type (the BC650 is
suitable) is used, the base connects to the
negative supply rail and the emitter is con-
nected to the junction of R1 and Cl. The
collector is left unconnected. A PNP device
such as the 2N3702 can be used, but the
connections to the base and emitter leads
should then be reversed. The output signal
level is generally a little higher than that
obtained using a zener diode or germanium
devices, but some silicon transistors have a
reverse base -emitter breakdown voltage that
is too high to permit operation on a 9 volt
supply. However, using a supply potential of
around 12 volts or so, any silicon transistor
should operate properly in this circuit.

Figure 2. A simple digital noise generator.

Digital Noise
Noise can also be generated using digi-

tal techniques and the normal method used
is to have a shift register clocked at about
30kHz with several outputs connected via
Exclusive -OR gates to the Data input. Al-
though the pattern repeats, using a shift
register 18 stages in length allows a maxi-
mum pattern of 218-1 states to be created.
The signal can be tapped off the data input,
decoupled and amplified.

National Semiconductor supply an IC
which does all this on one chip, the MM5837.
The circuit requires only two components to
operate and is shown in Figure 2. Cl is a
supply decoupling capacitor and C2 blocks
the DC in the output signal. The output signal
is a few volts peak to peak in amplitude.

Analogies are often made between noise
and the visible light spectrum, and it is from
this that the term 'white noise' is derived.
Light at all frequencies in equal quantities
gives white, uncoloured light. High frequen-
cy noise of around 6 to 20kHz is ana-
logous to light at the blue end of the visible
light spectrum, and could therefore be
termed 'blue noise'. Similarly, noise at low
frequencies in the region of 20 to 100Hz
could be described as 'red noise', and
middle frequency noise at frequencies of
about 400Hz to 1 kHz could be termed
'yellow noise'. However, only a rough analogy
between audio frequency noise and the
visible light spectrum can be drawn, since
the latter covers a limited frequency range
with the highest frequencies being less than
double the lowest ones. The audio spectrum
covers a span of about 20Hz to 20kHz, with
the highest frequencies consequently about
a thousand times higher in frequency than
the lowest ones. This is, nevertheless, a
convenient and useful way of describing
filtered white noise of various types.

Pink Noise
The most common type of coloured noise

is 'pink noise', and this has equal signal
levels in octave bands. In other words, there
is the same signal level between 20 and
40Hz as there is between 40 and 80Hz, 80
and 160Hz and so on. This obviously gives
reduced signal level at high frequencies in
comparison to white noise, where there is
equal signal level in bands of equal width
(e.g. 20 to 40Hz, 40 to 60Hz, 60 to 80Hz, and
so on).

Pink noise can be produced from a white
noise source using a filter having a 3dB per
octave attenuation rate. This is a slightly
awkward roll -off rate since the lowest rate
attainable using straight forward CR filters is
6dB per octave. It is therefore necessary to
use a filter of the type shown in Figure 3,
where several capacitive elements are used,
with a resistor in series with each of these.
The resistors prevent each capacitor from
reaching the ultimate 6dB per octave atten-
uation rate, and as one section of the unit
becomes ineffective the next section takes
over. The exception is the final section which
uses C4 with no series resistor. Here, as the
input frequency is increased, a roll -off rate of
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Figure 3. Circuit of white to pink noise converter.
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Figure 4. Circuit of white to red noise converter.

6dB per octave will eventually be produced,
but only at frequencies above the upper limit
of the audio spectrum. For this reason it
would be superfluous to add a resistor in
series with C4. Of course, a filter of this type
does not give a perfect 3d B per octave slope,
but it is more than adequate to give a good
quality pink noise output.

TR1 is used in a simple common emit-
ter amplifier which gives a small amount of
voltage gain to compensate for losses
through the filter. It also acts as a buffer
amplifier which presents a high impedance
load to the filter and gives a reasonably low
output impedance.

Red Noise
Red noise can be produced by feeding a

white noise source into a low pass filter
having a fairly low cut-off frequency at about
100Hz. Low frequency noise of this type is
useful as the basis of sea and wave type
sounds.

The circuit of a white noise to red noise
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Figure 5. Circuit of white to blue noise converter.
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Figure 6. Circuit of white to yellow noise converter.

converter is shown in Figure 4, and this is a
straight forward two stage active filter having
a roll -off rate of 12dB per octave. This is
sufficient to ensure that high frequency
input signals are attenuated to the point
where they are unnoticeable. The cut-off
frequency of the filter is approximately
125Hz, but this can be varied by altering the
values of C2 and C3, with changes in the
values of these components producing an
inversely proportional change in the cut-off
frequency. C2 should always be kept ten
times the value of C3. TR2 is used as a
common -emitter amplifier which makes up
for the losses through the filter circuit.

Blue Noise
Blue noise can be produced from a white

noise source using the filter circuit shown in
Figure 5. This is a simple 12dB per octave
active filter having a cut-off frequency of
approximately 6kHz. This is, of course, a
high pass type so that low frequency noise
signals are attenuated and a high pitched
'hissing' sound is obtained from the circuit.

This type of noise can be used as the basis of
cymbal type sounds and similar 'crashing'
sounds.

Yellow Noise
By filtering out a fairly narrow band of

noise signals, especially if the frequency
band is around the centre of the audio
spectrum, it is possible to produce quite
interesting and slightly weird sounds. With-
out any envelope shaping, noise of this type
sounds rather like the howling sound of a
gale.

Figure 6 shows the circuit of a simple
filter which gives a yellow noise output from
a white noise input. TR1 is merelyan emitter
follower buffer stage which ensures that the
main filter circuit is fed from a suitably low
source impedance. The filter is a straight-
forward operational amplifier band-pass
type with the circuit values chosen to give
quite a narrow bandwidth with a peak
response at about 700Hz. The centre fre-
quency can be changed by altering the
values of C2 and C3 and is inversely
proportional to their value. E&MM
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Pulses of Time
Smalley

::.::.: UEA 81063
::.::This attempt to push

:::: thetraonalbou4aries of:.:::.music a little further and

0:::
belongs to musicaltheclass,of::.::..:' family i which you will find Berio's.::: Visage,,HenriVariatIansPourUne

:::::.,0reetUrLPiraidmuchof
CKontOkte.and ,Thie.

: ;

Pulses of; time' which reflects differing
::X. approaches to the roles of in

::..::.::* time.
The pulses evident inthe piece::::are those of metre and spacing of

dlideas'Thesoundsourcesarederived from the clavichord and
::vahopselectrontc metallic sounds

::* including"aland synthesised drum-.....
and percussion..

:::::
The essence of all Smalley's work

::::::::: on thisalbum
timbres in

contrasting w,ninteriudesOf

1crsilenesor;lessbusy'
timbres

1::::::
: through which the music ebbs and

: ! : :
Computer Don't Breakdown   Don Slepian

. e. Don & Judy Records

o not be misled by the cover (it

D LP contains some very interest-
::::::

ing music.::::::: Don Slepian has been writing elec-
::::::: tronic music since the early 70's and::::. is accomplished in the art as well as
X.:4.X having developed his own particular:::::. style. With a rather limited array of
::::!::: instruments (compared with some

 electro-musicians) he produces full,
:;:::: lush, symphonic, lyric and melodic

compositions.::::. 'Computer Breakdown' on side
.:::. one has a blue -grass, hill -billy feel
.::::: which, oddly enough, works.

The second track, 'Horizon' moves
through three phases and is orches-::::: trated in great manner using, among
other instruments, the Yamaha CS -80
and Electric Grand Piano, RMI Elec::::: tric Piano and Eventide Harmonizer.:::,!:: The third track, 'Glimmerings'
runs through a riff on an EML 400/

:::::: 401 sequencer and the fourth track,
'Judy's Rose' uses Judy Slepian's:. (Don's wife) voice in a loop as a sound
source with the Korg PS -3100 synth.: All the pieces are more classical
than pop orientated and Don's use of
synth orchestration (notably the Korg
PS -3100 and Alles Digital) in full,
Synergy -like chords is masterful. The
pieces are all melodic, well construc-
ted, full of varying timbres and a
delight to listen to.

Included in the review copy was a
thin plastic sampler disc contain-
ing excerpts from Don & Judy's cata-
logue. Many tracks are of the Medi-
tational' or 'relaxing' music type
which seems to be very popular in
America (check out Steven Halpern

flows. The pieces are, in fact, sound
sculptures revolving around the pro-
cessed sounds and harmonic spec-
trum of selected instruments and
sound sources.

'Pentes' on Side Two evokes a
sense of spaciousness (as suggested
by the title) and most of the music
was composed by transforming in-
strumental sounds. Halfway into the
piece the almost untreated sound of
the Northumbrian pipes drifts in, pro-
gresses through simple harmonies
and emerges into a melody - the only
tune' as such on the album.

Following 'Pentes' is 'Chanson de
Geste' which was written for Carol
Plantamura, soprano, and a founder
member of the Centre of Creative and
Performing Arts at the State Uni-
versity of New York. 'Chanson' was
written to be performed live by solo
female voice, a second subsidiary
voice, clavichord, a pair of stones, a
wooden ruler and a tuning fork. All the
sounds are amplified by close mik-
ing. The role of the voice is to produce
'air contours' and the eventual slow
enunciation of 'sound' and 'word'.

'Pentes', along with another of
Smalley's works, won the Fylkingen
Prize for electronic composition in
Sweden in 1975.

The whole album is a fascinating
insight into the work of Denis Smalley
and the development of musical fron-
tiers. Any music without a 'tune'
needs to be listened to with a different
attitude. Music and art, like every-
thing else, must progress. This is one
man's progression.

and his Anti -frantic Alternative).
Such music is not to everyone's

taste and even those who play music
to relax cannot always agree on the
best type. Usually it refers to slow or
tempo -less music often involving
pentatonic/eastern patterns and
simple harmonies.

Side two is 16 mins 38 secs of
'Sonic Perfume', an excerpt from a 60
minute piece called 'Sea of Bliss'
available on cassette.

A notable example of modern,
popular electro-music as this record
is, some of sounds seemed, to me, to
need harsh edges rounding off: an
example, I feel, of how difficult it
really is to 'humanise' the really rather
cold, emotionless synthesiser. But,
let this not detract at all from a record
certainly worthy of inclusion in your
electro-music collection. Don &
Judy's records and catalogue are
available direct from: Don & Judy,
Box 836, Edison, N.J. 08818, USA.

"Life" and Other Games
Kevin Peek
ARL 5067

This is the second solo album
from Kevin Peek, Sky guitarist,
and shows certain develop-

ments in style and attitude towards
his writing, He wrote most of the
tracks himself and played synthe-
sisers on some as well as guitar.

Obvi6usly, the tracks are guitar -
orientated and (perhaps it's imagi-
nation) they have a certain Sky qua-
lity about them. Since Kevin com-
posed 'Hotta' and 'Sahara' as well as
arranging 'Toccata' it's not altogether
surprising.

The whole record is very pleasant
and easy to listen to; foot -tapping in
places and you may find yourself
summing the odd riff or beating out
the rhythm with your hand. Other
tracks such as 'Capricorn II' are
slower and more lyrical with beautiful

"1.11-1, D 01

classical -guitar playing over synthe-
sised strings. Percussion by Tom
Nichol is a perfect blend. Excellent
drums on 'East of Suez'.

The recording is crystal clear; pro-
duction perfect - as one would
expect from such a team.

The LPconcludes with an arrange-
ment of the Hendrix classic, 'Hey Joe'.
Comments, for or against, would be
unjust but it is performed with Kevin's
individual style - appreciate the
artist and acknowledge a craftsman.

Superficial Music
Bernard Szajner
IRC 008

uperficial music which just
tickled the surface of the mind,
didn't tiresomely claim any

deep emotion whether of grief of
exaltation." This quotation on the
cover from Graham Green's 'Journey
Without Maps' does not quite sum up
the record. If this was really Szajner's
aim then it must be said that he
succeeds admirably for it conjures
neither deep grief nor exaltation.

Without digging deeply into the
intricasies of Greene, if, as appear-
ances would suggest, the record title
and quotation are to cover the broader
notion of 'no emotional effect at all'
then Szajner would seem to fail by
definition for all music tends to have
some agreeable or disagreeable
effect upon the listener, however
slight.

It is worth noting that Szajner in-
vented the laser harp used by Jean -
Michel Jarre on his 'Concerts In
China' LP.

Side 1 consists of selected tapes
from Szajner's 'Visions of Dune'
played backwards at half speed and
processed through various devices. A
quaint notion, not entirelyoriginal and
it certainly provides 17 minutes of
intriguing, if relatively unentertain-
i ng, listening.

Side 2 is longer and sounds as ii
most of it was recorded 'forwards' but
one cannot help but wonder if the
'musical/emotional' effect woulc
have been any different had it beer
played backwards.

A strange LP after his mainly
lyrical 'Some Deaths Take Forever', a
step away from the 'popular' field one
into 'experimental' effects.

Listen before buying.

Behind The Gardens -
Behind the Wall -
Under The Tree
Andreas Vollenweider
CBS 85545

These compositions, all by Vol-
lenweider, are performed mainly
on a modified harp. Other instru-

ments include soprano saxophone,
accordion, various guitars and
Prophet and Oberheim synthesisers.

The tracks are all lyrical: easy,
flowing chord changes; mellow
timbres; soft percussion being very
supportive - not dominating; an
almost-latin rhythmic feel to some
pieces and there are short snatches
of vocal which are slightly remi-
niscent of Santana.

The whole album is in a similar
style, very easy to listen to - none of
the tracks particularly stand out
from its neighbours; they all flow, one
into the other, complimenting each
other perfectly.

The style is relaxed, the music has
a sense of space about it, almost
pastoral, and the addition of thunder-
storms and bird -songs enhances the
effect. The synthesisers were, in fact,
recorded in a field near Berne.

A warm, pleasant record, not
earth -shattering but then it's not
meant to be. Andreas Vollenweider, a
dark-haired Harpo winks at you from
the front cover.

Eye In The Sky
Alan Parsons Project
Arista LC 3484

This album is the sixth from the
Project and it continues the con-
cepts of the other albums by

bringing songs together under a
common theme. The themes are not
always easy to categorise and often
involve "something secretive and
uncanny".

  
:. . . .

The album uses the Fairlight CMI
programmed by Alan, and features
such musicians as David Paton, Chris :,:
Rainbow, Lenny Zakatec and Elmer !,
Gantry. Musical styles range from pop 
and rock to lush orchestral arrange-
ments, some with classical under-
tones.

It is difficult to arrange the albums .
in any order of preference - buy
them all!
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MODERN AND ULT
ANSWERING MAC
PAGING SYSTEMS

OMMUNICATION SPECIALISTS

RA -MODERN TELEPHONES - COLLECTORS ITEMS
MINES- CALL DIVERTERS - CORDLESS TELEPHONES
- INTERCOMS  SPARES. SERVICE & ACCESSORIES

PROMPT MAIL ORDER SER VICE - CALLERS WELCOME

THINFONE
Handset mounted
push button dial
ReGal  Mute -

sturdy
st memory

construction

£38.99
inc. V.A.T
& Delivery

EXTRAFONE EF 200E
Intercom faciltty.compact
Two year Guarantee

SEND NOVV C W 0 or 5 A E for full detsrls of our extenswe renge of
communtcattons equipment to FUTURE WORLD. 10 Beddow Re..
Chelmsford. Essex

10245t 3662. or 61528

MODERN TELEPHONES

',Worn Standard 700 type venous colours

Erecphon 600 One piece. SyneMsh destgn Whoe
or Orange

Contemont Dram handset. robust. Orange or
BrOWn

Price rocs VAT
Delivery

1020

37 10

39 99

Conwpnon. One pisca push button and lest no
rebel WO, or brown 2600

AUTOEHAL COMPUTER PHONES

Lambda 738 stores up to 100 numbers of 14
C1,0119

Com, 10 stores up to ten numbers. compact.
Mgt. dtsplay. bow

cu,o-touch Converts standard phone to push
Otalltng plus last number reds! mar limns

CORDLESS TELEPHONES

Extraphone ff 200E see Musiretton. ivory

Superlone crsos Extends to 5 mile range

REPRODUCTION TELEPHONES

Candles.* 19205Accurate reproduchon ol rhts
classic Ian inee on Dealt wph brass Mon.

12000

48 99

1600

115 00

238 DO

65 00

Phone Box Wall mounted Candlestick type

Apr
tae earn wood fintsh. with Mal enclaes.

TOGO

COLLECTORS TELEPHONES

Sturdy 332 Genuine 19505 instrument Mede to
last forever. Doesn't l. about when you Mal
Integral .11 Scarce now especially et only

almencen Payphone DI. had one. Bogart had
one. now so can you Irreststable conversatton
Pm. Absolutely pentane end Itntshed bright.
aufben. chrome Use to save lor phone DIP Few
only at

ANSWERING MACHINES - TELECOM APPROVED

Recordacell 60AI Twin ape, call monitor
tat... tone

Answercall floe Voice acavated Two tape 12
InOn. guarantee

11500

130 00

135 00

N B Cordless telephones not ItcensabletnU x All telephones not yet B T
Approved

MUSIC KITS
ALL WITH PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS!
Kimber-Allen Keyboards SEE LISTS P E Minisonic Synth SET38 181.56
128 -Note Sequencer SET76 120.45 Phaser SET88 21.08
16 -Note Sequencer SET86 64.63 Phasing & Vibrato SET70 36.25
3 -Channel Mixer SET107 21.50 Practise Amplifier SET106 22.15
3 -Microphone Mixer SET108 12.99 Pulse Generator SET115 24.84
6 -Channel Mixer SET90 96.67 Rhythm Generator SET103 SEE LISTS
Analogue Reverb SET83 45.92 Ring Modulator SET87 13.62
Audio Effects SET105 15.12 Sewar SET101 31.85
Chorosynth SET100 125.04 Signal Tracer SET109 17.50
Compressor SET120 25.05 Simple Phase Unit SET25 10.54
Digital Reverb SET78 75.50 Smooth Fuzz SET91 11.68
Discostrobe SET57 39.78 Speech Processor SET110 12.18

ALSO
Over 40 new general interest kits in catalogue. Lots

under £5. most under £10. Ideal for beginners.
Drum -Synthesiser SET119 50.11 Split:Phase Tremolo SET102 29.98
Enlarger Timer SET93 39.22 String Ensemble SET77 214.47
Formant Synthesiser SEE LI 342.71 Switched Treble Boos SET89 12.51
Frequency Doubler SET98 11.75 Synthesiser Interface SET81 9.49
Funny Talker SET99 16.55 Transient Generator SET63 16.86
Guitar Effects SET42 15.92 Tremolo SET116 13.47
Guitar Multiprocessor SET85 79.15 Tuning Fork SET46 37.04
Guitar Overdrive SET56 21.17 Voice Operated Fader SET30 9.85
Guitar Sustain SET75 11.77 Voice -Scrambler SET117 21.81
Headphone Amplifier SET104 21.15 Voltage Cont Filter SET65 15.58
Metronome SET118 10.58 Wah-Wah SET58 14.01
Microphone Pre -Amp SET61 11.32 Waveform Generator SET112 23.13
Noise Limiter SET97 15.96 Wind and Rain Unit SET28 11.39

PHONOSONICS
DEPT. MM28, 22 HIGH STREET,

SIDCUP, KENT DA14 6EH.
Telephone: 01-302 6184

SETS INCLUDE PCBs, U K P&P, 15°. VAT, RES, CAPS, S.Cs, POTS, MOST
ALSO INCLUDE, KNOBS, SW's. SKTS, WIRE, SOLDER, BOX, PHOTOCOPY
OF ORIG TEXT FULLER DETAILS AND MORE GREAT KITS IN OUR FREE
CATALOGUE. PLEASE SEND S A E FOR COPY.

Prices correct at Press, E. & O.E., subject to stock

scAt sti/44,11ASSIMAcz
66G VICTORIA ROAD, ROMFORD, ESSEX, ENGLAND
TEL: ROMFORD (0708) 25919 CLOSED ALL DAY THURSDAY

Bass Players A to Z
As bass guitar specialists, we stock the largest range of basses currently available
anywhere in the world.
All popular makes are on demonstration together with a wide
range of specialist instruments from the legendary Alembics
to the unique van Zalinge stick basses and the revolutionary
Steinberger.
Whatever your needs, it will pay you to talk to the specialists. The Steinberger Bass
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MIMI TRACE ELLIOT 1111111111
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UK SUPPLIERS OF TRACE e1 Q. N.,0
ELLIOT - THE WORLD'S BEST/ ..06,04<<,,sve.
BASS AMPLIFICATION co<e<V4q\?"()V.
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The Complete Guitar Guide
by David Lawrenson
Published by Virgin Books Ltd.
Price £4.95

The publishers of this book have
tried to cram so much into its
200 pages that any reviewer

could be forgiven a slight trace of
scepticism when first approaching it.
To cover all the material promised
(which includes chapters on buying a
guitar, looking after it once you've
bought it, a discussion of amplifica-
tion available, a look at how guitars
are made, a section on vintage gui-
tars, profiles of 26 guitarists, a guitar
tutor plus reviews of all the guitars
now available) this book would have
to be some kind of paper -backed
Tardis! Not surprisingly the resulting
coverage isn't quite as complete as
the title would have you believe.

But before going on to this book's
glaring omissions it is only fair to say
that it does have many good points.
Its history section, though basic,

accurately traces the instrument's
development taking in the pioneering
days of Leo Fender and Les Paul and
ending with a look at Japanese copies
and customising. The advice on buy-
ing a guitar is sound and should
insure the first-time buyer against
any costly mistakes and the main-
tenance section contains all the car-

dinal rules. Likewise the amplifica-
tion, guitar -making and vintage guitar
sections are perfectly adequate and,
for the newcomer especially, they
offer a useful and informative read.

It is when one comes to the "first
ever analysis of all the guitar equip-
ment available today, including
acoustic, lead, bass and rhythm gui-
tars" that the faults really begin to
show. The first guitar I looked up was,
naturally enough, my own -a Gibson
Les Paul Standard. It's not even
mentioned! A rapid thumbing
through the lead section revealed
that the entire new Vox range and the
Ibanez Blazer, to give just two ex-
amples, are also neglected. In the
acoustic section only one Martin is
mentioned (the up-market 00028)
and Fender acoustics may as well not
exist. Basses fare no better with the
superb Overwater 05957 conspicu-
ous by its absence. Having said that
the guitars that are mentioned (19
acoustic, 62 lead, 35 bass) are given
excellent one -page illustrated re-

views and are rated for construction,
finish, sound, playability and value
for money.

In short then this is a very selec-
tive list and to give the impression
that it contains "all the guitar equip-
ment available today" is either a very
foolish mistake or a pretty contempt -
able marketing ploy on the part of the
publishers. I can see people reading
the cover and paying out for what they
think is a fully comprehensive list
only to be very disappointed. If you
are looking for such a list I would
definitely warn against buying this
book.

If, on the other hand, you are a
newcomer to guitars and need some
basic guidelines on what to look out
for then this book could be for you.
There's even a short beginners lesson
teaching tuning, six basic chords and
barre technique at the back.

At £4.95 the choice is yours, but
don't take the title too seriously.
Alan F--Irdman

Servicing Radio Hi-Fi and
TV Equipment
by G. J. King
Published by Newnes
Technical Books
Price £6.95

Gordon King is a prolific (indeed
formidable) author and magaz-
ine contributor and, moreover,

what he writes is always cogent, down
to earth, and above all, readable,
though it does seem a little dry at
times in comparison to the slapstick
sagacity of Steve Dove etal. This book
is the third edition of a classic first
published 16 years ago underthetitle
'Rapid Servicing of Transistor Equip-
ment'.

Although the author assumes an
elementary knowledge of electronics
and goes on to discuss transistor
fundamentals in the first two chap-
ters, he then very laudably hits the
nail on the head with the statement:
"It is possible to trace faults in
transistor circuits without any know-
ledge of how thedevice works." At this
point, there arises a bizarre irony,
because readers who have already
begun to find their way around
hideous masses of wires and coloured
plastic boxes, using intuitive, magical
and lateral modes of thinking, will
either not require this book at all
(because they feel experience is the

best teacher), or they will be the
book's greatest advocate because of
its ability to provide inspiration or a
different (i.e. logical) direction when
intuitive 'hunches' have failed to find
the fault On the other hand, if your
approach is strictly logical and
methodical, any book of this kind
won't be of much assistance, unless,
as a skilled engineer you possess
habitual dexterity at perceiving all
circuits in terms of first principles; a
situation which arises because most
of the circuits in this book (as in most)
are out of date, have little or no direct
relevance to equipment used by
electro-musicians, and again, be-
cause it's obviously unfeasible to
present even a fraction of the myriad
of circuit configurations, and, like any
worthwhile book, it will only help
ardent and obsessed neophytes.

Nevertheless, this book's a quin-
tessential reference to all who delve
inside electro-musical equipment;
but don't borrow it from a library
because it's the sort of book that will
gather dust until repairs are desper-
ately called for at 1.00 a.m. on a
Sunday morning. When you do need
it, it will be a godsend.

At £6.95, being approximately the
price of an hour's labour, this book
need only shortcut one probing ses-
sion by one hour to pay for itself. And
whatever this book's practical short-

comings in relation to synths,
amplifiers and mixers, no other book,
to my knowledge, tackles these topics
adequately, and these are just the
specialised, practical areas that
E&MM's Electro - Music - Engineer
articles can cast light upon.
Ben Duncan

How to Use
Op Amps

How To Use Op -Amps
by E. A. Parr
Published by Babani
Price £2.25

For the modern electro-musician,
an understanding of op -amp be-
haviour and a knowledge of the

op -amp's role as the basic building

block within almost all audio and
musical analogue (i.e. non -digital)
circuits and systems is of paramount
value. 'How To Use Op -Amps' isn't
the most profound survey of this topic
on the market, but it is highly read-
able, comprehensible to a deter-
mined beginner, broad in its cover-
age, and above all, filled with a host
of quintessential (and practical) cir-
cuits relevant to sound engineers
and musicians. The book also con-
tains shortform data mon most com-
monly encountered op -amps (with
the notable exception of the NE5534)
and a chapter on power supplies. All
who construct E&MM projects should
consider this book an invaluable
source for ideas, and a guide to pro-
ject debugging.
Ben Duncan

Loudspeaker Catalogue
Published by Wilmslow Audio Ltd
Price £1.50

Wilmslow Audio Ltd have long
been known for their expansive range
of audio loudspeakers. Their new 84
page catalogue/databook is packed
with useful information about
speakers, cabinet designs, crossover
networks and related design
equations.

The catalogue is available from
Wilmslow Audio Ltd., 35/39 Church
St., Wilmslow, Cheshire SK9 lAS.

Organ Registrations
& Techniques
by Roy Neal
Published by Sceptre Publishers
Price £6.50

This book follows on the heels of
Roy Neal's highly successful
first book, 'The Magic of the

Organ'. The magic expounded in this
new 1982 publication is described by
its title but the text covers much more
than it suggests.

The author's style of writing is
pleasant, witty and interesting and an
eminently readable typeface has
been used throughout the book.
These factors made the careful read-
ing required in reviewing this volume
a distinct pleasure.

It would be only too easy to write in
a dry and dusty manner in covering
such a title but Roy Neal holds the

reader's interests completely by his
easy and informative style.

The opening chapters cover the
development of pipe and electronic
organs. Though somewhat academic,
these set the scene for the remainder
of the book. Waveforms, overtones
and modulation are discussed before
the author turns to orchestral instru-
ments and the synthesisers, empha-
sising harmonic content and charact-
eristics as an aid to registration.

The next section of the book is a
valuable one, devoted to keyboard
technique. Useful points emerge as
Roy Neal deals with memorising,
improvisation, chord harmony and
counter -melody.

The final chapters look at the life
histories of three well known organ-
ists: Christopher Dearnley, Len Rawle
and Keith Beckingham, and des-
cribes their individual techniques at

their consoles.
I am bound to point out two small

but misleading errors that escaped

the proof-reader - and leave you to
ponder on these statements: 'A flue
pipe 8' tall will sound a note the
equivalent of the piano's middle C'
and, dealing with Hammond tone -
wheels, 'A wheel with 8 teeth was
revolved by an electric motor at a
speed that produced a C note.
Another wheel of 16 teeth .. . to
provide another C note one octave
lower in pitch; and one with 32 teeth
to sound yet another C a further
octave below.'

Otherwise, the advice offered is
both sound and useful. I can recom-
mend this neat hardback book to
those wishing to immerse themselves
in the art of organ playing, guided by
an author with a wealth of experience
in playing and teaching.

Ken Lenton-Smith
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EFFECTS REVIEW

Yamaha
1114

Professional System Effectors

The new Yamaha PSE, 'Professional
System Effectors', range provides the
musician with a very versatile signal

processing system. The range includes ten
effect units, a 'mini -pedal', noise gate, line
selector and two flight cases with integral
power supplies and patching options.

Each pedal is housed in a smart black
diecast box with a large rubber pad covering
the base to prevent the pedal slipping under
pressure. The supply, provided by a stan-
dard PP3 battery, is connected when a jack is
inserted into the input socket.

Effect 'on' is indicated by an illuminated
LED situated above the input socket. The
footswitch, which has been custom designed
for the range, inspires confidence in opera-
tion as do the controls which are smooth,
well positioned with clear legends.

A short description follows, covering
each of the units in turn.

Phaser
The Phaser creates a pleasant 'cyclic'

effect similar to that produced by a rotating
speaker. Two controls are provided, these
are Speed, which varies the rate of the phase
shifting effect from one cycle every five
seconds to ten cycles per second, and Depth
which controls the range of the effect.

With no signal present there is no
noticeable breakthrough of any phased
noise from the circuit, an important point to
consider with high power PA systems.

Chorus
The Chorus unit uses a custom bucket -

brigade delay line to slightly modulate the
pitch of the input. When this is re -mixed with
the original signal, a rich moving texture is
produced. This is similar in effect to several
identical instruments playing the same note.
The two parameters which can be adjusted
are the Speed and Depth of the triangle wave
modulation. The speed ranges from one

The complete range of Yamaha Effectors.

cycle every three seconds to eight cycles per
second. There is the option of a second
output for stereo systems and this increases
the effect dramatically as the signal appears
to move across the stereo field. Some of the
high frequency content of the input signal is
removed when the unit is switched in, but
this is inevitable due to the circuitry
employed.

Flanger
The Flanger also uses a bucket -brigade

chain to delay the input signal. When this
signal is fed back to the input and mixed with
the incoming signal an infinite series of
notches are created in the frequency spec-
trum of the output. Audibly, the effect is
similar to phasing but with a much deeper,
metallic tone colouration. The Flanger has
four controls: Manual, which sets the centre
point of the comb filter, Feedback which
increases the peaks and troughs of the comb
(the same effect as resonance on a synthe-

siser filter), and the modulation controls,
Speed, which varies the rate of modulation
from one cycle every ten seconds to ten
cycles every second, and Depth which
controls the range of the modulation.

There is no apparent 'click' when the
footswitch is operated and with no input
signal the circuit is virtually noiseless. Care
must be taken, however, with the settings.
When the Feedback control is advanced past
seven on a scale of zero to ten, and the
Manual frequency control is in the low
ranges, self oscillation occurs which can
reach a maximum of one volt peak -to -peak.
This can be used to great effect to create
some penetrating sounds, but can become a
bit overpowering.

Although this unit was designed (like all
the effects) for the guitarist, it must be one of
the most compact and effective flangers
available and works equally well on other
instru ments.

Octaver
The Octaver produces a signal one octave

below the input. The input signal is 'squared -
off' and then digitally divided by two. This
signal is used to 'chop' the input, creating the
octave below with similar tonal charact-
eristics.

Three controls are provided, a Direct
level, an Effect level and a polarity switch
which inverts the effect waveform. Since the
circuit must lock on to the fundamental of
the incoming signal, only single notes can be
played through the Octaver. This waveform
must be as 'clean' as possible, so the Octaver
should be the first in line if a chain of effect
pedals are used. When the input drops below
about 6mV, the unit can no longer determine
the fundamental and produces the same
output from Direct and Effect outputs,
however, in normal use this action is not
obtrusive as it takes place at the very end of
the signal decay.

The unit works very well, producing a
'thick' bassy sound when used with guitar in
the low and middle ranges and a powerful
solo sound when played 'up the neck'.

Distortion
The Distortion circuit amplifies and

'clips' the input signal. This 'squared -off'
signal then passes through a tone network to
remove some of the higher harmonics. The
three parameters which can be adjusted are:
Distortion, which sets the level at which the
signal is clipped; Tone, which ranges Soft to
Hard and Output level.

Using both the Distortion and Tone in
combination allows a large range of effects
to be set, from soft 'fuzz' to a real Heavy
Metal overload!

Effects Common Specifications
Input Impedance 1M
Output Impedance lk-20k
Noise Level (OdB=775mV) -85dB to -100d8
Dimensions 70 x 65 x 125mm

The SB200 stage board in use.
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Yamaha Effectors
Tone Booster

The Tone Booster circuit consists of a
pre -amp, tone control network and an output
amplifier. There are four controls: Bass
which provides +5dB/Oct boost and -8dB/
Oct cut at 100Hz; Treble which provides
+5dB/Oct boost and -7dB/Oct cut at 2KHz;
Gain which has a maximum setting of 41dB,
and Output Level.

Circuit noise is noticeable with no input
signal present if the Gain and Treble are both
set at maximum, so these controls should be
used carefully.

Parametric Equaliser
The Equaliser is basically a band-pass or

band -stop (notch) filter. The three para-
meters which can be adjusted are: Gain,
which can be set to ±18dB; Frequency which
controls the centre frequency of the band,
ranging from 110Hz to 3.8kHz; and Band -
Width which controls the resonance or
'sharpness' of the band. When the Gain is
positive the equaliser has a band-pass
characteristic, and when negative it has a
band -stop characteristic. (The band -stop
mode can be used to prevent acoustic
feedback by filtering the related harmonics.)

When used with the system board, the
centre frequency can be controlled by a
voltage from the 'Mini -Pedal' providing a
sophisticated wah-wah.

Care must be taken when setting the
equaliser. When the Gain is at full boost and
the Band -Width set at maximum, circuit
noise is noticeable with no input signal
present. Operating the footswitch at these
settings also tends to make the filter 'pop'.

Compressor
The Compressor uses a current -con-

trolled amplifier to boost small signals and to
attenuate large ones, thereby reducing the
dynamic range. Three controls are provided:
Sensitivity, which controls the rate of the
Compressor action; Output Level and a
switch to select between two Attack charact-
eristics. The second position is used to
emphasise the initial attack, useful for
finger -picking.

The Compressor can, therefore, be used
to limit excessive signal levels and to provide
a measure of sustain to decaying signals.

The bottom half of a case removed.
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An internal view of the Phaser.

Limiter
The Limiter is similar to the compressor

in the fact that the circuit uses a current -
controlled amplifier controlled by an en-
velope follower for threshold detection.
Three controls are provided: Threshold
which adjusts the limiter level; Release Time
which determines the rate at which the gain
is reduced tothe threshold and Output Level.

The unit is useful for limiting excessive
signal peaks or to smooth out playing
variations. The limiting effect is noticeable
when playing sustained notes with the
Release Time set near its minimum.

Noise Gate
The Noise Gate cuts any undesirable

hum or noise below a set threshold, while
allowing the main signal to pass through
undisturbed.

The two controls are: Threshold which
sets the noise 'floor' level and Release Time
which sets the rate of the gating action.

The circuit works well but with exces-
sively noisy signals the Release Time must
be carefully set to prevent a noticeable
'breathy' control.

Line Selector
The Line Selector is a circuit which

switches between two chosen signal paths.
The unit can be used to switch an input to
one of two outputs, an output to one of two
inputs or between two effect chains with one
input and one output.

The active circuit works noiselessly and
effectively, allowing a good combination of
switching options. There is an LED for each
line to show which one has been selected.

Mini Pedal
The pedal is basically a potential divider

which can be used to attenuate an input
signal i.e. volume control, or to provide a
control voltage proportional to the travel (for
use with Yamaha's System Boards).

The internal pot is operated by a rack and
pinion type of arrangement. Dual pots (for
signal i.e. volume control, and CV) operate
from pedal movement and two small 'sub -
pots' mounted under the heel of the pedal
allows the output signal to be between
0-100% and 17-100% of the input signal.

The pedal is mounted in the same diecast
case as the other effects, but this enclosure
is not really suitable for freestanding use on
stage. However, operation is perfectly satis-
factory when mounted in the Yamaha
system boards.

Analog Delay
One other effects unit in the range is the

Analog Delay, although no units were avail-
able in the U.K. at the time of writing. It offers
delays from 50 to 400 milliseconds, suitable
for doubling, echo and reverb simulation.
Compander noise reduction is utilized.
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NEW YAMAHA EFFECTORS!

PHASER
PH -01
Functions: Speed,
Depth

CHORUS
CH -01
Functions: Speed,
Depth, Direct Out
for Stereo

FLANGER
FL -01
Function: Speed,
Depth, Feedback,
Manual

ORM .
LIMITER

Aft

OCTAVER
0C-01
Functions: Effect
Level, Direct Level,
Polarity SW(AIB)

DISTORTION
DI -01
;unctions: Tone,
Distortion, Out Level

40.1 90111

Line SELECTOR I

TONE BOOSTER
TB -01
Functions: Treble,
Bass, Gain, Out Level

PARAMETRIC EQ COMPRESSOR LIMITER NOISE GATE LINE SELECTOR MINI PEDAL
PE -01 C0-01 LI-01 NG-01 LS -01 M P-01
Functions: Band -Width,
Frequency, Gain

Functions: Sensitivity,
Out Level, Attack SW
(1, 2)

Functions: Release
Time, Threshold,
Out Level

Functions: Threshold
Release Time

Functions: SEND 1, 2
Return 1, 2

Functions: Pedal
Volume,Sub Volume
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ANALOG DELAY
AD -10
Functions: Input Level, Delay Time,
Feedback, Effect Level,
Peak Indicator, Power Indicator

PROFESSIONAL SYSTEM BOARD SB-200
Functions:
Front Panel: Out Level Indicator, All Pass SW., Phones In,
Phones Out, Phone Volume, Signal Cord Check
Patch Panel: In, Out, CV, Inst Direct Out, Final In, Junction
Rear Panel: Panel Light Connector

YAMAHA
Yamaha Musical Instruments, Kemble-Yamaha, Mount Avenue,
Bletchley. Milton Keynes MK1 1JE, Bucks. Tel: (0908) 71771.

PROFESSIONAL SYSTEM BOARD
SB-100
Functions: Pedal Function SW,
CV Selector SW

0
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Yamaha Effectors
Complete Systems

Two system boards are available to
complete the range. The SB100 will hold
seven single size PSE units or six standard
units with the Analog Delay which takes up
two positions. The board is housed in a
strong rexine covered case with a detach-
able lid. The case contains an integral mains
supply to power the fitted units. To install an
effect, the four screws securing each box are
removed and the circuit with the top panel is
fitted to a special plate which screws on to
the board. The power and signal connections
are made via a moulded connector fitted
inside each effect box. In normal use the
effects are connected in order, from the right
bottom row, to the left top row. However, the
order of effects can be re-routed internally. A
feature provided is the facility to control the
parameters of several of the effect units with
a control voltage. This voltage is derived
from the Mini -Pedal and can be assigned to
one of the other six positions.

The SB200 board accepts up to eleven
single size PSE units and allows the connec-
tion order to be rerouted externally. There
are '/4" jack sockets for In, Out and CV for
each of the eleven positions. If no jacks are
inserted the order of connection is the same
as for the SB100. Using this arrangement,
re-routing of effects can be done quickly and
easily on stage with patch cords.

A Mini -Pedal can be put in any of the
eleven positions and the control voltage from
the respective jack can be patched into the
CV input of the required effect. The effects
which can be voltage -controlled and the
parameters varied are as follows: the Manual
frequency of the Flanger, the Delay Time of
the Analog Delay and the Frequency of the
Parametric E0.

Other important features include three
patch junctions, an instrument direct out -

Summary
Unit Order Retail Comments

Ref. Price
(inc. VAT)

Phaser PH -01 £52

Chorus CH -01 £64

Flanger FL -01 £78

Analogue Delay AD -10 £179
0 ctaver OC-01 £58

Distortion DI -01 £44

Tone Booster TB -01 £45

Parametric EQ PE -01 £64

Line Selector LS -01 £54

Mini Pedal MP -01 £55

System Board SB-100 £299

System Board SB-200 £499

Works satisfactorily, but lacks depth
compared with other makes.
Best depth of effect in mono but for the rich
thickening effect, which is the more usual
application, it needs the dual output offered.
This one's a winner and for its compact size
offers a wide range of flanging effects.

A very good, if not the best, octave unit we've
come across, following the guitar signal well.
A superior design with a useful soft to hard
range.
This comparatively expensive unit will be
a useful extension to any guitar's tone
controls.
A nice filter effect unit that is useful for
removing hum, noise or feedback on wide
bandwidth and picks out harmonics at sharp
bandwidth. With the Mini -Pedal in the system
board as a CV source, it turns into a great
wah effect.
Active unit with low noise. High priced, but
professional.
Don't buy this unless you plan to get a
system board, since it tips over too easily
when used freestanding, due to the small
area of the base.
This basic case comes with detachable lid,
built-in power supply and CV feature, but
nothing more.
This has to be the unit for the serious
professional as it allows the optimum choice
of patching and units.

52

put, a 'Final' In' which disconnects the
selected chain when a jack is inserted, a
'Signal Cord Check' circuit which lights an
LED with an in -circuit lead, an 'All pass
footswitch which disconnects the effect
chain selected (this function operates auto-
matically if the mains supply to the board
disappears for some reason - useful in
preventing an embarrassing silence!), a

headphone output with an external input
and a bargraph LED output level indicator.

The SB200 is also mounted in a rugged
flight case with detachable lid and comes
with a gooseneck panel light for on-stage
setting or patching changes.

Conclusions
Yamaha have obviously put a lot of

thought into the design of this system. Each
pedal is extremely well made, combining
mechanical strength, high quality signal
processing and clear functional labelling.

The range of effects covers almost every
possible way to modify an instrument signal.
The system boards are a novel concept with
their patching and CV options and pro-
vide a reliable, versatile pedal set-up for
stage use.

The system is designed with comple-
menting impedance matching and little in-
crease in background noise, an important
consideration when building up an effects
range.

You could buy one effect at a time and
eventually fit them into a system board.
A complete system will cost you over £1,000,
but no doubt the pro musician will con-
sider it worth every penny! E&MM

Kenneth McAlpine
Alan Hardman
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Tape Bias &
Overloading Jeff Macaulay

Cassette machines have come a long
way since I first had one in 1967. In
fact, my first taste of 'hi-fi' was via this

mono machine playing a stereo musicas-
sette of Pepper through a mono wired pair of
stereo headphones! However, to come back
to the present, although there are a large
number of models to choose from, very little
gets written about tape machines compared
say to pickup cartridges. This is a pity since
many of our readers, being musicians, will
use their cassette decks for live recording.

If you lift the cover of your cassette player
you will see the heads. Incidentally, although
it should be self-evident, no tape machine
will work to its full potential if these are not
cleaned regularly. Nor, I hasten to say, should
they be cleaned with 'Duraglit' as an
acquaintance of mine once did! Proprietry
fluid or WD40 should be used, applied gently
with a cotton bud.

A tape recorder works by converting the
incoming signal to a varying magnetic field
across the gap in the record head. As the
tape passes its magnetic coating stores the
signal. On replay the small magnetic varia-
tions left on the tape by the recording head
are recovered and amplified by the internal
electronics. The output signal from the
replay head though is very small -about the
magnitude of some moving -coil cartridges'
output. All would be well if the transfer
characteristics of magnetic tape were linear
but it isn't. Moreover, for good results the tape
head recording gap needs to be very small.
The reason is that at high frequencies the
gap becomes comparable in size with the
magnetic particles of the tape itself.

For cassette players the problems are
multiplied by the relatively slow speed of the
tape. A good reel-to-reel recorder operating
at high speed will have a much better top
response due to the fact that more particles
are passing the head every second. Figure la
shows what happens when a magnetic field
is applied to a tape. Note that this transfer
curve is far from linear. To overcome the
severe distortion that would result if audio
were to be simply fed to the head, bias is
employed. I n early machines the biasing was
accomplished by means of a permanent
magnet as was tape erasure. These days
though a high frequency bias signal is used.
What actually gets on to the tape is a

composite signal with the audio riding on top
of the bias signal (Figure lb). In this way the
signal is applied to the more or less linear
portion of the transfer characteristic.

Because this signal is ultrasonic it cannot
be directly accommodated by the tape and
doesn't actually get recorded. The bias is
also used to erase the tape. Often the
inductance of the erase head is used as part
of the bias oscillator circuit. When erasing,
the hf jumbles the magnetic particles up in a
random manner. When recording, the tape is
passed in front of the erase head before the
recording head thus removing the previous
recording. The recording head needs to be
fed with current in order to magnetise the
tape. However, the head is largely an
inductive load. This means that its im-
pedance rises with increasing frequency. In

-10

-20

Tape transfer
characteristic

E&MM

I/P +
Volts

0/P
Volts

Figure 1(a). Tape transfer characteristic -
without bias the signal is distorted.

I /13
IBias& Signal]

+ Volts -

Tape transfer
characteristic

0/P
Volts

Composite
P

©E&MM

AF Envelope
!Signal 'rides' on Biasi

Figure 1(b). Here, the signal 'rides' on top of
the hf bias, and an undistorted output results.

order to maintain the flux the head has to be
supplied with constant current drive. In the
days of valves this was easily obtained by
feeding the head from the anode via a large
resistor. This worked because the high
supply voltages used with these amplifiers
meant a nearly equally large signal swing.

Nowadays, as often as not, the head is
included within the feedback loop of the
record amplifier to provide the necessary
drive. The internal pre -amp and playback

amplifiers also use equalisation to reduce
noise and maintain a flat response. The
record amp has treble pre -emphasis built in
whilst the playback amplifier provides de -
emphasis.

As you can imagine, every different tape
formulation has a unique transfer charact-
eristic and so the amount of bias used is
critical. Too much bias and the treble
becomes recessed; too little and the treble is
emphasised at the expense of both the bass
and mid range. Ideally, you will find a bias
control on your cassette deck to enable
different tapes to be used.

Finally, perhaps a word about what
happens when the tape is overloaded. It is
important that the playback amps do not clip
before the tape saturates. Tape saturation is
a comparatively gentle process akin to soft -
limiting without generating large amounts of
high -order harmonic distortions. Figure 2
shows the effect on the replay frequency
response as signal level is varied. Note the
early fall of the top response as signal level
increases. Indeed, this is the most damaging
effect of increasing signal, and is known as
hf compression.

Unfortunately, it does not follow that the
more expensive the tape you buy the better
your recording. So much depends on the way
the machine has been set up. For serious
recording therefore, get a machine with
variable biasing and invest in a test oscil-
lator to set it up properly. At least this way you
will be assured of the best possible results
whichever tape is used. If your machine
lacks this feature the best that can be done is
to try the various tape types until you find one
with the best response for your machine.

Live recording is a creative process which
suffers somewhat from the constraints of the
cassette medium. In particular, splicing a
cassette is, to say the least, hit and miss. A
good mixer is a must unless one is addicted
to very simple miking techniques. Ideally a
compander should be used (see E&MM May
1981 'Noise reduction unit') as this will
allow a recording to be made which will not
lurch uneasily between being drowned in
noise and overload distortion. Much of the
poor reputation of cassette decks in the hi-fi
sense is due to inadequate care in the
recording process. Another cause is pool
maintenance. Tape dropout, wow, flutter and
hf loss are more often due to wear, or the
accumulation of dirt and grease on the
heads and pinch wheel than any serious
shortcoming of the equipment. Purists
advocate the cleaning of these parts before
every recording but they should be attended
to at least once a week. E&MM

0 Relative
level I dB
or Vul

E&MM

20Hz
r

30Hz 40Hz 200Hz 300Hz 400Hz
Frequency

itiz 3k Hz THz 42k kHz 20kHz

Figure 2. Frequency response v. recording level - graph shows &compression.
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8201 LINE MIXER
A Versatile Tool For The Electro-Musician by Ben Willcocks

The 8201 Line Mixer is a simple
8 into 2 mixer designed to deal
with small mixing applications

that do not require the facilities that a
full scale mixer provides. Each chan-
nel will accept a line input, and has
individual level and pan controls. Each
channel is also provided with a 'Fold -
back' output, which may also be used to
connect two mixers together for 8 into 4
operation. Alternatively, the outputs of
one mixer may be fed into two of the
inputs of a second to achieve 14 into 2
operation.

The unit will be found useful by the
Electro-Musician or sound recordist in
many applications. It is ideal for use in
the home studio to complement record-
ing equipment such as the Portastudio,
or to produce a stereo mixed drum -
machine signal (the mixed outputs of
all the drum 'instruments' in these are
usually mono and the line mixer can be
used to combine all the individual
instrument outputs). For live perform-
ance work, the mixer can be used as a
keyboard sub -mixer and will also prove
invaluable for providing a signal that is
mixed differently from that fed to the
P.A. for recording, foldback to musi-
cians, extra effects send including echo
and reverb.

There is nothing new about the
concept of the 8201 Line Mixer; com-
mercially made units are available.
However, it goes without saying that this
one costs dramatically less, and is
designed to give low noise, studio
quality mixing.

System Format
It was decided that a format suit-

able for 19 inch rack mounting was
most versatile. The height of the panel
used is 31/2 inches (88 mm) which is a
standard 2U size. The mixer requires
an external power source of +15, 0,-15
volts. This has the advantage that many
mixers may be operated from one PSU,
which is not only economical but also
helps to reduce the number of mains
flexes you have to find a socket for. The

* 8 Input channels
* Level and pan on

each channel
* 8 Foldback outputs
* Stereo Output
* Modular design
* Rack mounting
absence of mains voltages within the
mixer means that a complete case is
not necessary (though you could of
course use one), since a certain
amount of screening is provided by the
equipment above and below in the rack.

A single PCBdesign is used through-
out which makes the system very easy
to construct. A PCB is needed for each
channel, plus two to buffer the mixing
busses and to provide output level
control. The PCB's are supported by the
pots, which mount on them, and are
inter -connected by five continuous
wires, which solder into small slots in
each PCB. The wires need not be
insulated, so interconnection is quick
and easy to perform.

An eight way system is described

here, since this is a standard mixer size
and lends itself to eight track systems.
More or less channels could be built
into your system, depending upon your
needs. You may prefer to use a different
casing arrangement too if you do not
use 19 inch racks. Because the PCB's
are linked together with wires, they are
versatile enough to find applications in
other formats.

Circuit
Channel Inputs

The design consists of an op -amp
based inverting amplifier driving a pas-
sive level control/pan network. See
Figure la. The 'Foldback' output is
taken from the amplifier output but is
not affected by the level control. Note
that this output is inverted with respect
to the input which can be useful for
bridge driving power amplifiers etc. The
preset (RV3) adjusts the amplifier gain.
With the values given, this ranges from
0 to 10. More gain could be achieved by
reducing the value of R1, but this will
result in poor signal to noise perform-
ance. Low level sources such as micro-
phones are best used with a preampli-
fier to bring them to line level.

Cl and C5 provide a reduction in gain
at high frequencies to prevent RF pick-

JK2

JK1 Foldback

V +15V

C3
Input 1uF

1-41-1R147k
C1

100pF

Fe_a,

4

R6
160

IC1 C4
100uF

- 15V

C5 20pF
6-111/-4
RV3
470k

In
R5 47k R2 220k

CL

47k
Busbarslin.

RV2 C R
4k7

+ C2
tuF

log R3
47k

R4
220k

Figure la. Circuit diagram of input stage.

The 8201 Line Mixer.
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Front panel

up. C2 and C3 decouple the supply
rails and C4 removes any DC bias at the
amplifier output. (The polarity of C4 is
not important - the DC bias may be
positive or negative depending on the
individual op -amp, but it will always be
of such small voltage that wrong
polarity will not affect the operation of
the circuit nor will it damage the
capacitor).

RV2 is the level control, with R2-5
and RV1 forming the pan network which
feeds the two mixing busses.
Output Amp

The output stage is shown in Figure
lb. This is an inverting amplifier, simi-
lar to that in the channel inputs, which
sums the signals present on its buss.
RV2 adjusts the output level. The action
of this amplifier causes the mixing
busses to be 'virtual earths'. This means
that the amplifier is in effect current
operated. No signal voltage will be
measurable on the buss lines because
there is none, a point worth remember-
ing if you are checking with an oscillo-
scope!

Power Supply
The mixer requires + 15, 0, -15 volts

at about 50mA. You may well have a
suitable power supply available; if not,
the one described will supply several
mixers.

The circuit, see Figure 5, is a stan-
dard bridge rectifier/ smoothing
arrangement supplying three terminal
fixed voltage regulators. You may notice
that two separate bridge rectifiers are
used where one would suffice; this is
because two separate PCB's are used
for the + and - rails. These are stan-
dard Maplin items (YQ40T, YQ41U),
obtainable from Maplin Electronic Sup-
plies, P.O. Box 3, Rayleigh, Essex SS6
8LR. The regulators do not require
heatsinks. R1 provides a degree of
earthing of the OV rail whilst avoiding
the possibility of earth loops when the
mixer is used in conjunction with other
equipment that is earthed. Refer to the
component numbering list for the
values of components used on the PSU
PCB's. The identifier numbers corres-
pond with those printed on the PCB's.

Output

JK1

C 3 +.1.
1uF

+15V

Mkr. I P 4

ICI C4
0 OuF

6

-15V

C5 20pF

RV3
470k

C2
1uF

.7=

R6
1k0

RV2
4k7
log

Figure lb. Circuit diagram of output stage

JK2
CI

0 .0 0
R C2 C3

R2 IC1

RR35

R4

{)=3-

FF I

C4
LINE
MIXER

RV

Figure 3. PCB circuit overlay.

Figure 4. PCB track layout.
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15V
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L
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Underside view showing wiring of PCBs

Figure 2. Board connection diagram.
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'Audioconn' connectors have been
specified for the output connection
since they are very reliable and pro-
vide a solid flex grip, but these could of
course be replaced by DIN connectors
to keep expense to a minimum.

Construction
Assembly is straightforward and

should present no problem if care is
taken with polarised components and
semiconductors. Cut the pot shafts
before mounting to the PCB's.

The PCB's used for the input and
output stages are identical. However,
eight of these are configured as inputs
and two as outputs. When assembling
as an input stage, all of the compo-
nents are inserted and soldered. R6
should be fitted across AB, see Figure 3.
When assembling as an output stage,
omit the components R1-5, RV1, Cl
and JK2. R6 should be fitted across AC.

Once the PCB's have been assem-
bled, they can be mounted on the front
panel. The boards are interconnected
as shown in Figure 2. (The boards
supplied by E&MM do not have the
interconnection slots made, so it is
advisable to cut these with a small
hacksaw or file before mounting them,
on the panel). If the mixer is to be
mounted in a rack or similar enclosure,
then bare tinned wire may be used to
connect the boards. If the mixer is to be
used as a free standing unit, then
sleeving should be used to insulate the
supply and busbar wires.

Finally, fit the power supply lead to
the ends of the +15V, OV and -15V
wires. The spare holes on the output
stage can be used to grip the supply
cable with a nylon tie.

Testing
It is unlikely that there will be any

problems, but if there are, it should be
possible to check through the system
with a signal source and an amplifier.
Check each channel individually by
inputting a signal and checking that it is
returned through the fold back output.
(Make sure the gain preset is not set to
zero!) When the output amplifiers are
operating correctly, no signal will be
measurable on the mixing busses.
(This was explained earlier). If the
mixer does not operate first time,
switch off and check for dry joints and
solder bridges. Then check that elec-
trolytic capacitors have been inserted
with the correct polarity, IC's are cor-
rectly orientated and power supply is
not reversed.

With the mixer operating correctly,
the gain presets can be adjusted to suit
the equipment you are using. Try to
keep the levels on the busses fairly high
as this means less gain will be required
on the output amplifiers, minimising
hum pickup on the busses. If hum is a
real problem even when the mixer is
mounted in the rack, an aluminium
panel connected to OV mounted under
the busses will help. Connecting the
front panel to OV will also offer an
improvement.
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8201 Line Mixer

The input stage PCB.

PARTS LIST FOR 8201 MIXER
Resistors - all 5% LAW carbon unless specified.

FS1
240V

100mA
20mm Ofil

240V

E

AC

OV

15V

OV

15V

Maplin PCB
YO 40T

+15V

Maplin PCB
Y041U

OV

0

OV
0

-15V

t 1 PSU Chassis R1 1k0

0

Suggested power supply connection diagram.

R1,3,5 47k 24 off
R2.4 220k 16 off
R6 1k 10 off
RV1 47k Lin Pot 8 off
RV2 4k7 Log Pot 10 off
RV3 470k sub -min horizontal preset 10 off

Capacitors
Cl 100p ceramic
C2,3 lu 35V tantalum
C4 100u 25V electrolytic PC
C5 22p ceramic

Semiconductors
ICI

Miscellaneous
JKI-2

8 off
20 off
10 off
10 off

LF351N 10 off

'A" Mono Jack Socket Moulded 18 off
PCB 10 off
Knobs and caps to suit 18 off
Front panel
Letraset

All the parts are readily available from most component suppliers
except for the PCB, which can be purchased direct from E&MM,
282 London Road, Westcliff-on-Sea, Essex SSO 7JG at a cost of
£1.30 including post, packing and VAT. Please order as: 8201
Mixer PCB. Special Offer: complete set of 10 PCBs price £11.50
inc. P&P and VAT. Order as 8201 PCB Set. (Allow 21 days for
delivery.)

Parts List For Suggested PSU
Resistors
RI

482

52

1
9 Pitches of 42 i 378

$ 413.--I

1

-4)- -4-
+.

1)

4--

-4)- - - - . -4-

4 4 18holesO
88

76

010.5

465 ma

Dimensions in millimetres 3f.nrn thick panel

Figure 6. Front panel drilling detail.

Rear view of mixer showing connections.

1k 5% 1/3W 1 off

Capacitors
Cl 1000u 25V Axial Electrolytic 2 off
C2 10u 35V PC Electrolytic 2 off
C3 100n polyester 2 off

Semiconductors
8R1 W005 Bridge rectifier 2 off
IC1 (+) uA78M15UC regulator +15V 1 off
IC1 (-) uA79N15UC regulator -15V 1 off

Miscellaneous
T1 Miniature Transformer 15V 1 off
FS1 Fuse 100mA 20mm 1 off

Fuse holder 1 off
SR Grommet 6W1 1 off
Audioconn 3 way 2 off
Suitable case 1 off
Positive supply PCB
Negative supply PCB

11 offoff

Mains cable
3 core connection cable

A blank, 4mm thick, 19" by 2U high aluminium panel is available
from West Hyde Developments Ltd., Unit 9, Park Street Industrial
Estate, Aylesbury, Bucks HP20 1ET. Order code A6F702. The price
is £7.79 including P&P and VAT.

The output stage PCB. E&M M
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AMM 100

The Soundex AMM 100 provides a
useful and compact measuring peak
programme meter for location, studio
and workshop applications. It has a
protected balanced input and the
impedance may be selected by push-
button to be either 100K or 600 ohms.
-The sensitivity range of the amplifier
section is -60dB to +10dB in 10dB
steps and an 'uncal' facility allows
10dB of infinite variation within the
range selected.

A headphone output is provided
for monitoring of the signal during
measurement. Both input and output
sockets will accept standard P.O. type
'A" jack plugs.

Power may be from either the
mains via a CEE 22 connector at the
year of the instrument of the internal
batteries. Battery condition can be
monitored and whenever the instru-
ment is connected to the mains the
batteries are automatically re-
charged. Mains connector lead and
rechargeable batteries included as
standard. Price is £250.00 plus VAT.

Details from: Bulgin Electronics,
Park Lane, Broxbourne, Herts EN10
7NQ. Tel: 09924 64455.

The Tardess
The Tardess TCU3000A is a Tape

Compatibility Unit designed and
manufactured by Tardis Ltd. The
most obvious effect of this unit is to
provide noise reduction, however, the
Tardess alleviates most of the other
problems associated with transfer-
ring a high quality signal to and from
tape. The product claims to provide

Custom Sound
Newly available from Custom

Sound is the 726 bass amplifier. This
amplifier is available in two versions,

DU
an increase in signal to noise ratio of
over 40dB, with a dynamic range of
over 100dB and total harmonic dis-
tortion of 0.1%. The unit should be
priced at £130 plus VAT.

For further details contact: Tardis
Ltd., Unit 3, Sunningdale Road, South
Park Industrial Estate, Scunthorpe,
South Humberside. Tel: 0724
849750.

both amps have identical facilities,
the only difference being the power
output - a choice of 150 or 300
watts. Both amplifiers feature
volume, bass, middle and treble
controls, compressor with in/out
switch and LED mode indicator, 5 -
band graphic equaliser with in/out
switch and LED indicator. A bi-amp
feature is also included which
enables the musician to utilise the
advantages of speaker enclosures
designed separately for bass and high
register frequencies.

\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\.\\\\\\\\\\\\\\N\
Pop Star Outfit From J.H.S.

The complete Pop Star outfit from
John Hornby Skewes comprising a
battery powered amplifier and micro-
phone. This tiny unit (230 x 200 x
120) boasts a 2 watt output into a
100mm speaker. Facilities provided
are bright and normal inputs, volume,
tone and a useful head phone socket.
The manufacturers say the ampli-
fier is suitable for guitar practice and
could be useful for dressing room
tune-ups.

Provision is made to power the
unit from a mains adaptor. At £35.00
(inc. VAT) this could be just the job for
budding artists.

Further details from: John Hornby
Skewes, Salem House, Gar -forth,
Leeds, LS25 1PX. Tel: 0532 865381.

SPECIAL RECORD OFFER

IMPORTANT NOTE:
Price includes postage & packing in UK only.
For outside U.K. add 50p.
For Australia add £1.00.

KITARO 'OASIS' LP
Kitaro is widely regarded in Japan for his electronic music
and the album 'Oasis' represents his best album to date.
With the growing interest in his work in Europe, there is no
doubt that many of our readers will take this opportunity to

hear one of his superb recordings.

Kitaro's 'Oasis' has previously only been available as an
expensive Japanese import. E&MM are now able to offer
excellent German pressings at only £4.25 inc. VAT and P&P.

r Send this coupon and cheque/P.O. to:
ELECTRONICS & MUSIC MAKER (Special Offers),
282 London Road, Westcliff-on-Sea, Essex SSO 7JG.
Please send me:
Quantity Item Item Price Total

Kitaro's 'Oasis' £4.25
I enclose a cheque/PO. payable to:
Electronics & Music Maker for: £
PLEASE PRINT
Name: Mr/Mrs/Miss

Address

1

E&MM/8/82

L
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Guitar Buddy
Practice Amplifier by Edgeworth Electronics Ltd.

The E&MM Guitar Buddy has been
designed as a low cost kit suitable
for both beginners (to the art of

music or electronics), as well as pro-
viding a handy musicians' practice
amp for almost any location. Its
levity and compactness makes it very
portable; in addition, it can be powered
by an internal PP9 battery, an AC mains
adapter or from the electrical system of
your car via a cigarette lighter plug.
Although designed primarily for use
with electric guitar, the two input
sockets will accept signals from other
sources such as high impedance
microphones and electronic key-
boards.

An important feature of the Guitar
Buddy is the provision of a head-
phone socket, a must to avoid disturb-
ing the family, or (when out on the road)
hotel clientele, or other musicians
when tuning up in the galvanic atmos-
phere of the dressing room!

Circuit
Most of the amplifier circuitry is

contained in the TDA1011 integrated
circuit, but a few external components
are required for the IC to operate.

The input signal is passed via paral-

The Guitar Buddy.

Bootstrap capacitor C9 allows the out-
put to swing close to the supply rail, to
squeeze as much undistorted output
from the amplifier as is possible for any
given supply voltage. As the output
terminal rests at half rail volts, C11 is
necessary to block DC voltage from the
speaker. A Zobel network consisting of
R4 and C10 compensates for variations
in speaker impedance with frequency,

RI
33k

JK1 vl JK2viRVII
47k
109

'\ -- i\ ___

T"33nF

C3
1uF

R2
330k

9

RV2
7k

log

C4
100gF

5

IC1
TDA1011

7

C5
100nF

R3
5146

C6
1n5

C7
220nF-I

3

-POWER
AMP

6

6 C8
T470uF

C9
100uF

E&MM

CII
4 70uF+01---

R4
4R7

C10
100nF

R5
39R

JK3

ti

-/ LS

JK4

+1'1

Figure 1. Guitar Buddy circuit diagram.

leled sockets JK1 and JK2 to the
passive tone network consisting of RV1,
Cl and Rl. Volume control RV2 per-
mits attenuation of the signal before it
passes to the preamp stage of IC1, via
coupling capacitor C2. At this point
potential radio frequency interference
is attenuated by C4. The output of the
preamp stage is then coupled via C5

and R3 to the power stage of IC1. C6 is
an additional high frequency filter.

as seen by the amp, and ensures high
frequency stability. When headphones
are connected via the socket JK3, the
internal speaker is disconnected and
R5 attenuates the output signal to avoid
damage to cans and ears alike! Note
that the contacts on JK4 switch off the
internal battery when external power is
connected.

11-1 1-1 1-1 f1

TDA 1011

J11 11 IU J Il

Figure 2. TDA1011 Pinouts.

Easy -build
Construction

Since all of the components, in-
cluding the control pots and jack
sockets are mounted on the circuit
board, the construction is very simple.
The only external connections required
are those of the battery and the
speaker.

Using the component overlay
shown in Figure 3 and with reference to
the photograph of the completed
board, the components can be in-
serted and soldered. Start with the
resistors, then the capacitors, remem-
bering to observe the polarity of the
electrolytic types. There is only one link
on the board which can be made with a
short length of tinned wire or resistor
lead.

* 21/2 Watt Output
* Multiple power -source options
* Two inputs for guitar, microphone or keyboards
* Tone and Volume controls
* Headphone socket for private practice
* Smart black plastic case
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Figure 3. PCB component overlay for the Guitar Buddy (not to scale).

The integrated circuit should be
mounted to its heatsink before being
soldered to the board. The orientation
of the IC can be determined from the
pin -out given in Figure 2. Take care not
to bridge any of the IC pads when
soldering.

The jack sockets and pots can now
be soldered in place.

When all the components are on the
board the battery connector and
speaker leads can be connected. Take
care with these connections as a mis-
take at this stage can be costly!

Insert the board through the holes in
the case and the printed facia panel,
then secure with the three chrome nuts
for the input and headphone sockets.
After connecting the speaker, glue
foam strips to the inner sides and
bottom of the front half of the case. This
will help to reduce cabinet resonances.
The large foam pad should be formed
loosely over the speaker, making sure
that the battery connector protrudes.
This completes the internal assembly.

The battery connector goes through
a slot in the battery compartment in the
rear of the moulding. The two halves of
the case can now be joined using the
four fixing screws. The small foam pad
is pushed into the bottom of the battery
compartment to cushion the PP9 bat-
tery. All that is required now is to push
on the control knobs and connect the
battery.

Playing
The amplifier is switched on when-

ever a jack plug is inserted into either of
the input sockets. A point about volume
controls, often overlooked by musi-

PARTS LIST FOR THE

GUITAR BUDDY
Resistors - ail 5% carbon unless
otherwise specified

RI
R2
R3
R4

R5
RV1,2

Capacitors
Cl
C2,5,10
C3
C4
C6
C7
C8,11
C9

33k
330k
5k6
4R7
398'/W
47k log pot 2 off

33n mylar
100n polyester 3 off
luF, 35V electrolytic
100p ceramic
1n5 ceramic
220n polyester
470uF. 16V electrolytic 2 off
100uF, 16V electrolytic

Semiconductors
ICI TDA 1011

Miscellaneous
Speaker 5", 4 ohm, 5W
JKI,2,3 PCB mounting V." stereo 3 off

switched jack sockets
JK4 PCB mounting 3.5mm

PP9 style battery clip
PCB
Custom moulded plastic case
Control knobs
Heatsink
Foam damping
Hardware
Fascia panel

2 off

SPECIFICATIONS
Input sensitivity
Input impedance
Power output into internal
9V supply
12V supply
13.8V supply

Current consumption
Maximum supply voltage
Dimensions
Width
Height
Depth

25mV
30k
speaker:
1 watt
2 watts
21/2 watts

500mA
14V

193mm
230mm
120mm

cians, is that their setting bears no fixed
relationship to the power output; with a
high output pickup, full power may be
obtained long before the volume con-
trol is turned fully clockwise.

Most headphones on the market
being stereo, the amplifier is kitted out
with a stereo phones socket, wired to
drive both earpieces in mono, and at
the same time disconnecting the in-
ternal speaker. If an external power
source is used, ensure that conven-
tional polarity is observed, viz, the tip of
the plug is positive, and the body
negative. The battery is disconnected
whenever an external power supply is
in use. As with all battery powered gear,
don't forget to remove the battery when
the amplifier is out of use for long
periods. Now you can begin those long
hours of dedicated practice!

E&MM

The Guitar Buddy PCB and components.

A complete kit of parts for the Guitar Buddy as listed is available from
Electronics and Music Maker, 282 London Road, Westcliff-on-Sea, Essex,
SSO 7JG, at a price of £19.75 including p&p and VAT.

An internal view of the Guitar Buddy.
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Electro-Drum

Column
Part 1

Whether you're an acoustic kit
player or a drum machine pro-
grammer, this column's for you!

We've invited Warren Cann, our
consultant drummer with the inter-
nationally known group Ultravox, to get
our readers trying out rhythms with
their Syntoms, Synwaves, Hexadrums,
Electric Drummers, micros and skins.
Here's the first one of the series which
contains Warren's own drum rhythm
ideas that he's used.

"Hi, it's a great pleasure to be able to
reach so many of today's (and tomorrow's)
electro-musicians through this column. I'll
be covering a very wide range of rhythms
that I've used in my playing and in this first
part I'll obviously be commencing with some
basic beats for you to experiment with.

"All the examples will be available shortly
on a narrated cassette for you to have
alongside the music and I've added com-
ments on each example below for rhythms
that have a disco beat. Try them all!"

1.

9

1. The disco beat! 4 to the measure on the bass drum, snare on the 2 and 4, and eights on the
high -hat. This beat fits just about anything and everything (as all of the 'Stars on 45' type tracks
attest). Don't feel it's beneath you because it's so simple - that's its greatest virtue.

2.

94
7

a

2. An interesting variation of 1. The bass drum plays only on the 1 & 3. Not having a bass drum
underpinning the snare gives more of push-pull effect to the beat. The high -hat is playing 1/4
notes on the off -beat and this type of high -hat pattern really kicks any beat along.

3.

9'4

3. The disco beat (1) again but with 16's on the high -hat. The bass drum and snare drum fit
almost anything, but adding this high -hat part tends to be too busy if used throughout an entire
song. It's ideal for, say, a chorus where you want things to lift.

4.

F

4. Same as 3 but with an added bass drum beat on the '4 and', a subtle variation that pushes the
beat along more.
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61,
10 Baddow Road,
Chelmsford, EssPx.
Tel, 356218

TA6

Recently opened behind the Future Music Store we proudly introduce our new 24 track audio-visual studio. Built to ttie highest standardswe
nave strived to produce a comfortable environment in which to experiment with state of the an audiovisual technology The separatecontrol
room is equipped with the latest Soundcraft 24 track audio recorder and desk with the addition of 16 thannel computer mit down. Master
machines are by Studer, with cassette copying by Nakamichr decks. Monitoring is by JBL 4343 and we have a host of 19" rack equipment for
You to try from Lexicon Digital Revert, Roland and Eventide digital delays to vocoders. hangers, and phasers etc. For video monitoring we have
5 Barco Monitors 12 are multistandard) 3 JVC monitors and a brand new Sony VO U.Manc electronic adit system, with a lock to our audio
machines Cameras are Ikegaini, Sony and Hitachi. genlocked together through vision mixers with special effects generators.
The downstairs studio is a comfortable 30 x 15' soe with a large separate drumbooth giving variable dry or hoe acoustic environments
Microphones are by Neumann. ..KG, Electravoice Sennneiser and Shure and we are now using the revolutionary Crown SPL reflecting mikes
when required. We also oiler excellent 'in Studio' auxiliary equipment completely free of charge. These includes Yamaha CPBO piano Poland
JP8. Prophet 5 synths, Roland laos chorus. bolt amps and venous guitars and drums/percussion as required. For elcho-music sessions we
are pleased to offer Linn drums, Roland TR808. MC4 with system 100M and the lantesoc CMI computer system. Audio recordtng rates start
at r20 per hour (block booking more than 4 hours) or regular rate E30 per hour (+1096 after 12 pm) Our resident studio manager MoWitham
well be preened to take bookings or offer advice. call Chelmsford 356218 now. Opening offer EIS° for 10 hours recordingltplus tape and VAT(.
Never has such advance facilities been available at such a bargain price) Book now while special opening offers are still available?

CAN YOU AFFORD TO IGNORE THE VIDEO REVOLUTION?

More than ever. Management, Record Companies, Agencies and Club Owners. need to evaluate your casual potential as well as your musical
ability. With only an audio demo  you could firestly get passed over This is where We can help you
One of the advantages of modern video is that sound and vision can be concentrated on separately, and independently Either build a good

the
master first. and dub on a mimed video sequence (The most popular method). Or record the audio end visual tracks together. in

the studio or at a hve gig The lattet method, although far quicker and cheaper, leaves no room for editing mistakes, and limits fine! editing. By
treating the two media separately you are free to enjoy the spectacular effects that are evadable from modern audio visual studio techniquea
We nave the latest Sony VO 5850 P. U -Mario editing equipment, making possible frame by frame resolution, perfect still frame, varispeed
forward/reverse, end of course stereo sound capability.
For normal work we use three unlocked cameraslorofessional Sony DX 1800Ithrough a vision mixer capable of all standard effects, such as
superimpose, wipes, and chrorna.key. Plus a Chromes., special effects genera.. for those startling colour enhancements and graphics
Why not call now and a special Future Music promotional video and see for yourself Or write fora copy (*noosing L15 returnable
deposit. and Stating Beta. V.H.S. or U-Metic Low Band)

SPECIAL OPENING OFFER - VIDEO RECORDING £150 Per Day + Taps + VAT. All In!

ELECTRO RECORD

So far 1982 has been the
year of the disappearing
record shops. The collapse

in retail sales has been so dra-
matic since mid -February that
literally hundreds of shops the
length and breadth of the U.K.
have decided to call it a day. In
spite of the relative success of
such creative folk as Trevor Horn
and Martin Rushent more sophi-
sticated electro based LPs have
suffered very badly indeed. The
message is seemingly that even
a band such as Japan with its
fashionable image and hit
singles cannot expect to carry its
audience into the realms of
superb production and musical
imagination so obviously present
in its albums. The simple 'synthi-
pop' of the last year from the likes
of Depeche Mode has, according
to many retailers, made it a lot
more difficult to sell sophisti-
cated offerings. The backlash to
pop/disco doodlings has even
hit the hardened collectors -
according to distributors and re-
tailers sales of back catalogue
and new artist material is badly
down.

Artists still in favour include
Jarre, Kitaro, Klaus Schulze and
Didier Bocquet. On the indepen-
dent front RCA have handed over

the distribution of Brain to Mak-
ing Waves. This will mean the re-
release of Schulze's entire back
catalogue and Froese's 'Ypsilon
in Malaysian Pale' and 'Elec-
tronic Dreams'. On things Ger-
man ...the re-release of the Ohr
and Pilz labels has caused very
little interest except for Popol
Vuh's 'Aguirre'. The saga of 'Inno-
vative Communication' has
seemingly ended with the re-
lease by a German Barry Mani -
low! Nine months behind sche-
dule Spoon has released new
material by Irmin Schmidt and
Can and re-released Holger Czu-
kay's 'Canaxis 5'.

Pulse expects to be re-
leasing albums in the autumn
or winter by Didier Boc-
quet with Jean-Pierre Gauche
and by Bernard Xolotl with Daniel
Kubialka. The top priority how-
ever will go to a brand new
recording epic by London's Jade
Warrior. Apparently, the duo
were recently very pleased by
having some of their work played
on three consecutive weeks'
selections of Desert Island Discs!
But what chance will a new
album have if it isn't racuous
disco rhythms played by robots
with daft hair cuts?
Matthew Gavin E&MM

The

SPECIAL READER
OFFER ONLY

£3.95... VAT & P

* EASY TO USE just plug 'in a lead and
its condition is automatically displayed
on the LED indicator panel

* BUILT IN RELIABILITY with solid state
electronics encapsulated in an ABS case

*MANUFACTURERS GUARANTEE covers
parts and labour for 12 months

* TESTS condition of all 1/4" mono jack to jack
audio leads. Indicates open or short circuits

* USES standard PP3 battery (not supplied) I
r Send this coupon and cheque/PO to.

ELECTRONICS & MUSIC MAKER (Special Offers),
282 London Road, Westcliff-on-Sea, Essex SSO 7JG.
Please send me:
Quantity Item Item Price Total

£

The Fault Finder £3.95
I enclose a cheque/P.0. payable to:
Electronics & Music Maker for:
PLEASE PRINT
Name: Mr/Mrs/Miss

Address

E&MM/8/82
All prices shown include VAT, postage and packing

1
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CLASSIFIED
New rates for 1982: Lineage 34p per word (min. 12 words); Box No. 80p extra. Semi -Display: £1.00 extra.

Display: £10.00 per single cm. column.
All advertisements must be pre -paid. Closing date: 20th of month preceding publication.

Advertisements are accepted subject to the terms and conditions printed on the advertisement rate card (available on request).
Telephone: 01-527 3376 "Classified", E&MM, 282 London Rd, Westcliff-on-Sea, Essex SSO 7JG.

ACCESSORIES

NOW!
FROM SESCOM

ORDER YOUR FAVORITE
AUDIO ACCESSORIES

BY MAIL

SEND FOR YOUR FREE COPY
OF OUR 1982 CATALOG

48
PAGES

81/211X I I"

OVER
250

ITEMS

WITH TECHNICAL DATA
& USE DIAGRAMS

INCLUDING DIRECT BOXES, MIC-SPLITTERS,

SIGNAL PROCESSING, AUDIO MODULES.

TRANSFORMERS

MANY OTHER ACCESSORIES

IMEMEMEMIENEMERES
Most Shipments From Stock

We Ship the fastest & most convenient
way for youl

SES
COM

SESCOM, INC.
RETAIL SALES DIVISION
1111 Las Vega. Blvd. North
Las Vegas, NV 89101-1197 U S A
(702)384-0993 (800)834-3457
TW)( (9101397-8998

Loudspeaker
Cabinet
Fittings

From Adam Hall Supplies:
Coverings & frets  flight case parts

 Celestion power speakers 
Rean jacks & fittings  P&N stands
Send 30p PO/cheque for Illustrated

catalogue

ADAM HALL
SUPPLIES LTD

Unit M,
Carlton Court,

Grainger Road,
Southend-on-Sea

Essex

,ALRIGHTTACKS%43=

TOP GRADE
GUITAR LEADS

LOWTHER CABLES (E&MM)
36, ESSEX AVENUE,
SLOUGH, SL2 1DR
Tel: (0753138869
(AREA CODE 15 FROM LONDON)

GL50-5m (161/2ft) £7.99
GL75-7.5m (24t/:ft) £9.99

(incl. postage Et packaging Et VAT)

Noiseless, low loss, heavy duty guitar cable c/w solid brass plugs
with internal thread AND heavy steel 'u' clamp for excellent strain
relief. heavy duty black covers.

We believe these guitar leads are THE BEST on the market
and THE BEST VALUE FOR MONEY. We support this claim by
offering you a money back guarantee, if returned unmarked
within seven days, this is beside our normal warranty. If
you're unsure, phone and ask for details. Catalogue of audio
leads available. TRADE AND EXPORT ENQUIRIES WELCOME

REAL TIME DUPLICATED
CASSETTES

Superb UK & USA REAL TIME
QUALITY

Pulse 001C 'Iceland' Pinhas f4.95
Pulse 002C 'Re -Entry' Vorhaus . . £4.95
Pulse 003C 'East-West' Pinhas £3.95
Pulse 004C 'Sequences' Bocquet £4.95
Pulse 006C 'Le'Elique' Pinhas £4.95
MFSL C017 'Dark Side' Floyd £13.95
MFSL C060 'Stickyfingers' Stones ... £13.95
MFSL C047 'Mystery Tour' Beatles ..£13.95

Many others in catalogue - SAE from
WHITETOWER, 2 ROCHE GARDENS

MILTON KEYNES MK3 6HR.
Telephone (0908) 73969 (Access)

DRUZYC-TAYLOR SOLID STATE

ANALOG
DELAY/ECHO

with delay, repeat
controls in/out

foot -switch.
Incorporating 2x

SAD 1024 analog
delay lines

providing delays
of up to 300mS.
Complete unit as

shown including batteries.
ONLY £55.00 + £1.00 p&p

SPECIAL BARGAIN OFFER!
P.C.B. of above unit, fully assembled,
tested, complete with I/P 0/P jack
sockets and controls.
Supplied with operating instructions for
an unbeatable £39.00 + f1.00 p&p.

DRUZYC-TAYLOR ELECTRONICS
148 Coventry Rd, Warwick CU34 5H1

Tel. (0926) 499300

DIY ACTIVE CROSSOVERS
Based on Hi-Fi News design. Used in
numerous Rock PA's, discotheques, work-
shops, studios and top notch Hi-Fi
systems worldwide. -24dB/octave,
2/3/4 way mono/stereo PCBs, kits or
assembled boards/complete units built
with PPMs, muting etc.
SAE or 31RC brings details:
'B & J SOUND, Kirkby Lane, Tattershall,

Lincoln LN4 4PD.
Telephone: (0526) 52950/42869

OUR CLASSIFIED
PAGES REALLY

WORK
TELEPHONE:

GRAHAM
BUTTERWORTH
ON 01-527 3376
and take advantage
of our short series
special classified
ad offer of 4 for the
price of 3
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SITUATIONS VACANT TAPES/RECORDS

Electronics Engineer
Electronics Engineers
Assistant
A rapidly expanding company dealing
with synthesisers requires staff.

An engineer with solid qualifications
and experience in micro -computers and
related technology and with some
experience in music technology. A keen
sense of organisation and structured
working is essential. Salary by
negotiation.

An assistant to the above post. Might
suit an enthusiastic school leaver keen to
learn about music technology. Salary
around £4,500. Replies to Box
No 101. Electronics & Music Maker
282 London Road Westcliff-on-Sea
Essex SSO 7JG.

RECORDING

MOBILE SOUND MAINTENANCE

 Performance modification rebuilds 
 Emergency 24 hour fault finding 
 New and second-hand equipment

evaluation reports 
 Servicing 

 System checks 

Contact us for bookings now
Telephone: 01-948 1331 (24 hours)

13A Jocelyn Road, Richmond, Surrey

QU'APPELLE STUDIOS
LIMITED

8 track sound recording, colour
video recording with edit suite,
titling facilities, variable acoustics.
Session musicians by arrangement.
Audio visual recording £100 per day
including tape, audio recording by
arrangement.
Tel. Newport, Gwent (0633) 412415

CASSETTE 'REAL-TIME'
duplicating from 38p. The best value for money
- Sound International July 1981. Mirror Master
blank cassettes, 10 x C12 £9.99 inclusive; 10 x
C90 £16.00 inclusive.

SIMON STABLE, 46, West End, Launton,
Oxon OX6 ODG.

Mon -Sat 9 a.m.-8 p.m. 08692 28311

SERIES 4
MIXERS

PA or Recording Masters Fully Modular
PPM/VU Monitoring Any Frame size 5
Band EQ 4 Aux sends.

Master + Frame £199.00
Input/Output Modules £60.00 each

For Brochure or Dem telephone:
HORNCHURCH 55836

FOR SALE

LYNX AUDIO
PROCESSORS

The great new name
in Electro-Music

REVERBS £29.95
FUZZ SUSTAIN £19.95
DRUM SYNTHESISERS

£29.95
all incl. plus large variety of

interesting effects units
fully built.

SAE for Brochure

LYNX AUDIO
26 Aldingbourne Close

If ield, Sussex

DISTRIBUTION

PO BOX 37b
EAST MOLESEY

SURREY
KT8 9JB
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FOR SALE

SOLO STUDIOS for solo musicians; 8 tracks £5.00 hour.
For details ring Vic on St Albans 72372.
MATINEE ORGAN professionally built, fully assembled
and tested; excellent condition. £485. Telephone Bourne
End 106285125541.
MAPLIN DRUMSETTE rhythm unit hardly used. Now have
Matinee. £50. Windsor 60554.
TRANSCENDENT 2000 plus foot pedal. £200 nr swap for
ETI Vocoder. Bargoed. 832472.
YAMAHA PICCOLO silver plated head and keys. Excellent
condition, with case. £100 ono. Telephone Neil on Southend
67375.
CLEF BANDBOX immaculate. £300 ono. Telephone St
Albans 72372.
MAPLIN 4600 SYNTH with PAIA computer controller
installed and calibrated. Polphony, Sequencing, Arpeggia-
tion etc. £500 ono. Teac A3340 and Akai 4000D. £500 ono.
Telephone Rochdale 79081.
WANTED Tangerine Dream Bootlegs, buy/exchange. Own
various 1971-1981 tapes; also K. Shulze, Kraftwerk.
Details: A. Prema, 113 Brookscroft Road, London Et 7.

DON'T
FORGET

THAT

E&MM

CASSETTES
Nos. 1 -6 are
available at
£2.45 each incl.
VAT & P&P.

For copyright reasons cassette No. 6 no
longer contains KRAFTWERK music

Cheques to:

ELECTRONICS &

MUSIC MAKER
282 London Road

Westcliff-on-Sea
Essex SSO 7JG
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1

CLASSIFIEDS
ORDER FORM
Please insert the advertisement under the heading of

in the next issue of E&MM for insertions.

I enclose Cheque/P.O. for £

Cheques and Postal Orders should be made payable to:

ELECTRONICS & MUSIC MAKER

1 2

4 5 6

7 8 9

10 11 12

13 14 15

16 17 18

19 20 21

22 23 24

ENTER EACH WORD OF YOUR CLASSIFIED
LINEAGE IN EACH BLOCK

COST: 34p per word
Underline words required in bold (add 10p extra per word)

NAME

ADDRESS

Tel No (day)

Send this form together with your cheque to:

E&MM CLASSIFIED
282 LONDON ROAD
WESTCLIFF-ON-SEA
ESSEX SSO 7J6
Ads to be received by 5th of Month for
following month's issue.

Use this form for classified lineage only

DON'T FORGET YOU
CAN ORDER E&MM ON :.:.....

DIRECT SUBSCRIPTION
.:.:

LOOK FOR THE
SUBSCRIPTION ORDER
FORM IN THIS ISSUE

:4::Yff:Yf
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TEAC TASCAM
BARGAINS

TASCAM 38 NOW ON DEMO P.O.A.

NEW PORTASTUDIO PACKAGE
Model 244 Portastudio with AKG D80 Microphone and Teac
HP50 Headphone delivered to your door £599.
8 TRACK PACKAGE (SUGGESTION)
The new Tascam 38 eight track half inch recorder with eight
channels of DBX noise reduction and Trident VFM 16/8/2
modular mixing console £2950 + VAT
16 TRACK PACKAGE (SUGGESTION)
Tascam 85-166 sixteen track recorder with 16 channels of DBX
noise reduction an AQ 858 full function and remote six position
auto locator and choice of latest model 16 or model 15B mixing
consoles P.O.A.
FOSTEX (MAIN AENTS)
The full range of 8, 4 and 2 track miniaturised marvels along with
the advanced model 250 4 track 'multi tracker' matching mixers
and FX units - all delivered free to your door by whistling
Securicorl P.O.A.
ALLEN HEATH & BRENNEL (MAIN AGENTS)
The reknowned respected and famous Mod III 16 into 8
monitoring 16 consol is now 'on offer' - it's hard to believe, but
we've shaved a cool one thousand pounds off its price - used to
be £3062 + VAT. Limited quantities available at £1995 + VAT.
(Trade enquiries are also available and welcome on this offer.)
16/4/2 and 24/4/2 Road version mixers are irresistable at my
prices. (Trade/Wholesale and quantity enquiries welcome.)
TRIDENT
"Trimix" and "VFM" range of professional quality mixing
consoles.
R.S.D. STUDIO MASTER
Studio 8/4, 16/4, 16/8, power amps and studio lead guitar valve
combo.
REVOX INDUSTRIAL DISTRIBUTIONS
Revox PR99 and Revox B77 supplied and serviced. Trade, Studio
and Private enquiries welcome.
ROLAND
Full 'Roland Rack' FX equipment for stage and studio.
MICROPHONES
AKG and ELECTRO-VOICE (wholesale and retail) P.O.A. Also
stocks of BEYER, NEUMANN, SHURE. Mic boom stands, 2 sizes,
£20 + VAT.
SECK MIXERS
The amazing 16/8/2 inc. flight case, fitted with extra 8 insert
points, authorized dealer modifications) at no extra charge £998 +
VAT
JBL (MAIN AGENTS)
Studio monitors and components and repairs, massive range of
literally everything P.O.A.
QUAD (INDUSTRIAL DISTRIBUTORS)
Power amps 405, 303, 50E from stock - amazing discounts
P.O.A.
GOODIES - HURRY - HURRY - HURRY
Fender Rhodes electronic piano (stage '73) brand new £595 inc
Teac 144 Portastudios S/H from £425
Teac A3440 4 tracks S/H from £ 550
Teac 80-8 8 tracks S/H from £1200
Teac DX8 noise reduction (neW) £134 + VAT
Teac 32-26 2 track S/H from £400
Yamaha 9000 series drum kit, realwood, Zildjian cymbals, all in

£795
£250
£250
£295
£595

new £630 per pair

cases (showroom use only)
Roland space echo S/H
Roland choruse echo S/H
Roland chorus echo S/H
Allen & Heath 16/4/2 S/H
Bose 802 + equalisers brand
P.A.
H/H V-Mosfet amp racks, Klerk Teknik x-overs and graphics,
J.B.L. loaded range of enclosers, T.A.C. Trident AHB studio
master range of mixers.

ALAN CHEETHAM AUDIO SERVICES
Phone: Disley (06632) 2442 9 a.m. thru 9 p.m. Mon -

Sat.
Office address: 25 South Meadway, High Lane Village,

Nr. Stockport SK6 8EJ.
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POWER PACKED by POWERTRAN
Powertran's black boxes are packed with punch. Not only are they superb kits to buy and
build they really do the job! Imaginative and ingenious design goes hand in hand with top
quality materials and outstanding performance capability. With their smart black styling the
kits harmonise visually as well as musically.
You can build each unit independently for its set task and then gradually increase your array
until you have a complete bank of formidable controllable power.

Complete Kit - £49.90 + VAT

Complete Kit - £49.50+ VAT

Complete Kit - £175.00  VAT

Complete Kit - £64.90 + VAT

MPA 200 - is a low price, high power 100W
amplifier. Its smart styling, professional appear-
ance and performance, make it one of our most
Popular designs. Adaptable inputs mixer accepts
a variety of sources yet straightforward construc-
tion makes it ideal for the first-time builder.

Chromatheque 5000 - a 5 -channel lighting
system powerful enough for professional discos
yet controllable for home -effects Sound to light,
strobe to music level, random or sequential
effects - each channel can handle up to 500W
yet minimal wiring is needed with our unique
single board design.

ETI Vocoder - 14 channels, each with inde-
pendent level control, for maximum versatility
and intelligibility; two input amplifiers -speech/
external - each with level and tone control. The
Vocoder is a powerful yet flexible machine that is
interesting to build and, thanks to our easy to
follow construction manual, is within the capabi-
lity of most enthusiasts.

SP2 2000 - twice the power with two of the
reliable, durable and economic amps from the
MPA 200; fed by separate power supplies from a
common toroidal transformer. Superb finish and
quality components throughout - up to (even
over!) the standard of high priced factory -built
units.

THE FIRST
WORDS

E
D
LAST

AND

WORD IN
ELECTRONIC

KITS

STOP PRESS: NEW FROM POWERTRAN
DIGITAL DELAY LINE AS FEATURED IN FEB/MARCH 1982 E& MM

THROW AWAY ALL THOSE EFFECT PEDALS - THIS ONE'S GOT THE LOT
Ranging from phasing right through to distinct echoes with up to 1.6s max delay, all at the push
of a button. Just select delay required for chosen effect.
FEATURES INCLUDE:-
EFFECTS - REVERB (all types) - CHORUS - PHASING - FLANGING -ADT - ECHO & MANY MORE
Delay from 0.31 ms to 1.6 sec expandable in 400ms stages.
Sweep modulation. Variable speed and depth. Repeat and freeze of delayed signal with no
degradation in quality of recycled information. Great for building up unique backing accompani-
ments Also allows pitch to be varied up and down.
High and low input sockets.
28.5K and 1.5K respectively.
Level control with overload LED.
Mix control of dry and delayed signal.
This unit is an absolute must for both the professional studio user and amateur electro-musician.
Just compare the specification with units costing upwards of £1,000. Unbelievable value!
Kits start at £130 + VAT with 400ms delay. 400ms add on delays £9.50 + VAT. Up to a maximum
of 1.6 sec.

. . Quite simply the best way to make music

gra

WORLD LEADERS IN ELECTRONIC KITS
 Money Back Guarantee - If you are not completely satisfied with your
Powertran Kit return it in original condition within 10 days for full refund.
 Free Soldering Practice Kit - To assist the beginner we will supply, on
request with your first kit order, a free soldering practice kit with useful tips and
illustrations.
 Component Packs -- Most kits are available as separate packs le.g. PCB
component sets, hardware sets etcl. Prices in our FREE catalogue.

 Ordering - Full ordering details, delivery service, and sales counter
opening - inside front cover of this issue.

PORTWAY INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, ANDOVER, HANTS SP10 3WW. (0264) 64455.



IL 'Roland
TB -303 BASS LINE

Take a bass synthesizer
that is programmable (in real time or not)
like a sequencer. Make it transposable across
3 octaves, add accent and slide. Leave resonance
and envelope modulation control to be varied at pleasure.

Give yourself up to 64 programmable patterns with
headphone facility. Make it lightweight and compact,
and power it from batteries or AC adaptor jack.

Be able to interface the whole thing with a
TR 606 Drumatix, a TR 808 or CR 8000
Compurhythm so that you can
play bass and drum patterns
at the same time.

It's called a
TB 303 Bass Line!

TR 606 Drumatix

I2Roland
Roland (UK) Ltd
Great West Trading Estate
983 Great West Road
Brentford, Middx. TW8 9DN

Telephone: 01 568 4578

Programme
and memorise

up to 32 rhythm patterns


